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The global media industry has undergone a tremendous change and massive 
upheaval during the last two decades. On the one side, media consumption has changed 
immensely and on the other side, media convergence appeared, a phenomenon which 
describes the merge of different media production genres (print, TV, radio, digital). Using 
a qualitative collective case study approach, this study was able to explore and depict 
competencies needed by journalists for coping with media convergence in the Swiss 
German media industry. The requirements for convergent work are the following seven 
competency themes: technical skills, social and emotional skills, cognitive skills, writing 
and linguistic skills, publishing and production skills, innovation and creativity, and 
leadership and management. This report also gives an overview of the most effective 
strategies to develop these competency themes and provides a competency development 
model. A competency specific mixture of learning methods, according to the blended 
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Background of the Problem 
In 2006 Henri Jenkins, the American media scholar, published a book on 
Convergence culture with the insightful subtitle “Where old and new media collide.” 
This subtitle on the convergence of the print, online, radio and TV news media 
paraphrases very well the current state of the media industry worldwide. The entire 
industry globally has undergone a tremendous change and massive upheaval during the 
last two decades. Until about 20 years ago media were clustered neatly into print media 
(daily newspapers, weekly journals or magazines), radio and television. The emerging 
digital age and broadband communications opened new channels such as the World Wide 
Web (www), social media and social network services (e.g. Facebook, Instagram, 
Twitter), and video sharing services (e.g. YouTube). Mobile devices and respective 
applications (apps) facilitate ways of communication and exchange of news, that our 
grandfathers could not even have dreamed of. The final results of these changes and 
developments cannot yet be foreseen. 
Today everyone can receive news, not only via various channels and through on-
demand services and streaming, but the customers themselves can now self-produce news 
items. The challenge for media professionals therefore is “to move with the times” not 
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only in terms of news production but also in terms of the needs of news media consumers 
which are currently highly heterogeneous and multi-faceted. 
Journalistic research through traditional sources such as people, letters, books, 
files, films, tapes etc., according to my observation, collides with online newsgathering 
and the usage of search engines (e.g. Google). In this sense modern electronic media 
literacy seems to have become an indispensable and essential requirement for journalists. 
At the same time journalism students and young professionals have to establish a certain 
kind of sensitivity for the credibility of online sources and acquire verification 
procedures. Tyler (2015) links this important issue to the fact that  
there is a widespread lack of gatekeepers on the Web, content can be uploaded 
unchecked; advertising is often blended with information, blurring the line between 
sponsored and objective content; source reputation is often unclear, which begets a 
lack of accountability for information posted on the Web; and the nature of the Web 
makes content susceptible to alternation, either on purpose or by accident. (p. 1291) 
In addition, the ways in which journalists and editorial staff have to submit their 
work have changed immensely over the past years. The so-called newsroom as well as a 
new news production area combines the classical newspaper with online journalism. This 
integration demands strong writing and communication skills, web and multimedia 
publishing skills, and stress resistance as the Editor-in-Chief of AZ Medien explained to 
me. Decision-makers in the media industry today often stress that journalists are expected 
to have multitasking skills. It can be assumed that this postulate is associated with the 
reality that journalists often have to handle different assignments in different media 
genres simultaneously. This coexistence and merging process of different types of mass 
media is commonly called media convergence. 
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In connection with this recent change in the newsroom, which integrates print 
news, online content, TV and radio production, hiring media managers now need 
journalists who are able to integrate writing skills for news production aimed at the web 
with skills in image and video news production. Media professionals, who until recently 
had been working only for one type of media, can feel the heat generated by the new 
convergent media environment. Still it is unclear which skills are needed in this 
convergent environment, which is still very dynamic. What are possible new skills 
needed in the future within this more complex, integrated news environment and how can 
these competencies be acquired and developed? 
Statement of the Research Problem 
Even though the appearance of media convergence has been explored in various 
case studies in the U.S. and in some European countries showing the current state of 
convergence in the field of news production, there is no neutral and objective information 
available on media convergence in the German-speaking part of Switzerland. Currently 
very little evidence exists for helping to decipher to what extent findings from previous 
studies in the U.S. are applicable to the Swiss media environment. 
Since I started my role as Head of Human Resources of one of the major media 
players in the German-speaking part of Switzerland in 2012, I have had various informal 
talks with players in the Swiss German media industry. They all insisted that news 
consumption in German-speaking Switzerland is different from consumer behavior in 
Germany and in the U.S. These discussions supported my impression that there is very 
little empirical guidance for the question which kinds of competencies will be required 
for future journalists. This situation leaves both media managers and editorial staff with a 
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great deal of uncertainty. In addition, there seems to be little understanding as to how 
these future convergent competencies can be gained and developed. For strategic 
planners this fact creates an almost unbearable tension between coping with 
contemporary challenges and preparing for the future. A competency model is therefore 
needed to guide the preparation of future media professionals in the German-speaking 
Swiss media environment. 
Hence, I set out to further explore the impact of media convergence in 
Switzerland with a qualitative approach and interview editors-in-chief and human 
resources managers/talent managers. I was particularly interested in the question whether 
or not media convergence already plays a role in large Swiss media companies and how 
far this already may have changed the way journalists work today. Furthermore, I wanted 
to understand how editors-in-chief and human resources managers/talent managers at 
major players in the Swiss German media industry describe skills and competencies 
needed for media professionals in the future, in order to bring together their suggestions 
as to how convergent competencies can be acquired and developed.  
The study therefore focuses on the current status of media convergence in major 
media players in the German-speaking part of Switzerland, the convergent competencies 
needed by media professionals in order to cope with the ongoing media convergence and 
constant development of new forms of media in the media industry in Switzerland. 
Purpose of the Study 
The purpose of this study is to create a competency development model for media 
professionals in the convergent media environment in the German-speaking part of 
Switzerland that can serve as a guide for the professional development of media 
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professionals. To this end, I first portray the current status of media convergence in the 
main media companies in the German-speaking part of Switzerland and describe 
experiences, perceptions and expectations that media managers have of the media 
professionals they hire to cope with today’s market needs in the context of a convergent 
media environment in German-speaking Switzerland. Media managers are print, TV, 
radio and digital editors-in-chief, heads of media profit centers, presidents of media 
associations, and human resources managers or talent development managers whom 
media companies employ to lead media industry firms. Media professionals are the 
editorial staff who work on the production of the actual news items to be dispersed in 
online, TV and the newspaper media. 
The study identifies the perceptions of media managers of the necessary 
competencies in the convergent media environment today as well as their expectations of 
the competencies needed in the future. I also explore how the media industry develops 
this new cluster of competencies in their existing media professionals and how media 
training institutions and professional media schools approach the development of these 
new convergent skills. 
Future competencies needed in the Swiss German media industry will be defined 
generally as “convergent media competencies.” The data gathered through the selected 
cases in the Swiss German media industry served as foundation to create a competency 
development model. 
Research Questions 
The core questions of this study are: 
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1. What are the current and future competencies needed by media professionals 
(journalists and editors) in the convergent media environment in the German-
speaking part of Switzerland? 
2. What are the most effective strategies for developing these competencies? 
The two sub-questions of the study are: 
How are the new competency clusters needed for convergent media production 
currently being developed? More specifically, what does such training need to include in 
order to develop convergent competencies? 
Significance of the Study 
The study aims at identifying the competency clusters needed for convergent 
media production in the Swiss German media industry, to answer the question of media 
managers as to how these competencies can be developed and what training may be 
needed to help media professionals acquire the competencies needed to thrive in an 
increasingly convergent media environment. 
The raison d'être of a human resources leader is to select, develop and retain 
employees whose talents and skills align with the larger objective of an organization. I 
therefore sought to understand and describe experiences, perceptions and expectations 
that media managers in the Swiss German media industry have in regard to the 
convergent competencies needed by media professionals for coping with future needs. 
The views of media managers and the most successful training methods I merged in the 
study report into a Competency Development Model for convergent competencies. 
The results of the study also have the potential to contribute to competency 
development plans and programs and will support media managers in order to select 
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talents and anticipate skills required of future journalists. For this reason, the study report 
is divided into different parts: first, an overview of required competencies from the point 
of view of selected media managers in the Swiss German media industry and professional 
journalism training institutions; second, analysis, assessment, selection and development 
strategies for convergent competencies in order to update media companies in the light of 
recent technology dynamics; and third, a recommendation for the delivery of appropriate 
training. Furthermore, this research study, also provides an overview of recent 
international findings regarding journalistic skills needed in the media production of TV, 
online and mobile content.  
Theoretical and Conceptual Framework 
How can I find reality as a researcher? Grajales & Gonzales (2008) answer this 
question by exploring the difference between truth and reality. “Truth is the 
understanding of reality through a process of a self-correcting search made by the 
intellectual community throughout the ages.” They further explain that “reality exists 
independent of human searching” and that “there is more than one way to approach 
knowledge but only one reality” (p. 162). I support their position that “reality is the what 
‘is’ and the truth is what the subject considers that reality to be” (p. 162). James (1908) 
goes one step further by following “the epistemological dualism of common sense” 
approach (p. 455) and explains that an absolute ‘truth’ is not as important as what we 
perceive as truth.  
In order to understand which “reality” underlies a postulate for media 
convergence and competencies needed in the future, I conducted a qualitative research 
project. Charmaz (2010) compares a qualitative research approach with the use of 
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different lenses of a camera through which one can observe an object with different foci 
and granularity. 
In this sense the first section of the research, the literature review, works like the 
‘wide angle lens of a camera.’ This review of relevant research will explore most recent 
research on competencies, which are required currently and in the future for broadcast 
journalism, online and mobile journalism and print journalism. 
In the second section the ‘research camera lens,’ is focused on experiences, 
perceptions and expectations which newspaper, online and TV editors-in-chief and 
educators have of convergent competencies needed by journalists and editors in order to 
cope with future needs in the Swiss German media industry. In this research step, I 
analyze training methods and their effectiveness with regards to the gaining of 
convergent competencies. The choice of analyzing main media players in Switzerland 
works in this sense like the use of a ‘camera flash.’  
In the third part of this research I work on my understanding of the ‘histogram of 
the research camera.’ This means I am integrating all observations and findings into a 
competency development model for journalists in the Swiss German media industry. This 
model includes suggestions as to what kind of trainings might be needed and how 
appropriate training might be delivered. 
Methodology 
In order to explore and understand the competencies needed by journalists in the 
future to cope with media convergence I conducted a qualitative case study evaluating the 
Swiss German media industry. Thus, I tried to produce a composite view from the 
perspective of the four leading media companies in the German-speaking part of 
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Switzerland. A case study is a qualitative research method “that facilitates exploration of 
a phenomenon within its context using a variety of data sources” (Baxter & Jack, 2008, p. 
544). Complex phenomena under exploration can be programs, events, activities, 
processes, or individuals. Thomas (2011) suggests that a case study should comprise of 
two elements: the subject of the case study (practical, historical unity) and the object of 
the study (analytical or theoretical frame). Thus, he provides the following definition for 
case studies: 
Case studies are analyses of persons, events, decisions, periods, projects, policies, 
institutions, or other systems that are studied holistically by one or more methods. 
The case that is the subject of the inquiry will be an instance of a class of phenomena 
that provides an analytical frame – an object – within which the study is conducted 
and which the case illuminates and explicates. (p. 513) 
Case studies were already applied centuries ago to explore scientific phenomena. 
Galileo Galilei’s rejection of Ptolemy’s geocentric theory of the solar system, and 
Aristotle's law of gravity and his preference for the Copernican system of heliocentrism 
were based on experiments (case studies), just as were the studies of the Swiss 
developmental psychologist and philosopher Jean Piaget which he conducted with mostly 
his own children. Today, case studies enjoy popularity in the scientific world as well as in 
teaching and professional development. In the last decades the Harvard Business School 
gained a great reputation in regard to case studies in business science. 
According to Yin (2003), a case study design might be appropriate when (a) the 
focus of the study is on answering “how” and “why” questions, (b) the behavior of those 
involved in the study cannot be manipulated, (c) contextual conditions should be covered 
because they are perceived as being relevant to the phenomenon under study, or (d) the 
boundaries between the phenomenon and its context are not clear. All those conditions 
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applied to my intended research subject about competencies needed in an environment of 
media convergence. 
Creswell (2013, p. 98f) suggests that case study research start with the 
identification of a specific case (single case or multiple cases) and have the intention to 
illustrate a case which gains interest because of its specific nature (intrinsic case) or for 
understanding a specific issue, problem or concern (instrumental case). A good 
qualitative case study provides an in-depth understanding of a case. The data analysis in a 
case study will change according to a respective approach, e.g., some researchers will 
pick multiple cases and compare them with each other while in another study only one 
single case might be analyzed. Case studies often provide “conclusions formed by the 
researcher about the overall meaning derived from the case(s). These are called 
‘assertions’ by Stake (1995) or building ‘patterns’ or ‘explanations’ by Yin (2009).” 
I was aware of the fact that data collection in a case study is “typically extensive, 
drawing on multiple sources of information, such as observations, interviews, documents, 
and audiovisual material” (Creswell, 2013, p. 100). I collected data from different types 
of sources, documents, archival records, interviews, direct observations, participant 
observation, and physical artifacts. 
Creswell (2013) further explains that the analysis of data can be holistic (entire 
case) or embedded (specific aspect of the case) and should conclude with the final 
interpretive phase where “the researcher reports the meaning of the case, whether that 
meaning comes from learning about the issue of the case (an instrumental case) or 
learning about an unusual situation (an intrinsic case)” (p. 101). 
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Delimitations of the Study 
This research is delimitated to the editors-in-chief and media managers of the 
main players in the Swiss German media industry. There is one Swiss public 
broadcasting organization, the SRG SSR, which is a non-profit organization funded 
mainly through mandatory radio and television license fees collected from the public. 
This company has more than 6,000 employees. Additional major privately owned media 
companies are Tamedia AG with a workforce of 3,300, Ringier AG with about 3,100 
employees in Switzerland alone, the NZZ (Neue Zürcher Zeitung) Mediengruppe with 
1,900 employees, the AZ Medien group with 1,200 employees and Somedia AG with 950 
employees. The study focuses only on convergent competencies and respective training 
and development. 
Limitations of the Study  
The biggest issue and limitation of the study is the fact that all media companies 
are competitors in the market. Therefore, I was depending on the willingness of 
individuals for participating in the study.  
Even though I was the Head of Human Resources Management of one of the key 
Swiss media players, I did not anticipate the ethical issues in regard to competition and 
confidentiality issues that arose because my work contract was terminated in September 
2015. 
Considering Creswell (2013) on avoiding ethical issues I – prior to conducting the 
study – contacted my previous employer’s CEO and that company’s Editor-in-Chief as 
well as the Director of the Swiss Media Association and received verbal confirmation 
from the three of them that they would support my research project. Hence, I used them 
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as “messengers” and door openers towards the Swiss media companies. I expected them 
to explain clearly the purpose and scope of the study and secure their agreement to 
confidentiality; based on that I negotiated necessary publishing rights. Likewise, I used 
members of a Swiss Media Human Resources network, a project developed and 
implemented by my professional HR colleagues and myself during the last few years. 
This network is characterized by mutual trust. Its members served as gatekeepers for 
approaching editors-in-chief and for recruiting them to participate in the project. 
Definition of Terms 
The following definitions apply to the terms to be used: 
Media convergence: How journalists work most recently has changed 
tremendously. Different kinds of news production, like traditional newspaper editing, 
online and web content production and TV production, have merged into the so-called 
newsroom. In the media industry, this merging process of different types of mass media 
is called “media convergence.”  
Competencies: They are described in the light of Human Resources and 
Organizational Development. Organizational performance and characteristics of core 
competencies are commonly linked to the competitive advantage of a company. 
According to Clardy (2008a) I support the expansion of a limited definition of 
competency as 'knowledge,’ 'skills' and 'abilities' towards the resource-based model 
where competencies include a variety of additional factors such as personality, behavior, 
added value to customers, etc. The resource-based model endorses the assumption that 
core competencies of organizations determine their competitiveness. At the same time a 
resource-based approach widens the definition of core competencies by competency 
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characteristics that (a) are typical for the organization and which are the basis for a 
sustained competitive advantage, (b) indicate long-term organizational performance, (c) 
are properties of an organization or system and are linked to individuals, (d) are difficult 
to acquire or obtain by players outside of the organization, and (e) are creating an 
asymmetrical and differentiating position versus the organization's competitors. Clardy 
(2008a) argues that “core competencies cannot, by definition, be common, generic, or 
universal, because if they are shared, then any firm can use them to achieve competitive 
advantage” (p. 391). Therefore, I underline the significance of an established proper core 
competency assessment, evaluation and measurement method in organizations, 
particularly in media companies.  
Convergent competencies: Competencies that are necessary to compete in an 
increasingly convergent media environment are called in the study “convergent 
competencies.” These competencies may not be located in a single individual, but in a 
team or organization. 
Summary 
The study is structured into seven chapters. Chapter 1 discusses the background of 
the problem of an emerging media convergence and the related change in the 
constellation of competencies required of journalists in order to cope with future market 
needs. It articulates the statement of the research problem, the purpose of the study, the 
research questions, the rationale of the study, its theoretical and conceptual framework, 
the significance and importance of the study, the delimitations and limitations of the 
study, the definitions of terms, and the methodology of the research. 
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Chapter 2 is a literature review. It is divided into different parts: first, a summary 
on media convergence, second, an overview of required competencies from a generic 
Human Resources development point of view; third, an analysis, assessment, selection 
and development of strategies; and fourth, an appropriate training delivery. Furthermore, 
this paper provides an overview of recent findings regarding journalistic skills needed in 
the media production of TV, online and mobile content.  
Chapter 3 discusses the research methodology used in this qualitative case study. 
It shows how this approach fits with the study. The chapter describes the data sources like 
interviews, observations, artifacts and methods of data analysis. 
Results of the data analysis are presented in Chapters 4, 5 and 6. Chapter 4 
describes the status of media convergence in the Swiss German media industry. In 
Chapter 5 an emphasis is put on competencies which are required currently and in the 
future. Chapter 6 presents a model for developing competencies. Chapter 7 concludes the 
research study with a discussion of the findings of lessons learned and gives 












The media industry worldwide in recent years has undergone a massive 
transformation. This substantial change impacted the way in which journalists and 
editorial staff work today and the set of competencies needed in order to be successful as 
a media professional. Emerging new media and communication channels require new 
research skills and a multimedia literacy. Due to the fact that journalists often handle 
different assignments simultaneously, the main focus is currently given to multitasking 
skills. In connection with a most recent change in the newsroom towards convergence, 
where different media genres are merged, new skills like writing and producing for the 
web and production of image and video news seem to be required of all journalists. 
Mainly U.S. American studies provide skill-sets for different media disciplines. A 
comprehensive overview of competencies in the light of convergence, however, is still 
missing. 
My personal research therefore, focuses on future competencies required of 
editorial staff in the Swiss media industry. In order to identify relevant literature in 
connection with my planned study project I have screened most recent research projects, 
with an emphasis on “new media,” “convergence,” “skills” and “competencies.” 
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The following chapter is divided into the following parts: first, a summary on 
media convergence, second, an overview of required competencies from a generic 
Human Resources development point of view; third, an analysis, assessment, selection 
and development of strategies; and fourth, an appropriate training delivery. Furthermore, 
this paper will provide an overview of recent findings regarding journalistic skills needed 
in the media production of TV, online and mobile content.  
Convergence and Media 
During the last 20 years the media industry in Europe and the USA underwent a 
tremendous change in regard to the dissolution of traditional borders between the 
production of content for print, online, radio and television. Avilés & Carvajal (2008) 
explain this phenomenon with the emergence of digital systems, which “allow journalists 
to share data files (audio, video and text) with increased versatility, in order to elaborate 
content for the various platforms” (p. 221). Traditionally, content is produced separately 
for each media platform. A so-called media convergence is taking place, in which a 
combination of technologies, products and staff appears, according to Avilés & Carvajal 
(2008), seems to be “related to industry convergence” and “is reshaping the landscape of 
journalism in a variety of ways” (p. 222). Quinn (2005) explains the popularity of media 
convergence with a quality improvement of journalism and reduction of product costs. 
On the other hand, convergence is brought into a context with job dissatisfaction and loss 
of quality. Huang, Rademakers, Fayemiwo, & Dunlap (2004) elaborate in this sense: 
“Opponents of converged journalism worry that, with less profound professional 
knowledge in a non-primary platform and with limited time for filing a story for multiple 
media platforms, reporters might not be able to produce quality journalism” (p. 73).  
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Development of Newsroom Convergence 
Many newspapers and television stations launched their first web services at the 
end of the 1990s. According to Avilés & Carvajal (2008), “they generally chose to set up 
a small newsroom, whose journalists were devoted for the most part to repackaging news 
content from the traditional media in the new platform” (p. 223). Stone & Bierhoff in a 
2002 study estimated that around 100 media companies in Europe had implemented some 
kind of convergence. Pioneers in Europe were the Nordic countries (mainly Sweden and 
Denmark), U.K. and Spain. Media companies in Switzerland indulge in this development. 
Ringier implemented the first convergent newsroom in the German-speaking part of 
Switzerland in 2010, AZ Medien followed this development in 2011, the NZZ 
Mediengruppe in 2012 and Tamedia, which in 2010 still spoke out against a convergent 
newsroom, introduced one in 2013. 
Avilés & Carvajal (2008) present three essential activities that “take place within 
the value chain of any [media] business: information gathering, news production and 
content aggregation, and distribution” (p. 225). Convergence can be found on the 
information gathering stage in that manner that journalists produce content for different 
platforms and share it with their peers. On the level of news production and aggregation 
content from various sources is repackaged for different media platforms. Media 
distribution appears when a single company uses different platforms for content 
distribution. 
Gordon (2003) developed a model, which is based on five different appearances 
of media convergence:  
1. ownership convergence,  
2. tactical convergence,  
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3. structural convergence,  
4. information gathering convergence, and  
5. presentation convergence.  
Ownership convergence is linked to multiple content and distribution channels by 
media corporations “while tactical convergence involves cooperation and collaboration in 
areas such as content, marketing, and revenue enhancement” (Mishra, 2014, p. 2). Media 
companies introducing convergence often change ways of working, assignments and 
roles. The forth characteristic of Gordon’s model has to do with a new convergent way of 
gathering news and the fifths with new ways of presenting content and story-telling using 
new multimedia tools. 
Contrary to Gordon, Kolodzy (2009) describes a model of media convergence 
which consists of three aspects:  
1. technological, which focuses on media technological change and media 
digitalization; 
2. economic, which covers the influence of convergence on a structural level, 
including cross-promotion; and  
3. journalistic, which includes the merging of traditional print journalism with 
online, television and radio journalism. 
A third model of newsroom convergence, called ‘the convergence continuum’ is 
presented by Dailey, Demo, & Spillman (2005a). This hierarchical model includes (a) 
cross-promotion, (b) cloning, (c) coopetition, (d) content sharing, and (e) full 
convergence. It assumes an interaction and cooperation among cross-media partners. The 
lowest level of convergence is found on cross-promotion where only promotion of each 
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other’s content is found but no interaction. Cloning covers a way of collaboration where 
the material of others is republished with minor adjustments. Coopetition “is the level 
where cooperation in content production is coupled with competition based on cultural 
differences” (Yin & Liu, 2014, p. 563). Content sharing contains sharing of gathered 
information, repackaging of content and common planning, reporting and producing of 
content. 
Avilés & Carvajal (2008), based on a case study about two Spanish multimedia 
companies, developed another model of newsroom convergence, which contents of two 
facets:  
1. the integrated model, and  
2. the cross-media model.  
The integrated model follows the objective to create “a single journalistic culture 
transgressing traditional media boundaries” (p. 235). In contrast, the cross-media model 
is a resource and organizational strategy, “where multimedia production based on 
synergies is the desired ideal” (p. 235). According to the above-mentioned researchers, 
“cross-media work is not regarded as a goal itself, rather as a tool” where “managers 
express a desire to strengthen the company as a news provider on the whole, regardless of 
media platform” (p. 235). 
All major media companies in the German-speaking part of Switzerland currently 
range between the cross-media model and the fully integrated model. None of the bigger 
players practices yet a fully integrated model. Hence Dailey et al. (2005a) ‘convergence 
continuum’ will function as an underlying convergence model. 
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Competencies from a Human Resources Development Point of 
View 
Since the intention of my research project is to scrutinize competencies needed in 
the media industry of the future, it will evaluate 'competencies' in the light of Human 
Resources and Organizational Development. The first part of this section will describe a 
competency-based approach for analysis and assessment, the second part of this section 
will describe competency-based strategies for selection and development and the third 
part of this section will describe competency-based training delivery. 
Competency-Based Approach for Analysis and Assessment 
Organizational performance and characteristics of core competencies are 
commonly linked to the competitive advantage of a company. Clardy (2008a) supports 
the expansion of a limited definition of competency as 'knowledge,’ 'skills' and 'abilities' 
towards the resource-based model where competencies include a variety of additional 
factors such as personality, behavior, added value to customers etc. The resource-based 
model supports the assumption that core competencies of organizations determine their 
competitiveness. At the same time a resource-based approach widens the definition of 
core competencies by competency characteristics which are (a) typical for the 
organization and which are the basis for a sustained competitive advantage, (b) indicating 
a long-term performance, (c) properties of an organization or system and are linked to 
individuals, (d) difficult to acquire or obtain by players outside of the organization, and 
(e) creating an asymmetrical position versus the organization's competitors. 
Clardy 2008a argues that “core competencies cannot, by definition, be common, 
generic, or universal, because if they are shared, then any firm can use them to achieve 
competitive advantage” (p. 391). Therefore, he underlines the significance of an 
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established proper core competency assessment, evaluation and measurement method in 
organizations. Any incomplete or misinterpreted assessment process can limit or even 
harm the organization's excellence: “In short, looking for core competencies among 
individual performers can actually limit the opportunity to produce superior and 
differential organizational performance” (p. 389). That is the reason why I intend to 
create a competency development model, which can be applied to an entire organization. 
Competency-Based Strategies for Selection and Development 
As soon as core competencies of organizations are identified and assessed they 
can be implemented for selection and development purposes. In this sense the proper 
implementation of competencies, which can be industry-specific knowledge, skills and 
abilities, is a key performance factor in organizations. This presupposes a creation and 
implementation process of competencies, which depict the strategy of a respective 
company. Hence, respective core competencies of an organization should underpin the 
recruitment of new potential employees and, of course, any employee development. 
Carroll and McCrackin (1998), consultants in the area of creating and implementing 
competency-based development strategies, identified a mixed picture in companies: 
Some organizations invested time and money in carefully assessed competencies, but did 
not integrate them into the daily business. Other companies collectively selected, 
developed and implemented them. As soon as competency-based development tools were 
rolled-out and respective annual performance reviews were based on this set of 
competencies, a significant business outcome improvement could be detected. In order to 
decide on people development strategies in the media industry “well defined 
competencies provide the basis for identifying development needs, targeting curriculum 
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and other development activities” and according to Carroll & McCrackin (1998) help to 
build “effective partnerships with external sources of education and development” (p. 
49). They also support a four-step strategy process, including business alignment, project 
planning, competency model-building, roll-out and ongoing performance management. 
Competency-Based Training Delivery 
Since the publications under discussion, as far as they are related to Human 
Resource and Organizational Development, do not address the question of relevant 
training methodologies, which support the development of competencies into 
organizations, additional literature sources were explored. Particularly revealing in this 
regard is Westera (2001) who states that competencies are not fixed structures but rather 
individual abilities, which can be improved upon. They “are gained in multiple ways, 
such as life experience, on-the-job training, and training and development programs” 
(Holton, Coco, Lowe, & Dutsch, 2006, p. 211). Therefore, an appropriate competency-
supporting training method is suggested. It combines traditional learning with new 
learning methods like e-learning or distance learning. Holton, Coco, Lowe, and Dutsch 
(2006) postulate in this sense the use of a blended learning strategy (cf. Figure 1) where 
needs and cultural differences of the respective target group are taken into consideration. 
A competency-based model can be a descriptive tool for identifying the knowledge, 
skills, and behaviors needed to effectively perform a role in an organization in order 
to assist this organization in achieving strategic goals. By linking individual 
competency modeling, the development of successful training and development 





Figure 1. Blended Learning (Wiepcke, 2006, p. 60) [original in German] 
 
In connection with the development of a blended training strategy, Holton et al. 
(2006) provide the following three principles: 
1. Distance learning designs consider specific content, needs, learning goals, and 
other characteristics of the learner, the nature of the content, appropriate instructional 
technologies, desired learning outcomes and the local learning environment. 
2. Distance learning opportunities support the needs of learning and include site 
and tutorial support, student advising and counseling, partnering and collaboration. 
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3. The provider of distance learning opportunities has both a technology plan and 
a human infrastructure to ensure that compatibility needs are met and learners as well as 
facilitators are supported in their use of these technologies (p. 221). 
Additionally, the question was investigated as to which effect an organization can 
be expected to have from the implementation of a competency-based training and 
development program. Naquin and Holton (2006) provide the following insight from a 
study on leadership and managerial competency models: “by linking individual 
competencies with the desired organizational competencies through competency 
modeling, the development of successful training and development programs becomes an 
effort with great potential for meeting needs of all parties involved” (p. 145). This means 
when individual competencies are linked to required organizational competencies and 
when individual performance skills are embedded into the organization's performance 
objectives, a positive result can be predicted with high probability. Even though the 
assessment, development and implementation of competency-based training programs are 
very time-consuming, it “is the only viable solution to training problems within the 
context of today's working environment” (p. 163).  
Over a period of two years Naquin and Holton (2006), for a public sector 
customer with more than 10,000 employees, developed a competency model with 24 
competencies. Even though the development process of the competency model could be a 
model for similar development projects, their research does not provide a competency 
model, which could be applied to the media industry. Since the general research basis for 
competency models still is narrow future research is needed. 
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Competencies Required in the Media Industry of the Future 
The question as to what the behavior of newspaper readers and their affinity to 
online services and paid content will look like has been on the forefront of media 
professionals and academia for the past two decades. In order to define competencies 
required in the media industry of the future Beyers (2004) attempted to provide some 
insight into the future usage of online interaction and interactivity. He also tried to make 
more predictable the demand for expected content. A survey conducted by him showed 
that the majority of online news visitors were only reading messages (63.9 per cent). 
Other services offered by newspapers, like portable digital assistance, texting services, 
WAP/i-mode, were hardly ever used. In contrast, however, online archives, search 
features and electronic newsletters were demanded quite often. The premise that “news 
sites must offer relevant information that is not readily available elsewhere, particularly 
not via other websites or media” (p. 16) provides the basis for further exploration on 
competencies required of journalists in the future so they will be equipped for coping 
with future challenges. 
Competency Required in Broadcasting Journalism 
In the past, journalism students were either trained in print or broadcast 
communication. This clear separation may soon be a thing of the past. Various studies on 
mass media suggest that news content on television websites could increase viewer 
loyalty and that the trend for increased online consumption has not yet reached its peak 
(Cahn-Olmstead & Kim, 2001). Therefore, it is appropriate to ask, what kind of mass 
media elements and competencies should be covered by a training, which prepares 
journalist for the future. Tanner, Forde, Besley, & Weir (2012) maintain that 
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much discussion has focused on whether a skills-oriented or a liberal arts-based 
curriculum is the “best” approach to educating young journalists. In recent years, 
however, dramatic shifts in the production and consumption of news content have 
reenergized this debate as educators attempt to find ways to prepare students for an 
increasingly complex media environment. (p. 219) 
Cremedas and Lysak’s (2011) study among employees of network-affiliated 
(ABC, CBS, NBS, and Fox) television stations in the U.S. unveiled that the greater part of 
TV stations do not pay particular attention to web producing. A reporter, the show 
producer or news director him- or herself is in charge of web producing, parallel to his or 
her other responsibilities. With regard to web production Cremedas and Lysak (2011) 
conclude “indeed, for most small and medium-sized local TV markets, the question of 
what types of news formats are produced and who produces them for the web is very 
much a work in progress. But it is clear stations are assigning more and more of their 
staff to web-related duties” (p. 44). In this sense, the study supported the idea that news 
directors see as a requirement of newly hired staff a proficiency in new media skills for 
news producers (38%) and for reporters (40%). The integration of the web into the daily 
news production is common for the majority of local U.S. American television stations. 
Since viewers are expecting the integration of local news into the TV program, web 
content became a priority for all partners interviewed. Newscasts posted on interviewed 
TV stations and reporter packages, like extended raw video, natural sound pieces or full 
interviews, are new forms of news content that stations place on their web sites. 
Additional video, print-style web stories, breaking news, specialized in-depth 
information/links in web stories and resizing/reformatting still images or video for the 
web are new media duties, which have to be performed by show producers and reporters. 
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HTML knowledge is the most required skill for prospective news producers and 
reporters.  
An educational trend towards training in convergent media is confirmed as the 
following statement shows:  
The increasing emphasis on web site content has prompted many broadcast 
journalism educators to reevaluate the training students receive, changing curricula 
and program focus to ensure students acquire the necessary web skills. But there’s 
debate as to how much journalism students should be trained in new media skills, as 
compared with more traditional newsgathering skills. (Cremedas & Lysak, 2011, p. 
44) 
One of the key findings of a study conducted by Tanner et al. (2012) also 
confirms the new emphasis on television newscast production for all kinds of journalism 
students and a new orientation on multi-platform and convergent journalism. 
Competency Required in Online and Mobile Journalism 
The use of mobile devices by news consumers during the past years has increased 
tremendously. Today 50% of U.S. American adults own a mobile device, either a tablet 
or smartphone. A study conducted by the Pew Research Center in 2012 (Mitchell, 
Rosenstiel, Santhanam, & Christian, 2012) revealed that two thirds of mobile device 
owners in the U.S. are getting news on their device on a regular basis and are reading 
news that way even more now than before the arrival of mobile devices. There also is a 
movement away from the usage of applications towards the usage of a browser when 
consuming news (60 percent of tablet users prefer to use the browser to get news on their 
device). The study suggests that a post-PC era was entered at least in the sense of calling-
up news. In this sense Mitchell, Rosenstiel, Santhanam, and Christian (2012) explain:  
News remains an important part of what people do on their mobile devices - 64% of 
tablet owners and 62% of smartphone owners say that they use the devices for news 
at least weekly, tying news statistically with other popular activities such as email and 
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playing games on tablets and behind only email on smartphones (not including 
talking on the phone). This means fully a third of all U.S. adults now get news on a 
mobile device at least once a week. (p. 2) 
Cremedas and Lysak (2011) mention that previous studies show that “the web is 
not a place to produce new content but rather … a medium that's merely an extension of 
what they already provide” (p. 43). This means that news producers today are publishing 
exactly the same content online as they publish in print media. 
But can this practice be sustained in the future? 
A research conducted by Fahmy (2008) concluded, that the traditional training of 
journalists still is appropriate even though the technology in the news industry has 
changed tremendously over the last few years. On one hand journalism educators are 
putting an emphasis on traditional journalism skills when providing trainings to students. 
On the other hand, the media industry underwent a tremendous change in technology 
during the past ten years. A cross-media newsroom where the same personnel produce at 
the same time print, online and video news is the standard working environment in 
today's media industry. Fahmy (2008) provides proof of the need for persisting 
“traditional journalism skills” like research and writing but shows as well that a 
requirement for teamwork and photography skills will emerge. In particular, digital 
journalism and web-coding skills will be demanded vis-à-vis an increase in media 
convergence during the next five years. 
Consequently, an ongoing trend for media convergence can be assumed. 
However, future customer behavior regarding the acceptance of paying for online 
content, the demanded quality of online services and the news reading behavior of 
younger generations are all still research imponderables. Furthermore, the influence on 
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news consumption through new technologies has been explored sufficiently on a very 
limited range only. Therefore, there still is plenty of room for future studies regarding the 
skills required of journalists in the future. It concerns print, online, mobile, broadcasting. 
This, no doubt, will require an appropriate competency development. 
Summary 
The emerging digital era resulted in major changes in the communication and 
media world. These cataclysmic changes led to new methods as to how journalists and 
editorial staff do research work and how they have to submit their work. The presented 
literature review revealed that the newsroom, a characteristic for a convergent media 
environment, mingles classical newspaper with online journalism where strong writing 
and communication skills, web and multimedia publishing skills and stress resistance are 
required. Wenger and Owen (2012) further explain in which direction future training 
should be aimed: “For journalism educators in general, these findings should reinforce 
the notion that cross-platform skills are and will continue to be important in helping 
students find employment” (p. 22). Therefore, a clear picture on the status of media 
convergence in Switzerland and a respective training and competency development 
concept might be crucial for the future success of the media industry in the German-
speaking part of Switzerland. 
Since it is not evident to what extent the findings of the literature discussed above 
are applicable to the Swiss media environment I intend to further explore the impact of 
media convergence in Switzerland. I am particularly interested in the question whether or 
not media convergence already is playing a role in large Swiss media companies and how 
far this already may have changed the way journalists work today.  
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Another question, which I would like to answer, aims at bringing light into 
demanded skills for future editorial staff in Switzerland. Following the conclusion of 
Carroll and McCrackin (1998) that special attention should be paid to the exact analysis 
and sustained development and implementation of competencies into organizations, my 
first planned research step is to determine competencies for editorial staff in the Swiss 
media industry required in the future. Carroll and McCrackin (1998) note that 
Significant lessons have been learned by enthusiasts in many organizations who have 
not had patience for the process of developing their own competencies and models. 
Accepting a laundry list of competencies without analyzing culture, business 
outcomes, and specific factors of excellent performance in the organization's unique 
environment leads to considerable difficulty in the implementation and application 
phase. For example, fast trackers will quickly see a disconnection between the skills 
and behaviors that are rewarded by top management and a generic “motherhood and 
apple pie” list compiled by a human resources group working in isolation. (p. 51) 
Therefore, in a consecutive step of this research project, I develop a competency 
development model that includes a catalogue of measures for implementing 
competencies, which reflects in particular the need of the media industry in the German-











Introduction and Overview 
During the last two decades a new phenomenon, called media convergence, 
involving the collapse of boundaries between the production of content for print, online, 
radio and television, has been chronicled by many observers of mass media production. 
This tendency of media convergence has clearly emerged in newsrooms where journalists 
from different genres work together closely, or where individual journalists use different 
media production methods. These new ways of working require the acquisition of new 
skills. Because the pertinent research literature lacks clarity as to which new skills and 
competencies are needed in a field increasingly characterized by media convergence, I 
explored how newspaper, online and TV editors-in-chief and media managers of the main 
four private Swiss German media corporations experience and describe competencies 
relevant for journalists and editors in the context of emerging media convergence. After 
confirming a set of future competencies to address the unique challenges of media 
convergence, I address how these integrated competencies can be developed and what 
kind(s) or form(s) of training might best help journalists develop such convergent 
competencies. 
The methodology chapter features the following structure: introduction and 
overview, research design, research sample, data collection method, data analysis and 
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synthesis, issues regarding validity, reliability and trustworthiness, ethical 
consideration(s), and closes with a chapter summary. 
Research Design 
In order to explore and understand the competencies needed by journalists for 
coping with media convergence in the future, I employed the research design of a 
collective case study. I explored these Swiss German media companies (four cases) 
which already have introduced a newsroom in order to try to produce a composite look 
from different perspectives of the leading media companies in the German-speaking part 
of Switzerland. A case study is a qualitative research method “that facilitates exploration 
of a phenomenon within its context using a variety of data sources” (Baxter & Jack, 
2008, p. 544). The exploration of related complex phenomena in this study included (a) 
experiences, perceptions and expectations that media managers in the Swiss German 
media industry have in regard to convergent competencies needed by media professionals 
in order to cope with future needs, and their experiences, perceptions and expectations on 
effective strategies for developing these competencies; (b) experiences, perceptions and 
expectations that media professionals in the Swiss German media industry have about 
convergent competencies needed in the future and their experiences, perceptions and 
expectations on effective strategies for developing these competencies; (c) the planning 
and implementing of newsrooms in three of the big media companies in the German-
speaking part of Switzerland; (d) visitation of operating newsrooms and observation of 
working processes; (e) evaluation of requirements in published job ads in Switzerland 
during a certain time period; (f) analysis of job descriptions and job requirements for 
different kinds for journalists of different Swiss German media companies, and (g) 
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biographical and autobiographical testimonies (“life stories”) of editors-in-chief and 
individual journalists, who are working in convergent environments. Thomas (2011) 
suggests that a case study should comprise two elements: the subject of the case study 
(practical, historical unity) and the object of the study (analytical or theoretical frame). 
Thus, he provides following definition for case studies: 
Case studies are analyses of persons, events, decisions, periods, projects, policies, 
institutions, or other systems that are studied holistically by one or more methods. 
The case that is the subject of the inquiry will be an instance of a class of phenomena 
that provides an analytical frame—an object—within which the study is conducted 
and which the case illuminates and explicates. (p. 513) 
I am aware of the fact that data collection in a case study is, according to Creswell 
(2013), “typically extensive, drawing on multiple sources of information, such as 
observations, interviews, documents, and audiovisual material” (p. 100). I collected 
additional information, including documents about the implementation of newsrooms in 
major Swiss media companies; archival records such as media reports; interviews with 
editors-in-chief and media managers; direct observations of different newsrooms; 
observation of newsroom culture, behaviors, attitudes, communication patterns, 
processes, workflow tasks and activities of participants; as well as physical artifacts such 
as ‘online first’ guidelines for convergent production (Yin, 2009). Because I cannot 
adequately anticipate the appropriate analyses for these data, I refer to Creswell (2013). 
He explains that the analysis of data can be holistic (entire case) or embedded (specific 
aspect of the case) and should conclude with the final interpretive phase where “the 
researcher reports the meaning of the case, whether that meaning comes from learning 
about the issue of the case (an instrumental case) or learning about an unusual situation 
(an intrinsic case)” (p. 101). 
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Case studies today enjoy popularity in the scientific world as well as in teaching 
and professional development. In the last decades, the Harvard Business School gained a 
great reputation in regard to case studies in business science. Various recent studies in the 
media environment use a case study approach, such as Avilés & Carvajal (2008), 
Dupagne & Garrison (2006), Huang & Heider (2007), Perryman (2008), Verweij (2009). 
The main question I answered with this study is: How do newspaper, online and 
TV editors-in-chief and media managers of the main four private Swiss German media 
companies experience and describe necessary competencies for journalists and editors in 
the context of emerging media convergence and therefore consider relevant for the 
future? Even though I assume that the future will include additional trends that may 
substantially or significantly add to the necessary competencies, the focus of the study is 
on competencies in the context of media convergence. I further intend to answer the 
following two sub-questions: How can competencies necessary for coping with media 
convergence and its corollary challenges be developed? And which training didactics, 
methodology and content have to be applied that can help to develop these convergent 
competencies? 
According to Yin (2003) a case study design for this prospective research project 
is appropriate since (a) the focus of the study is to answer “how” and “why” questions, 
(b) the behavior of those involved in the study cannot be manipulated, (c) contextual 
conditions should be covered because they are perceived as being relevant to the 
phenomenon under study, or (d) since the boundaries between the phenomenon and 
context are not clear. Following Creswell’s (2013) suggestion, I started the case study 
research with the identification, comparison and analysis of four cases in the privately 
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owned Swiss media industry where convergent newsrooms are already in place and 
operating. I strive to provide with my case study an in-depth understanding of the status 
of convergence in the Swiss German media industry. Furthermore, I provide conclusions 
about the overall meaning of media convergence derived from the chosen cases. These 
conclusions are called “assertions” by Stake (1995) or building “patterns” or 
“explanations” by Yin (2009). I ran a collective case study. Yin (2003) explains that a 
collective case study or multiple-case studies enable the exploration of differences within 
and between cases. Their goal is the replication of findings across cases. For the sake of 
comparison, carefully chosen cases are imperative in order to enable the researcher to 
predict similar results across cases, or predict contrasting results based on a theory (Yin, 
2003). 
Research Sample 
Creswell (2012) clarifies that the intention in qualitative research “is not to 
generalize to a population, but to develop an in-depth exploration of a central 
phenomenon” (p. 206). In this sense, a qualitative inquiry requires a purposeful sample, 
while quantitative research generally uses random sampling. Creswell distinguishes 
between sampling ‘before’ data collection and sampling ‘after’ data collection. Although 
a ‘before’ data collection sampling develops many perspectives and describes a case that 
“dramatically” illustrates the situation (p. 207), ‘after’ data collection sampling takes 
advantage of whatever a case unfolded or explores confirming or disconfirming cases. 
My research design is based on a case study approach, therefore I chose a “critical” 
anticipating sampling approach, where I studied two to three “exceptional cases” so as to 
“learn much about the phenomenon” (p. 208), which in the context of this study will 
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focus on emergent media convergence and expected new skills and competencies for 
editorial personnel. The respective exceptional cases for the study I found in these Swiss 
media companies, which already have introduced a newsroom. 
In the German-speaking part of Switzerland there are six leading media 
companies: SRG SSR, Tamedia, Ringier, NZZ, Somedia, and AZ Medien. The 
companies chosen for this study were selected by the following criteria: they must have 
implemented a newsroom in the last decade and accompanied the implementation with 
some actions. Therefore, the research samples of the study are the NZZ (Neue Zürcher 
Zeitung) Mediengruppe, Zürich; AZ Medien, Aarau (my previous employer); Ringier, 
Zürich; and Tamedia, Zürich. The media companies SRG SSR (publicly owned) and 
Somedia have convergent working departments but did not have a newsroom in a pure 
form during the period of the study.  
Data Collection 
The use of different data is critical for the understanding and interpretation of the 
cases under examination. Therefore, I collected data from the following seven different 
types of sources: 
1. Experiences, perceptions and expectations that media managers in the Swiss 
German media industry have concerning convergent competencies needed by media 
professionals in order to cope with future needs and their experiences, perceptions and 
expectations on effective strategies for develop these competencies. 
2. Experiences, perceptions and expectations that media professionals in the Swiss 
German media industry have about convergent competencies needed in the future and 
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their experiences, perceptions, and expectations on effective strategies for developing 
these competencies. 
3. Details on the planning and implementation of existing newsrooms in the Swiss 
media industry (such as processes, workflow, layout, and technical equipment of 
newsrooms). 
4. Visitation of operating newsrooms and observation of working processes 
(methods of journalistic research, production of news, and collaboration between 
different news production genres) 
5. Evaluation of requirements in published job ads in Switzerland. 
6. Analysis of job descriptions and job requirements for different kinds of media 
professionals. 
7. Biographical and autobiographical testimonies (“life stories”) of editors-in-
chief and individual journalists. 
Data was acquired from the following sources: one and two I acquired in semi-
structured interviews conducted with media managers and media professionals; three and 
four I gained from media managers and media staff of the respective sample companies; 
five were collected from online jobs ads published during a certain period of time; six 
were be provided by media Human Resources managers; and source seven was obtained 
through semi-structured interviews with selected media managers and professionals. 
All data were stored electronically and double safeguarded through Dropbox and 
a NAS server, which is a network-attached storage. 
Twenty face-to-face semi-structured interviews with media managers and media 
professionals were executed between August 2016 and March 2017. Each interview took 
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between 45 minutes and two hours, and the number of interviews held in various 
locations is indicated. Interviews were held in the natural office environment of the 
interviewee (10 times), in a conference room (7 times), in the lobby of the respective 
company (once) or in a restaurant (twice). The interviews primarily consisted of closed-
ended questions but also contained open-ended questions concerning the life story of the 
respective interviewee. All interviews were audio recorded on two Apple iPhones, using 
the app Voice Memos and afterwards transcribed with the use of the online service 
transcribe from Wreally Studios Inc. After transcription, they were analyzed under the 
usage of Dedoose, a web-based qualitative data analysis software developed by 
academics of UCLA, for common themes in order to answer the questions about their 
perceptions of the currently and in the future needed competencies of media professionals 
that work in a convergent media environment in German-speaking Switzerland. 
Data Analysis 
The focus of my study lies on exploring cases of successful implementation of 
convergent ways of working in the Swiss media industry through the eyes of participants. 
I collected data from seven different types of sources, which are documents about the 
implementation of newsrooms in the four major Swiss media companies, archival records 
like media reports, interviews with editors-in-chief and media managers, direct 
observations in different newsrooms, participant observation, and physical artifacts as 
‘online first’ guidelines for convergent production. The main data base came from 
interviews which I ran with editors-in-chief of media companies where media 
convergence appears. 
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The analysis of the data gained follows a coding approach. Saldana (2012) 
suggests that coding is just one way of analyzing qualitative data and encourages 
researchers to “determine whether coding is appropriate for your particular research 
project” (p. 2). I used the method of coding in order to better structure and understand the 
data gathered. Through coding I hoped to explore data in depth and to experience that 
“coding is a heuristic (from the Greek, meaning ‘to discover’)” (Saldana, 2012, p. 8). I 
planned to comply with Saldana’s following suggestion of a ‘pre-coding’ process: “in 
addition to coding with words and short phrases, never overlook the opportunity to ‘pre-
code’ by circling, highlighting, bolding, underlining or coloring rich or significant 
participant quotes or passages that strike you” (p. 19). Even though Saldana (2012) 
dissuades from line-by-line coding I examined first findings - in particular when they are 
complex and intense - in-depth and by a kind of ‘line-by-line coding.’ I also applied this 
coding method since its advantage, as introduced by Charmaz (2010), lies in its 
encouraging ongoing study of the data and remaining attuned to the subjects’ views of 
their realities (p. 187). During the coding I considered the following questions: How do 
participants talk, characterize, and describe their experiences in a convergent media 
environment? What assumptions are they making? What do I see going on here? What do 
I learn from these narratives? What surprises me? What intrigues me? What disturbs me? 
Furthermore, I plan to follow mainly a “descriptive coding,” “which summarizes the 
primary topic of the excerpt” (Saldana 2012, p. 4) and in relevant cases ‘in vivo code’ in 
order to cite participants in my study. 
In a further step, I identified and described themes with regards to media 
convergence and competencies needed for producing news in a convergent environment. 
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Saldana (2012) explains “coding is thus a method that enables you to organize and group 
similar coded data into categories or ‘families’ because they share some characteristic” 
(p. 9). I realized during the coding that various codes are linked to each other and are 
even belonging to the same group or same theme. According to Creswell (2013) “themes 
in qualitative research (also called categories) are broad units of information that consist 
of several codes aggregated to form a common idea” (p. 186). I therefore bundled sets of 
codes to themes. 
Validity, Reliability and Trustworthiness 
In qualitative research scholarly literature provides a variety of perspectives on 
validation. Some of the respective authors, according to Creswell (2013), “view 
qualitative validation in terms of quantitative equivalents, use qualitative terms that are 
distinct from quantitative terms” (p. 244). Concerning the importance of validation there 
is a wide range of notions. Some postmodern approaches perceive validation as being not 
important for qualitative studies at all. Other approaches favor a combination of different 
perspectives and see validation as a crystal. I personally perceive the validity of my 
prospective qualitative research as vital. Therefore, I validated my study in compliance 
with the method of triangulation, which, according to Lather (1993), is one dimension of 
validation. The method of triangulation is indicated to suggest a relationship between 
multiple data sources, methods, and theoretical schemes, which will be the situation in 
my case study approach where I collected data from seven different sources. 
In this sense, I follow Creswell’s (2013) eight validation strategies and 
consideration that ‘validation’ in qualitative research is “an attempt to assess the 
‘accuracy’ of the findings, as best described by the researcher and the participants.” He 
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also views “validation as distinct strength of qualitative research in that the account made 
through extensive time spent in the field, the detailed thick description, and the closeness 
of the researcher to participants in the study all add to the value of accuracy of a study” 
(p. 250). 
I also follow Howe & Eisenhardt’s (1990) methodological perspectives. They 
recommend, that “only broad, abstract standards are possible for qualitative (and 
quantitative) research” (Creswell, 2013, p. 255). In order to check my future research 
towards validity and reliability I answered the following questions: Does my research 
questions drive the data collection and analysis? Are my data collection and analysis 
techniques applied completely in a technical sense? Have my assumptions been made 
clear? Is my study warranted overall in regard to theoretical explanations and 
discussions? Does my study have a “value” with regards to informing and improving 
practice? 
Concerning quality issues, I rely on Lincoln (1995) who tracked “her own 
thinking … from early approaches of developing parallel methodological criteria to 
establish the criteria of ‘fairness’ (a balance of stakeholder views), sharing knowledge, 
and fostering social action” (Creswell, 2013, p. 256). In this sense she provided eight 
standards, which I intended to follow and consider in my research: The standard set in the 
inquiry community like guidelines for publication (APA style at Andrews). The standard 
of positionality guides interpretive or qualitative research, which for my study means to 
prove honesty and authenticity. And the standard “rubric of community” will be 
considered, which acknowledges that all research should serve the purpose of the 
community in which it is executed. I will also take care of giving voice to participants 
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and consider critical subjectivity in sense of heightening my self-awareness. Further on, I 
put a particular emphasis on intensive sharing and building of mutual trust between 
participants and me as researcher. Respect towards the sacredness of relationships in the 
research-to-action continuum seems to be essential for my being self-evident as well as 
the sharing of rewards with people portrayed in my study. 
Another insightful advice for my research report I gained from Richardson & St. 
Pierre (2005) who explain their underlying criteria when reviewing papers or 
monographs submitted for publication. I planned to follow the advice of providing with 
my study a substantive contribution to the understanding of social life. In particular, I put 
an eye on aesthetic merit and tried to shape my report artistically, satisfying, complex, 
and not boring (p. 964). Reflexibility is among the criteria I wanted to put special 
attention on. Questions will be dealt with like, “How has my subjectivity been both a 
producer and a product of my report?”, “Is there self-awareness and self-exposure?” and 
“Do I hold myself accountable to the standards of knowing and telling of the people I 
studied?” I intended to ask myself these and similar questions during the development of 
my study report. Which kind of impact has my research and analysis on me emotionally 
and intellectually? That was another question I tried to answering before submitting my 
research work. In addition, I tried to elaborate, if my research raised new questions, 
which move the discipline forward to new research approaches and practices. 
Because I consider as essential the validity of my prospective qualitative research, 
I applied the method of triangulation in order to build a relationship between the different 
elements of my qualitative research approach and plan to establish convergent validity 
where similar concepts correspond which each other. I put my utmost attention on the 
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chosen data collection methods and if my analysis corresponds with my research 
questions. In a further step, I assessed the accuracy of the findings, whether my data 
collection and analysis techniques are applied completely in a technical sense and if my 
study has a value about informing and improving practice. I wanted to prove honesty and 
authenticity and contribute with a substantial extent to the understanding of social life. 
Reflexibility and accountability to the standards of knowing and telling of the people I 
studied are additional underlying standards for my research work. 
Delimitations and Limitations of the Study 
This research is delimitated to the editors-in-chief and media managers of main 
players in the Swiss German media industry. In the German-speaking part of Switzerland 
there are the following major six media players. SRG SSR, which is a non-profit 
organization funded mainly through radio and television viewer fees, a company with 
more than 6,000 employees; the privately-owned media companies Tamedia AG with a 
workforce of 3,300; Ringier AG with 3,100 employees in Switzerland alone; NZZ (Neue 
Zürcher Zeitung) Mediengruppe with 1,900 employees; Somedia AG with 950 
employees and AZ Medien group with 1,200 employees. The study focusses only on 
convergent competencies and respective training and development. 
The biggest issue and limitation of the study was the fact that all media companies 
are in competition with each other. Therefore, I was depending on the willingness of 
individuals for participating in the study. In order to avoid ethical issues, - prior to 
conducting the study – I had already contacted my previous employer’s CEO and Editor-
in-Chief as well as the Director of the Swiss Media Association for the purpose of 
receiving verbal confirmations for the support of my research project. Consecutively I 
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used them as “messengers” and door openers towards the Swiss media companies. I also 
approached members of a Swiss Media Human Resources network, which consisted of 
my professional colleagues and which was characterized by mutual trust that we had 
developed over the years. The members of this network served as gatekeepers for 
approaching editors-in-chief and for winning them for a participation in the project. 
Ethical Considerations 
Prior to beginning my research, I applied for the approval of the Andrews 
University Institutional Review Board (IRB); this was given on July 15, 2016. I did not 
start until I had obtained the approval. I described to prospective interviewees my project 
and role as researcher and promised to all interviewees that I would comply with agreed 
levels of confidentiality in reporting and publishing. Prior to each interview I provided 
each interviewee with a protocol, which described the purpose of the study, data 
collection, research questions and an overview of my research methodology. The 
protocol contained a consent form, which had to be read and signed by individual 
interviewees. I also invited interviewees to review my report prior to its publication. Even 
though the interviewees are public individuals, their names were not used in the report. 
Summary 
In order to explore and describe cases of successful implementation of convergent 
media production in the Swiss media industry a qualitative study approach was chosen. 
Editors-in-chief and media managers of the four major Swiss media companies were 
interviewed and various artifacts collected and analyzed. These four media companies, 
NZZ, Ringier, Tamedia and AZ Medien, which have already implemented a convergent 
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newsroom, were examined in depth with a collective case study approach where 










FINDINGS: CONVERGENCE IN THE SWISS GERMAN MEDIA INDUSTRY 
Introduction and Overview 
This chapter describes the results of the data analysis with a focus on major 
themes related to media convergence in the German-speaking part of Switzerland. 
Twenty media managers/editors-in-chief of four major Swiss media companies in 
the German-speaking part of Switzerland were interviewed with the purpose of 
understanding their view of the status of media convergence. Altogether, 17 interview 
questions were asked which I divided into eight categories as displayed in Table 1. The 
first was a single question about the length of the stay in the current role of the 
interviewee. The second set of four questions tried to elicit the status of media 
convergence and the impact media convergence has on the way journalists work today. 
The third category, consisting of two questions, was to find an answer as to where media 
convergence is happening and if the newsroom is the physical location where media 
convergence takes place. The following questions, assigned to categories four through 
eight, are the core questions for this study and are linked to competencies needed of 





Interview Questions and Mapping into Categories 
Interview Question Category  Category Content 
1. How long have you served in your current role as 
Current Function? 
 
1 Current Role and Media 
Convergence 
2. How much did the emergence of media convergence 
change since you started your current role?  
2 Media Convergence and 
Impact on Work of 
Journalists 
3. Which role does media convergence play in large 
Swiss German / German media companies today?  
2 Media Convergence and 
Impact on Work of 
Journalists 
4. Which role does media convergence play in Name of 
Media Company today?  
2 Media Convergence and 
Impact on Work of 
Journalists 
5. How far has media convergence already changed the 
way journalists work in the German-speaking part of 
Switzerland today?  
2 Media Convergence and 
Impact on Work of 
Journalists 
6. Where, primarily, does ‘media convergence’ take 
place, in terms of its functional and/or physical location?   
3 Physical Location of 
Media Convergence 
7. Is the newsroom the place where convergence takes 
place? 
 
3 Physical Location of 
Media Convergence 
8. Which competencies and skills are needed by media 
professionals in a convergent environment?  
4 Competency Skill-set for 
Convergent Work 
9. Please describe your experiences, perceptions and 
expectations with regards to competencies and skills 
needed for media professionals in a convergent 
environment today?  
4 Competency Skill-set for 
Convergent Work 
10. Please describe your experiences, perceptions and 
expectations with regards to possible competencies and 
skills needed for media professionals in a convergent 
environment in the future?  
4 Competency Skill-set for 
Convergent Work 
11. Please describe possible competencies and skills 
needed for Name of Media Company.  
4 Competency Skill-set for 
Convergent Work 
12. Please describe your experiences, perceptions and 
expectations with regards to the most effective and 
successful strategies and didactics to develop convergent 
competencies and skills.  
5 Training Methods and 
Content 
13. How are the competency clusters needed for 
convergent media production currently being developed 
in Name of Media Company?  




Table 1 – Continued   
14. What do such training/learning methods need to 
include in order to develop convergent competencies?  
5 Training Methods and 
Content 
15. Who are important players in facilitating and 
supplying training/learning offers which help to develop 
convergent competencies?  
7 Training Players 
16. Do you have any other comments/insights/thoughts 
you want to share with me with regards to media 
convergence and convergent competencies in the media 
industry in the near future? Longer term?  
8 Personal Experience with 
Media Convergence / 
Personal View-Points 
17. What is your personal professional experience with 
media convergence?  
8 Personal Experience with 
Media Convergence / 
Personal View-Points 
 
The presentation of the findings and the data analysis about convergence in the 
Swiss German media industry is structured in the following five parts:  
1. Institutional participation in the study (AZ Medien, NZZ Mediengruppe, 
Ringier, Tamedia) 
2. journalism education in Switzerland 
3. participants of the study 
4. media convergence in Switzerland and the impact on how journalists work 
5. location of media convergence. 
Institutional Participation in the Study 
In connection with my research project I approached four privately-owned major 
media companies in the German-speaking part of Switzerland, including my previous 
employer AZ Medien. All four companies were willing to participate in the study and 
prior to the interviews signed institutional consent forms. AZ Medien issued two 
institutional consent forms, one on July 5, 2016 for their newspaper department, ‘AZ 
Aargauer Zeitung,’ and another one on October 24, 2016 for the entire media 
corporation. In the following section of the report, all four companies, AZ Medien, NZZ, 
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Ringier and Tamedia, which provided the samples for the case study, are presented. 
Information was gathered from annual business reports, company websites, and 
Wikipedia. 
AZ Medien 
The AZ Medien group is a privately-owned media corporation headquartered in 
Aarau, Switzerland, with 1,200 employees and a yearly revenue of approx. CHF 236 mio. 
($251 million, 2016). Other locations are spread throughout Northwestern Switzerland. 
AZ media publishes 11 newspapers and regional editions and operates a multimedia 
network with regional online news portals, e-papers, iPad and mobile applications. 
Television stations, various high-circulation weekly newspapers, special interest 
magazines, a book publishing house as well as customer printing complement the product 
and service range. Axel Wüstmann has been CEO of AZ Medien since 2013. 
The history of the company dates back to 1836, when Josef Zehnder, great-great-
grandfather of today's publisher and majority owner Peter Wanner, published for the first 
time the ‘Aargauer Volkszeitung.’ In 1848, Zehnder founded the first daily newspaper in 
Baden, from which later on the ‘Badener Tagblatt’ emerged. Almost parallel to this, 
publisher Samuel Landolt in 1847 founded the ‘Aarauer Tagblatt,’ which in 1880 took 
the name of ‘Aargauer Tagblatt.’ AZ Medien in 1996 emerged from a merger between 
the two media companies ‘Aargauer Tagblatt AG’ and ‘Badener Tagblatt AG.’ The 
‘Mittelland Zeitung’ was founded in 2001. It was a cooperation of the ‘Aargauer 
Zeitung,’ the ‘Solothurner Zeitung,’ the ‘Oltner Tagblatt,’ the ‘Zofinger Tagblatt’ as well 
as the ‘Limmattaler Zeitung’ and the ‘Basellandschaftliche Zeitung.’ This cooperation in 
2007 resulted in the Sunday newspaper ‘Der Sonntag.’ At the end of 2011, the AZ 
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Medien group took over the regional TV stations ‘TeleZüri’ and ‘TeleBärn,’ which today, 
together with ‘Tele M1,’ ‘TV24’ and ‘TV25,’ belongs to the AZ Medien TV sector. In 
2014, the digital business was consolidated into a separate division, AZ Medien Digital. 
Thus all digital know-how was bundled in order to operate all online products of the AZ 
Medien group. 
In December 2017, AZ Medien and the NZZ Mediengruppe announced plans to 
merge into a joint venture their regional newspapers and associated online portals, as well 
as their radio and TV stations, to equally share ownership of both groups. 
NZZ Mediengruppe 
NZZ (Neue Zürcher Zeitung) Mediengruppe is a media company with business 
activities in the field of newspaper publishing, magazine and book publishing, regional 
radio and television broadcasting all for the German-speaking regions of Switzerland. 
The company also operates online editions of its publications. The NZZ Mediengruppe 
with 1,900 employees and annual revenue of CHF 423 mio. ($451 million, 2016) has its 
headquarters in Zürich, Switzerland. Veit Dengler, the group’s CEO, left the company in 
June of 2017. His successor, Felix Graf, joined the company in June of 2018. 
On January 12, 1780, Salomon Gessner published the first Swiss newspaper. The 
name: ‘Zürcher Zeitung.’ It thus is the oldest newspaper still published in Switzerland 
today. Since 1821 the newspaper is known as ‘Neue Zürcher Zeitung.’ In 1868, a joint 
stock company was founded which publishes the NZZ until today. Remarkable is the fact 
that none of the 1,400 shareholders owns more than 1 percent of the newspaper’s equity 
capital. The newspaper publishing division of the group consists of two companies: NZZ 
and Free Press Holding AG. In addition to ‘Neue Zürcher Zeitung,’ the company also 
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owns regional daily newspapers, i.e. the ‘St. Galler Tagblatt’ and ‘Neue Luzerner 
Zeitung.’ Through its subsidiary, Free Press Holding AG, the group also owns 74.93% of 
the St. Galler Tagblatt AG which publishes St. Galler Tagblatt. In May 2014 Free Press 
Holding AG acquired from PubliGroupe the remaining stake of the company. NZZ 
Mediengruppe was the owner of the Bund Verlag AG, publisher of the daily newspaper 
‘Der Bund’ at least until 2003 when it was sold to the Espace Media Groupe. 
Ringier 
Ringier AG is a privately owned internationally operating media group with its 
headquarters in Zurich, Switzerland. In Switzerland Ringier has a yearly income of 
approx. CHF 840 mio. ($895 million, 2016) and a workforce of more than 3,100. Since 
2012, Marc Walder is the company’s CEO. 
In 1833, Johann Rudolf Ringier, the son of a pastor, bought a print shop in 
Zofingen. For the next 40 years, he primarily printed local gazettes, school syllabuses and 
speeches for public executions. Early publications included the ‘Zofinger Wochenblatt,’ 
which was declared the city’s official gazette. In 1911, ‘Schweizer Illustrierte,’ a richly-
illustrated magazine with high production value, was published for the first time. It 
provided a mix of current event reporting, Swiss folklore and history, a mix which turned 
out to be very popular. Ten years after the first issue of Schweizer Illustrierte, Ringier 
also published a French-language version ‘L’illustré.’ A year later, in 1922, ‘Ringiers 
Unterhaltungsblätter’ (RUB) made its first appearance. Also referred to as the ‘yellow 
booklet’ due to its color, the publication offered the public short, strictly apolitical current 
events spiced with short stories and novellas. For decades, RUB remained one of the 
largest and most stable publications. For Ringier it was a great financial success. It 
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marked Ringier’s shift to mass entertainment. The arrival of an entertaining provocateur 
in 1959 was the publication of ‘Blick.’ As the first tabloid in Switzerland, it told stories in 
a way completely different from any other Swiss newspaper at the time. It brought in 
numerous innovations, including a telephone advice hotline called ‘der heisse Draht’ and 
an American-style editorial concept which at the time was new to Switzerland. The first 
appearing of Blick caused a stir. A mix of attention, approval and aggression swept the 
country and Ringier’s transition into an internationally operating cross-media 
entertainment company had begun. Ringier today is a diversified media group with 
publishing, e-commerce and entertainment activities. 
Tamedia 
Tamedia AG is a media company headquartered in Zürich, Switzerland. Through 
a portfolio of daily and weekly newspapers, magazines and digital platforms, as well as 
their own printing facilities, it is the largest media group in the country. The company has 
been listed on the Swiss Stock Exchange since 2000. Tamedia has about 3,300 employees 
and generates a yearly revenue of CHF 1,005 bill. ($1,07 billion, 2016). Christoph Tonini 
has been Tamedia’s CEO since 2013. 
Wilhelm Girardet and Fritz Walz had founded the newspaper ‘Tages-Anzeiger’ in 
1893. In the following years, through various acquisitions, Tamedia grew and launched 
additional products. In 1933, the magazine ‘Schweizer Familie’ was bought and in 1981 
‘Annabelle,’ a magazine for women. In 1983 the company acquired a majority stake in 
the ‘Tagblatt der Stadt Zürich,’ a Zurich city gazette, which was founded in 1730. Today 
Tamedia owns a wide range of daily and weekly newspapers in different languages, 
among them the weekly ‘SonntagsZeitung,’ the free national newspaper ’20 minutes,’ 
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‘Finanz und Wirtschaft,’ the television supplement ‘TV täglich,’ and the daily 
newspapers ‘Thurgauer Zeitung’ und ‘Zürichsee-Zeitung.’ The media company also 
holds digital platforms and marketplaces ‘autoricardo.ch,’ ‘car4you,’ ‘homegate.ch,’ 
‘hommages.ch,’ ‘ricardo.ch,’ ‘tutti.ch’ and scheduling and ticket services ‘Doodle’ and 
‘Starticket.’ Tamedia is the majority partner of Newsnet, a joint venture of the ‘Basler 
Zeitung’ as well as the Tamedia-owned newspapers ‘BZ Berner Zeitung,’ ‘Tages-
Anzeiger,’ ‘Der Bund,’ ‘Le Matin,’ ‘Tribune de Genève’ and ‘24 heures.’ Newsnet's 
editorial staff also produces news content for these newspapers' web portals. In 2015, the 
media group introduced the 12-App (#12) which presents the day’s top stories from 21 
editorial teams within Tamedia. And with ‘20minuten.ch,’ Tamedia owns the biggest 
online news site with the most unique clients in Switzerland. 
The professional training and development of journalists/editors in Switzerland is 
closely connected to the work of the media companies. Therefore, the ‘Ringier School of 
Journalism’ which is owned by the Ringier corporation and the ‘MAZ – The Swiss 
School of Journalism,’ which in turn is run and financed by the Swiss media industry, 
was included in the investigation for this thesis. In the following section a brief outline 
will be given of the training of journalists and corresponding offers in the German-
speaking part of Switzerland. 
Journalism Education in Switzerland 
In Switzerland, journalist is not a protected professional title. Therefore, there are 
various ways for obtaining a journalism education. Today an aspiring journalist typically 
participates in a basic course of journalism training in a professional school, college or 
university. Before or during the training/studies he or she acquires practical experience as 
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an intern or volunteer (journalistic German term: Volontär), a practical time of learning 
on the job which usually is not compensated.  
The two most renowned professional journalism training centers in the German-
speaking part of Switzerland are the ‘MAZ – Die Schweizer Journalistenschule’ and the 
‘Ringier Journalistenschule.’ 
The publicly-owned Swiss Radio and Television Corporation (SRG SSR) offers 
short-term internships and a two-year trimedia journalism training course in a dual 
system, combining school and practical work.  
In addition to these, the following four universities and some so-called 
universities for applied sciences (in German: Fachhochschule) offer academic journalism 
education: IAM Institut für Angewandte Medienwissenschaft der ZHAW Zürcher 
Hochschule für Angewandte Wissenschaften, Institut für Publizistikwissenschaft und 
Medienforschung (IPMZ) der Universität Zürich, Institut für Medien- und 
Kommunikationswissenschaft (IKMB) der Universität Bern, Institut für Kommunikation 
und Marketing (IKM) der Hochschule Luzern. 
MAZ - The Swiss School of Journalism 
The MAZ, the Swiss School of Journalism, based in Lucerne, Switzerland, was 
founded under the name ‘Medien-Ausbildungs-Zentrum’ in 1984. Today the MAZ is 
operated as a foundation and financed by the Swiss media industry. Foundation members 
are: Association of Swiss Media, the Swiss Conference of Editors-in-Chief, the Swiss 
Radio and Television Corporation (SRG SSR), the two trade unions for journalists, 
‘impressum’ and ‘syndicom,’ and the city and canton of Lucerne. Furthermore, the MAZ 
is supported by the Swiss Federal Office of Communications. Director of the MAZ is 
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Diego Yanez (since 2014). The educational offer of the MAZ ranges from a two-year 
journalism course to numerous training programs and training courses. 
Ringier School of Journalism 
In 1974 the Ringier School of Journalism (‘Ringier Journalistenschule’) was 
founded as the first school of journalism in Switzerland. Founder was Hans Ringier, 
CEO, owner and publisher of Ringier AG from 1960 to 1985. Today, the school is 
operated by the Hans Ringier Foundation. Head of the school is Hannes Britschgi. It 
offers a two-year journalism course in a dual system with school and practical work 
alternating. During the course students are assigned to different departments of the 
Ringier media corporation. 
Participants of the Study 
After the institutional approval of the four major media companies in Switzerland, 
interviews with 20 media executives and media managers, all employees of these four 
media corporations were conducted between August 16, 2016 and March 22, 2017. Prior 
to each interview, the participant, with appropriate explanation, was handed the 
participant consent form which was signed by all participants. 
Demographics and Professional Background of the Participants 
Among the participants were, as shown in Table 2, six female and 14 male media 
managers. 80% of the interviewees had gained their experience as journalists/editors 
either in their past careers or the use of their editorial skills in their current position. 30% 
of the participants of the study had served in the current position less than two years,  
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Table 2 
Demographics and Professional Background of Participants in the Study 
Demographics and Professional 
Background Number % of all 
Gender of Participants   
     Female 6 30 
     Male 14 70 
Editorial Experience   
     Yes 15 80 
     No 5 20 
Job Role   
     Commercial Media Executive 3 15 
     Digital Media Executive 1 5 
     PR Media Executive 1 5 
     (Deputy) Editor-in-Chief 10 50 
     PM / Project Director Digital 3 15 
     Educator 2 10 
Time in Job   
     3 months to < 1 year 3 15 
     1 year to < 2 years 3 15 
     2 years to < 3 years 4 20 
     3 years to < 5 years 3 15 
     5 years to < 10 years 5 25 
     > 10 years 2 10 
Media Company / Organization   
     AZ Medien 5 25 
     NZZ Mediengruppe 4 20 
     Ringier 4 20 
     Tamedia 5 25 
     MAZ 1 5 




35% between two and five years, 25% for more than five years and two participants or 
10% had stayed in the same position for more than ten years. Among the individuals 
interviewed there were three commercial media executives, one digital media executive, 
one PR media executive, 10 editors-in-chief and deputy editors-in-chief, three project 
managers/project directors digital and two educators. 
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Position titles of participants of the study were at the time of the interview as 
follows: CEO, AZ Medien; Editor-in-Chief, AZ Zeitungen; Deputy Editor-in-Chief, AZ 
Zeitungen; Editor-in-Chief, Schweiz am Sonntag; Editor-in-Chief, Limmattaler Zeitung; 
Freelance journalist, Consultant for the media industry, Training Manager Journalism 
Education; Chief Product Officer; Head of Digital Products; Project Director 
Convergence; Head of Magazines and Member of the Editorial Office, NZZ am Sonntag; 
COO Ringier AG; Head of Public Affairs; Co-Editor-in-Chief, Schweizer Illustrierte; 
Editor-in-Chief, Blick Sport; Head of Ringier School of Journalism; Member of the 
Group Management Board, Head of Paid Media; Member of the Editorial Office, Tages-
Anzeiger and Head of Digital and Newsnet; Editor-in-Chief, 20 Minuten; Deputy Editor-
in-Chief, SonntagsZeitung; Head Digital Sales Development. 
Narratives: Personal Experience with Media Convergence 
This section of the data analysis provides stories of interviewed media managers’ 
personal professional experience with media convergence during their career in the media 
industry. During the interviews, I found that media managers and executives were quite 
at ease when it came to sharing their personal media convergence stories. Some of the 
narratives collected were more anecdotal and others more procedural descriptions.  
In order to protect the privacy of the participants, even though they are public 
persons, each participant will be numbered consecutively. Exemplary personal stories of 
participants with same subjects were put together into categories and headlined with most 
prominent characteristics of these categories: ‘Personal Journalistic Journeys,’ ‘Usage of 
New Media Technologies,’ ‘New Ways of Media Consumption’ and ‘New Opportunities 
for Journalism.’ 
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Personal Journalistic Journeys 
Various personal stories contained parts of life journeys and how the craft of 
journalism changed during the last decades towards a convergent way of working. 
Participant 8, a journalist and media executive, described how her self-conception 
as a journalist changed with job assignments in different media areas and that nowadays, 
journalists have to use different ways of storytelling, depending on the news channel they 
are producing for. 
I started in journalism in the mid-eighties when I was a [high school] student. I was in 
this channel, I first worked in radio. Therefore, I understood myself as a radio 
journalist. I then joined a TV network and understood myself as a TV journalist. I 
then joined a newspaper and understood myself as a newspaper journalist. During my 
time as a newspaper journalist the digital area became more and more important, and 
it was there that I already felt, Okay, we have a story. We realized that online we had 
to tell that story in a different way. And now, in a sense, all these channels have 
merged completely. 
Participant 1, an editor-in-chief of a regional newspaper, continued with the 
journey aspect of the development of journalists today: “I think in general it is an exciting 
journey which I like to take part in.” She further explains that journalism-wise she grew 
up as a print journalist: “I am still a bit old school,” therefore, she still likes to produce 
for print newspapers and hence understands readers who prefer print journalism. At the 
same time, she is a consumer of online media and sees the opportunity of using different 
types of media for producing a story in an exciting way. 
Participant 17’s move towards a more convergent media production had a slightly 
different character; it was linked to a career offer: 
I was a print Editor-in-Chief, once responsible for a classified ads platform as 
managing director. I have pushed internet right there. I'm a curious person, but I was 
a classic print journalist who realized, I was missing out on something if I was not 
getting myself somehow fit. Realizing that, I then got the opportunity, when jobs 
were newly arranged between the online editor-in-chief and myself, that I was lucky 
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enough to get the convergent position. By the way, that is quite interesting, because I 
really felt like getting into online, while the online editor-in-chief did not feel like 
taking the responsibility for print because he declared print as old and old-fashioned. 
He continued to explain that at his current department where print and online 
news are produced, 60% of the sales revenue is still generated by print newspaper 
products. While his company’s strategy is not to invest any additional resources into print 
products, they still require great content and needs “be done well” in order not to lose 
even more revenue. Therefore, he concludes that his curiosity and interest in online, 
combined with his print experience, is currently the right mixture to survive in a 
convergent environment. 
Usage of New Media Technologies 
Some participants shared their experience as to how the adaption of their media 
usage linked to the emergence of new technologies was more ‘born out of necessity’ 
rather than to their interest in new media. 
Participant 7 started as a journalist for a TV network in 1986 and proposed a story 
about a peasant painter in the Swiss Appenzell region. His boss liked the concept, 
therefore he started the production. But what did the production look like? He ordered a 
van and took along with him a cameraman, a sound technician and a lighting technician. 
They were four people to record the raw material for a story which had to be cut and 
reworked in the studio later on. In 2016, he was in the field on his own with his iPhone 
functioning as a TV station. On his own, he even was able to produce a live transmission. 
“My little smartphone is the TV station and I'm live on air and I'm all alone. And I do not 
have to go back to the editing room. And that's it, that's unbelievable.” He further reports 
that neither people whom he interviewed and recorded with his iPhone camera, nor his 
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colleagues could believe he was able to produce live TV on his own by using only a 
phone and without any further support by additional media professionals. Proudly he 
said, “Yes, that's live streaming, that's live reporting.” He compares the effort that TV 
production required in the past to how easy it is today by using new technology. But new 
technology does not only make possible a one-man production, it also enables 
interactivity with viewers. New technology makes it possible to receive comments from 
viewers and, at the same time, answer their questions. This participant rated the usage of 
new media technology as follows: “That's easy, it kills you when you look at this 
development.” Then he continues: “Of course, it cheers my heart, that I can do all of this 
as an oldie of over 60.” 
“I entered convergence involuntarily,” says participant 20. “I had to do it. It really 
was all about money. It was clearly the wallet, and that is insane. Looking back, I 
understand it now. And that's why I can understand resistance. I can understand fears, 
too.” Technically, she had to teach herself how to use new technical devices and 
methods. Because at that time online tutorials were non-existent and her frustration 
tolerance when it comes to new programs was quite high but on the other hand she 
applied a lot of time-consuming detours where her younger colleagues tell her today that 
she could use new technology in a much easier way than she does. 
Another participant, no. 13, shared his personal experience that for many 
journalists the world of new media opportunities and a convergent media production 
would not be accessible, if they did not master new technology. “Yes, you just have to be 
able to handle these smart phones and tablets and laptops in your sleep.” He ran a media 
training course and was quite surprised that people of all ages brought their laptops along, 
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according to the requirement of the training, but were not able to set-up a wireless 
connection. “Somehow the people looked at me in horror: ‘How does that work?’ And 
then I said, ‘okay, stop.’ Then, for the second course I tightened the requirements and 
said, ‘Okay, everyone who comes to the course, bring a laptop and be online and have 
this and that installed.’” He received a few complaints about his pushy approach but also 
explained why today he perceives it as important to have a bit of a ‘digital natives’ access 
to technology in order to be able to cope with future challenges linked to convergent 
media production. It is “as if I buy an electric toothbrush, okay? And then I might just 
have to look into the manual if I do not know what each button is for,” he concludes and 
emphasizes the importance of using new media technology.  
New Ways of Media Consumption 
Another area of personal experiences with media convergence of the study’s 
participants was linked to new ways of media consumption. 
Participant 13 realized new ways of media consumption and how space and time 
dissipated for the first time when his employer equipped him with a cell phone in 1992. 
“You sit somewhere in a beer garden, you receive a call on a technical question, answer 
it, and then you become aware of the fact, that the one who has received the answer, does 
not know from where that has come.” 
Reflecting on his personal experience with media convergence participant 6, an 
editor-in-chief himself, states that he never thought that the industry he is working for 
could change so rapidly. “Well, for a long time I considered the weight this change has 
been attributed to by many people as to too hysterical.” And then he further explains that 
wherever he travels in the world, “Yes, I was in the Caribbean now or I was in Africa 
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recently” and then, somewhere, saw a phone lying around, he looks at the phone and is 
frightened because he thinks that this phone is his. 
Everybody has the same thing; down to the last corner of the world everybody has the 
same apps. Everyone has somehow Instagram, Facebook and two, three news apps in 
addition or some kind of Spotify. Then I startle. You see a 13-year-old in the 
Dominican Republic and you look at his cell phone- Oh, that could be mine. And then 
you become aware of what kind of crazy movement this really is, which has captured 
everyone in a few years down to the farthest corners of the world. That’s gigantic. It 
also makes me feel a little scared. I think that’s Silicon Valley. What has accumulated 
over there, like Google, Facebook and so on, Snapchat, Instagram. These companies 
now virtually control this world, down to the last corner. That’s it. It actually is a 
strange idea how fast that went. I had not thought that this could be possible.  
The opening of his own Twitter account in 2011 and its active use changed his 
perception of new ways of media consumption for participant 4, an editor-in-chief of a 
print newspaper. Through self-experience as an active Twitter user, he understood 
communication paths, ways of approaching and reaching out to people and target groups 
and respective reactions: “This is another audience compared to what has been reached so 
far. That is what actually opened my eyes, at least to a certain extent. I think I had already 
understood in theory what Twitter was all about, but if you drop a few tweets yourself 
and you get into hot water, then you learn the most.”  
The access of free information and news is another new way of personal media 
consumption. Personally, as a reader, Deputy Editor-in-Chief, participant 15, perceives 
free available information as a huge enrichment. She states: “Frankly, I understand 
everyone who pays nothing, because I do not pay for anything.” Her friends are sharing 
with her on Facebook interesting news from all over the world. Since she is interested in 
a lot of different subjects, it is a very comfortable way of accessing interesting 
information, which “can then come from ‘The New Yorker’ or the ‘Süddeutsche Zeitung’ 
magazine, information which can come from anywhere from a magazine that I even do 
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not know.” But she also experienced that free access to information can be a limitation 
and, to a certain extent, a danger since people consume what they like and lose out of 
needed basic information like reports from the local municipal council meeting, which 
regional print newspapers provide. She continues: “I have to read the whole boring 
nonsense as well, otherwise, if I read only on a whim, […] I think sometimes people lack 
the basics to form their own opinion.” 
New Opportunities for Journalism 
New opportunities for journalism in connection with media convergence were 
described by participant 20. She was a freelance journalist in Moscow from 2000 to 2007. 
After the burst of the internet bubble in 2001, the media industry in Russia struggled to 
survive. Fees for journalists began to dwindle. At that time she worked as a print 
journalist and since research in Russia was very time and cost intensive, she had to find 
new sources of income. Therefore, she began to reuse her research for different media 
projects. She figured out that ‘Focus,’ a richly illustrated German news magazine, was 
still paying good fees. But print journalists were not allowed to contribute pictures to the 
magazine on their own. “Hence, I created a pen name,” she explains, “and I enjoyed it a 
lot since I got the impression that the print article got better, because images and text 
were cast in one piece.” She also started producing sound but stayed away from videos 
because they were technically still too complex to produce. After a while, she also started 
speaking on the radio; she developed her skills in such a way that she even produced 
entire programs. “And that’s how I got into it,” she summarizes. “I realized that 
journalism-wise it was a tremendous asset and that there are a lot of things you do not 
have to write about.” She explains that very often a picture says more than a long text. 
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“One picture is enough. Of course, I can describe it, but if I have a picture of it, why 
should I describe it in writing what it looks like over there, if you can see it yourself. And 
I think journalistically it is much more exciting.” Thinking about an attention span of 90 
seconds maximum, she also confirms here positive personal experience with convergent 
media production where text, picture and video are combined in order to keep media 
consumers’ attention.  
Participant 16 was a magazine journalist, producing articles with a length of up to 
thirty thousand characters each, before he started as a digital journalist nine years ago. He 
always enjoyed debugging new technologies and perceived digital news production as a 
new journalistic ‘playground’ where he could elaborate on “what works, what does not 
work, which pictures are attractive and which are not.” He continues: “Yes, and then I 
actually became convergent myself, out of interest and passion.” But at the same time he 
could not understand why many of his colleagues did not feel the same. “I thought,” he 
said, “that they also perceive it as fun and as job enrichment. Of course, it was not like 
that.” And even at his convergent production editorial office it is difficult to take people 
along on to this journey, to inspire and motivate them. 
Another participant (number 3), an editor-in-chief of one of the renowned print 
newspapers, experienced media convergence, in principle, as “something great,” because 
“you have completely new opportunities. You can reach new readers, users also.” He 
further elaborates on his observation that today, news users “probably spend more time 
with our media as in the pre-digital age and that’s actually great.” Hence, he confirms, 
that journalism today “has many, many more opportunities, than risks. Commercially, it 
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has far more risks than opportunities, because of the loss of print revenue which so far 
cannot be compensated by online publishing.” 
Interesting insights were given by participant 13 about the work and convergent 
impact of so-called storytellers in the media company where he works as a Project 
Director Convergence. He emphasized the voluntary character of the acknowledgment by 
media professionals of new media opportunities in journalism. When they recruited 
storytellers and the editor-in-chief recommended journalists to use their service, nobody 
made full use of them. Thus, he changed his approach and reduced the accessibility of the 
storyteller’s service for editors and journalists by explaining that the storytellers’ 
resources were very limited because of another important assignment. Within a short 
time, everybody was demanding their service. Today the storytellers produce up to 40 2-
D graphics for each edition of their daily newspapers. They practice ‘Data Journalism,’ 
which means they evaluate and visualize large amounts of data and produce interactive 
graphics made for online publications where users can modify the screen display with a 
cursor. A very successful example for digital storytelling is the presentation of data 
published by the Swiss Federal Statistics office on a yearly basis about the geographical 
distribution of baby names given in the cantons of Switzerland. “It’s the same every 
year,” participant 13 explains, “and people yawn.” But the storytellers saw the potential 
and noticed that these data are “fun; we can make something of,” and thus created an 
interactive map with the geographical distribution of most frequently given first names in 
Switzerland by canton and year for the past several years. By using a virtual time control, 
users can now follow how the given name ‘Kevin’ first appeared in Basel, moved to 
Berne and, strange enough, finally, with a detour through the canton Valais, reached the 
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eastern part of Switzerland. “Yes, you can see exactly when the Kevins were traveling. 
These are such little things” he comments, but they inspire editors to tell stories in 
various convergent ways. He explains “there are really thousands of topics that can be 
told graphically, visually much faster than telling the Kevin story only by text. Such a 
text would be completely boring, no one would read such a text, but with such a toy, 
everyone plays and even learns something.” 
Media Convergence in Switzerland and Impact on Journalists’ 
Work 
The following part of the study report portrays the status of media convergence in 
four main media companies in the German-speaking part of Switzerland and describes 
perceptions media managers have of how far media convergence has already changed the 
way journalists work in the German-speaking part of Switzerland. 
Phases of Emergence of Media Convergence 
When I asked how much the emergence of media convergence has changed since 
they started their current roles, some of the media managers and executives interviewed 
were brooding about the change of the media landscape during the past few decades and 
shared their personal observations about media convergence. They all shared the 
perception that the emergence of media convergence appeared in phases. Participant 14 
indicated that at the time when she started in online journalism, online media products of 
major media companies defined themselves primarily in the sense of how far they 
distinguish themselves from their print counterparts. She added: “In the 90s, media 
convergence was non-existing in today’s form.” She called this period Phase 1, when 
online media were not comparing themselves with other online media products but with 
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print products. In Germany, Switzerland’s big neighbor, often used for comparison, 
“Spiegel Online did not check whether they were better than Stern Online, but rather if 
they were better than the printed version of Der Spiegel; and [in Austria], Der Standard 
Online did not check, if they were better than Die Presse Online, but if they were better 
than the printed version of Der Standard.” She compares the introduction of the second 
phase, starting around the beginning of the new millennium, with a growing-up and 
emancipation process, where online media rubbed themselves with print counterparts. In 
Phase 3, where some pragmatism started to play an increasingly important role and where 
nobody says anymore. “Print is bad or evil, ... I believe the industry has learned that only 
together - print and online and mobile and video - will we succeed.” In this context, 
around 2009-2011 ‘media convergence’ became a buzzword. Media executive, 
participant 8, confirms the model of different phases: “At the beginning of convergence 
there was actually the classic question of convergence, [everybody felt the need] that 
channels had to be brought together. Next, the motto ‘Digital First’ appeared, which 
meant that first the online channel was served and then as a second priority we see, what 
we publish in print.” ‘Mobile First’ was later on replacing this because stories on a classic 
desktop have to be told differently from stories on a mobile device. Participant 5 merged 
the opinions of the two previous speakers about a three-phase model and calls the first 
phase “pioneering and trial.” In his opinion, this period lasted from 1998 to 2002 and was 
followed by a “crash” phase from 2002 to 2010 and to the “back to the roots” phase 
where Facebook, Mobile and Mobile Social were introduced. He further explains: “And 
since then, I have the feeling that the degree of professionalizing in trying out formats 
that run on more than one medium is increasing. An accompanying ‘Who Wants to be a 
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Millionaire’ RTL page in Mobile and on Facebook today achieves some professionalism 
and a certain degree of normality.” During the past five or six years he observed a 
development in which it became quite normal to consider accompanying mobile and 
social content already at the time of creating a TV show or a newspaper.  
Media Convergence and AZ Medien 
In the following are presented the results of interviews with five participants from 
AZ Medien with regards to the change of media convergence at AZ Medien since they 
started their current roles and with regards to the current status of media convergence .  
Change of Media Convergence since Start of Role 
When I asked media managers of AZ Medien as to how much media convergence 
changed since they started their roles I received statements ranging from “as much as in 
the previous three years” before he joined the company (participant 5) to “I think it is 
increasing, you can observe that there is an increase almost from month to month” 
(participant 1). Participant 3 emphasized the pronounced change of media convergence 
during his years of editorial service with his current employer: “When I started, it was a 
pure print editorial. There was a small online department which at that time was typically 
not part of the editorial office, but was directly attached to the publisher.” Within eight 
years he transformed a pure print editorial office into a convergent editorial team “that 
thinks online, that thinks mobile, that also uses new narrative forms, that uses moving 
images, that really understands itself as an editorial department that has a presence on 
different channels.” Participant 4 confirms the big change of media convergence since the 
days when he started his current role: “In 2007, of course, there were already online web 
portals, but the media coverage was much lower. Social media already existed, but they 
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did not yet have their current significance. And that is, of course, quite different today. 
And that, of course, influences journalism and also impacts the question, what kind of 
competencies does a journalist have to bring along nowadays?” The observation of the 
change of media convergence of participant 2 since he started his current role two years 
ago goes into the same direction. He does not attribute the change within AZ Medien to 
convergence per se but rather to the appearance and importance of social media, mass 
media, mobile and video. “In the last two years the role of social media has changed 
massively, [I am talking about] the role of mass media and the role of mobile and moving 
images. Actually, these are three success factors that have become very central.” 
Current Status of Media Convergence at AZ Medien 
All five interview participants of AZ Medien confirmed a structural difference of 
their current employer with regards to the current status of media convergence compared 
to the slightly larger German-Swiss media companies Ringier, NZZ and Tamedia. 
Participant 5 explains the different status of media convergence of AZ Medien with an 
underlying difference in the business model: “Among the four big ones, we are, together 
with NZZ, the ones who depend most strongly on the journalistic business model. We 
produce content and sell it, plus advertising. Ringier and Tamedia have ‘digital’ as a 
second mainstay. We do not have that.” At the same time AZ Medien is the only media 
company which solely focuses on regional news produced for print, online, TV and radio, 
and who covers more types of media than their competitors. They thus increased their 
media outreach. “For three years now, the website of our regional newspapers by far has 
been the best among regional newspapers in Switzerland. Our video inventory is certainly 
the biggest of the regional newspapers or the regional media in Switzerland,” participant 
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5 adds. However, the print newspaper is still the most important source of income. Media 
executive, participant 3, associates the status of media convergence with the number of 
readers. “The big ones, Tamedia, Ringier, NZZ, they are actually very advanced. What is 
common to all these who are far developed, or even more advanced, in media 
convergence is that they realize - that's the case with us - we've accumulated a greater 
print and online readership than ever before.” He explains that AZ Medien actually does 
not have a reader problem because “even the young ones can be reached with the 
traditional media brands, if you do it well.” “The problem is with the revenue,” he 
explains, since “nobody has found a business model that will finance the whole thing on a 
permanent basis.” Another facet of media convergence at AZ Medien is pointed out by 
participant 4. The ‘Aargauer Zeitung,’ a newspaper product of AZ Medien and the 
newspaper ‘Südostschweiz’ of Somedia AG are coproducing the content of the common 
section of their newspapers, but each newspaper prints it afterwards in their newspaper-
typical layout. “This is also a certain kind of convergence,” he explains, and even though 
“convergence is not bound to boundaries between media corporations, but 
organizationally, I think, it actually is still all the same.” Although media convergence at 
AZ Medien did not yet contribute to major organizational changes, it plays a significant 
strategic role as participant 2 explains: “Convergence is also here in theory and strategy 
and plays a very important role,” he adds, comparing AZ Medien with other German-
Swiss media companies he worked for: “Everywhere there is quite a gap between 
aspiration and reality.” In this sense, participant 1 anticipates the future development of 
AZ Medien: “We are aware of the fact that online is the future and that these different 
channels are blending more and more.” According to her estimation, different media 
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types will not be “separated sharply anymore” and “with time, eventually all will come 
together; and on your mobile phone you will be watching TV, you will be listening to the 
radio and you will be reading and listening and watching, and everything will be mixed 
together.” 
Media Convergence and NZZ Mediengruppe 
In the following are presented the results of interviews with four participants of 
the NZZ Mediengruppe about the change of media convergence since they started their 
current roles and the status of media convergence at their company.  
Change of Media Convergence since Start of Role 
Two media managers of NZZ Mediengruppe who joined this media company two 
years before the start of my investigation, in the context of this study shared their 
perception that media convergence within NZZ did not change a lot since they had started 
working for the company. Participant 14 states: “The way convergence is being lived in 
media companies and what variations there are has not really changed since 2015.” A 
slightly different view is shared by media manager, participant 13, who joined NZZ in 
2012 and who had borne the main responsibility for the implementation of the NZZ 
newsroom. He explains that media convergence within NZZ has changed tremendously 
during the past few years: 
Until 2012 … an online editorial staff operated more or less detached from the print 
editorial department, I believe it was 2012, 2013. Only in cases of extreme 
emergency, did they discuss [matters] with each other or even exchanged texts, 
photos and so on. It was then clear at this time that in the long run this was not a good 
situation, because this mutual independence had a negative impact on the brand. 
This negative impact on the brand ‘NZZ’ eventually led to the decision of 
producing all NZZ products from one source, in order to ensure “that wherever NZZ is 
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written on, there also NZZ should be in,” participant 13 elaborates. He adds some thought 
about their special customer requirements and how the NZZ Mediengruppe reacted by 
introducing a convergent way of working: “Above all, as far as the quality is concerned, a 
high level is expected and that is what should be achieved in all media by producing 
together from one source.” 
Current Status of Media Convergence at NZZ Mediengruppe 
All four participants of the NZZ Mediengruppe involved in the study project 
confirmed the strong role media convergence plays at NZZ. However, at their current 
employer they perceive the media convergence as being of a different quality. Participant 
13 explains one of the reasons for the importance of an emphasis on media convergence 
for the NZZ Mediengruppe as follows: “It is one of the central themes, simply because 
from 1780 to 1995, we were just managing one medium, which was a printed newspaper 
with text and very few pictures.” The daily newspaper of the NZZ was known as a 
conservative print publication. Therefore, pictures were used as little as possible and in a 
very restricted way. Nowadays, the NZZ publishes news through different channels 
because of market demands. “We have to perform on different channels,” participant 13 
adds and underlines the importance of convergence for the NZZ Mediengruppe: “Since 
our audience is not responding to just one channel anymore, it is in this context that we 
have to play the whole multimedia palette and we have to learn to play it.” A convergent 
way of working at NZZ does not mean that every journalist “has the same job, that 
everyone does the same and that everyone does everything. Instead, it means that we 
have specialized departments for digital media, we have a social media team, a video 
team,” media executive, participant 14, clarifies. Therefore, for the NZZ Mediengruppe, 
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media convergence means cross-media content creation of visual components, text 
components, moving image components, social media components. Given the fact that a 
journalist “can usually master one discipline, maybe two, but never all” and that “there 
are no such ‘egg-laying wool milk pigs’ [‘eierlegende Wollmilchsäue,’ a German 
expression for an impossible utopian solution, trying to include everything and more 
often with functional overload diluting its abilities]” participant 13 shows that at NZZ, 
this led to a two-folded structure. On one side, there are the news departments Business, 
World, National etc., or entire magazines where journalists work with a very specialized 
knowledge, the so-called dossier expertise, and on the other side NZZ entertains a 
multimedia story-teller team and a video team. Both teams work multimedia and cross-
department and cover interactive graphics, data journalism and social media. Media 
convergence at NZZ is also lived in a way that “we ask each other in the case of every 
story, how do we tell it?” participant 13 describes and continues: 
In the meantime, word has gotten around to all journalists, that you can wonderfully 
describe certain facts in a text, that you can also describe feelings well with a text—
and also analyses. In other words, what used to be the classic way of expressing 
yourself. But there are topics you can write ten pages about and you still do not 
understand them. But if you watch a ten-second video, it's clear what it's all about. 
And word about that has gotten around among journalists that you really have to 
choose the appropriate narrative form and also the appropriate narrative channel. 
This new resource-optimized production approach requires a well-thought-out 
planning process. It is a determining factor in the NZZ media corporation and leads to a 
previously unprecedented and cross-departmental transparency when it comes to the 
stories being worked on. Participant 12 introduces another aspect as to why certain 
editorial offices should remain on their own, despite of the great importance the NZZ 
media company attaches to convergent work and even though it would make economic 
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sense to merge them with other departments. The reason is “they have a [certain] DNA, 
because they do not have this DNA only internally, but this DNA is also perceived by 
customers externally. And that's why certain areas are still more disconnected.” 
Media Convergence and Ringier 
In the following will be presented the results of interviews with four participants 
of Ringier concerning the change of media convergence since they started their current 
roles and the status of media convergence at their company.  
Change of Media Convergence since Start of Role 
When I asked media managers of Ringier to what extent media convergence has 
changed since they started their roles, two of them who both had joined the company 
seven years ago, observed during this time a particularly strong change in the media 
landscape. Participant 7 describes this change as something that came with the 
digitization of the media industry, with a big change which “shakes up the entire media 
industry.” Media manager, participant 6, shares his observation as follows: “The 
development which I have experienced during 30 years in journalism is not as dramatic 
as the change I have seen in the past seven years. Yes, the change of the entire profession 
is striking; we have to reinvent ourselves, so to speak, in a monthly rhythm.” He 
elaborates on his experience with a changing environment in the media industry during 
the past years as follows: 
When I joined, online, of course, already was a big topic. Then they started a little bit, 
they started their first attempts at walking, moving pictures. So the concept of the 
professional reporter gradually began to change. It was a big threshold for the classic 
journalist to also work for the online channel. In the beginning there was quite a bit of 
arrogance. They perceived online quasi as a free-of-charge channel and it was their 
professional pride which almost forbid the long-serving print journalists to serve this 
online channel, as well. So back then, when I started there was a little bit of a two-
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class society. The star writers defined themselves by the way as to how strongly they 
were recognized in print; and they felt that they could, after all, leave online to the 
colleagues who were trying to gain a footing in this profession. They should do a little 
vacuum cleaning and the news cultivation should be left to the younger colleagues. 
But when it came to the more important stories, the big coverage, then it was the turn 
of the more experienced colleagues. This coverage then should happen in print. If 
there could be a secondary use online, it didn’t matter. That, in a way, was the starting 
position, I would say, seven years ago. That was the basic thinking prevailing at that 
time. 
A speedy shift in the importance of various media genres and revaluation of 
online in the context of the emergence of media convergence was also observed by 
participant 8 who had joined the company about a half a year before she was interviewed. 
Media convergence at Ringier is being “emphazised more and more, I would say, almost 
from month to month,” she explains and adds: “In the center is the story, the journalistic 
story, and then the question comes, through what channel and what aspects of this story 
are we going to play this? It is in this context that this convergence is lived stronger and 
stronger. This also relates to - but that is not the nucleus of your work - the entire 
question of marketing which becomes increasingly convergent.” Media executive, 
participant 10, adds his observation of the acceleration in media convergence since he 
started his new role with Ringier: “Until today, it has been a rather stringent development 
with a tendency toward speeding up and becoming more complex, because constantly 
new topics are being added to this.” 
Current Status of Media Convergence at Ringier 
All participants of Ringier interviewed during the study project attribute to their 
company an important industry-wide role to media convergence. Two of the study 
participants acknowledge the leading role of Ringier in Switzerland as they implemented 
the first convergent newsroom in the German-speaking part of Switzerland in 2010. 
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Partipicant 6 explains: “I now naturally have a deeper insight into how things are working 
at our company. I have seen a few other editorial offices as well. I do believe that at 
Ringier we are playing a leading role.” And participant 7 adds: “Ringier, with their 
newsroom, has indeed done a bit of pioneer work. For a long time, they had the most 
modern newsroom in Switzerland.” The other three study participants of Ringier endorse 
the importance of media convergence for Ringier in general. Media executive, participant 
10, states that media convergence plays an important role in all big media companies in 
the German-speaking part of Switzerland and that Ringier is asking the same strategic 
questions as other media corporations. Confirming this statement, participant 8 explains 
that media convergence at Ringier plays “a central role everywhere. It has to be 
everywhere. He who does not adapt quickly to this will be out of the game in a short 
time. She further stresses the role of media convergence and a related new competency of 
the management at Ringier: 
And when we talk about competencies we are talking about the competencies of a 
media corporation. That is exactly what it is. A media corporation must be capable of 
adapting quickly, capable of trying out new things. Since one doesn’t know in what 
direction things are going, one of the key competencies of a media corporation must 
be flexibility. That, of course, in a way, is an oxymoron, a contradiction in itself, 
because a traditional organization with a heritage in printing will not necessarily be 
flexible. But at Ringier, for example, they have learned a lot and they have become 
extremely flexible and they are bearing these uncertainties. Besides that, this is a 
central job for the leadership of any media management. [Part of it also] is taking 
away the anxiety of the personnel, a fear of change, and to motivate them to try out 
new things and to try out competencies which they have not yet been able to use - and 
to discover new ones on their own. 
In this sense, participant 9 reports that convergent ways of working are practiced 
within Ringier: „I believe today this has arrived at wherever and whenever we are dealing 
with news journalism. I mean, newspapers, electronic media—today they all work 
convergently. Whatever is up to date by the day: The more something is up to date, the 
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more they will work convergently.” Then he shares his perception that within Ringier 
only Sunday newspapers which are in a greater sense weekly journals, work differently: 
“Whatever cannot fit into in the continuous flow of topicality is far away” from a 
convergent way of working. 
Media Convergence and Tamedia 
In the following will be presented the results of interviews with five participants 
from Tamedia regarding the change of media convergence since they started their current 
roles and status of media convergence at their company. 
Change of Media Convergence since Start of Role 
All the media managers of Tamedia who had joined my study project shared the 
view that the appearance of media convergence has changed since they started with their 
current roles. Participant 15, who had joined the company three years prior to my 
investigation, describes the situation like this: “Actually, a lot is happening and at the 
same time not much is happening.” And participant 16, who had joined Tamedia within 
the last five years, links his professional career development to the evolution of media 
convergence and emphasized the importance of synergy utilization during the 
introduction of media convergence: 
Before I came into my current position I was Deputy Editor-in-Chief with Newsnetz. 
Back then, Newsnetz was a decidedly digital editorial office which means, it was an 
umbrella editorial office for recording and transferring the mentioned titles. It then 
was integrated with the editorial offices of Tagesanzeiger. And that was the moment 
of convergence. 50 to 60 Newsnetz positions were merged with the Tagesanzeiger. At 
the same time there was a reduction of positions. Even without laying off anybody we 
saved 10-15% of the personnel. That was the so-called synergy effect. That always is 
a strong driving force, as well, of any convergence process. We must not forget that. 
It may even be the main issue, I believe, basically the motor behind any convergence 
effort. 
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Participant 17 made a more impressive experience with the emergence of media 
convergence after starting in his current role. “In my case it was quite drastic,” he states 
and explains, “because I started in my current position as an Editor-in-Chief for print. 
Today I am Editor-in-Chief for the entire editorial office. And this entire editorial office 
pursues a digital first/mobile first approach. Therefore, my job profile alone has changed 
completely. But the way the editorial office works has changed completely, as well.” 
Even though participant 18 joined Tamedia shortly before the time of my investigation, 
he already had perceived a clear change regarding media convergence within Tamedia: “I 
can see already after three months that something has happened in the heads of people. 
Right now, for example, I am dialoguing a lot with the editor-in-chief. I notice that I have 
to produce in a completely different way; I have to think in a different way.” 
Current Status of Media Convergence at Tamedia 
When I asked media managers of Tamedia about their perception of the status of 
media convergence within their company, they all confirmed that media convergence 
plays an important role, but they also detected a certain ambiguity: “I think it is the same 
everywhere. I believe that as long as there is a print product - and that still is the case in 
most places - that things are getting into gear in a cumbersome way. I am talking about 
the development towards working in a convergent way,” says participant 15 and 
continues: “Sometimes I think it is some kind of illusion because, naturally, in the long 
run the needs of a print product, as long as one wants to sell it as such, are completely 
different from the Internet. If one has no print product one can work in an entirely 
different way.” Participant 18 elucidates the status of media convergence at Tamedia as 
follows: 
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In principal, the goal of any editorial office is to record everything. For the time 
being, video, for example, is kept separately. … If one is looking at the concept of 
convergence, i.e. in the sense of sending someone out to cover everything in text and 
picture, right now everything still is kept in silos, so to speak. I believe today one still 
is in the online/offline convergence and not yet in picture, sound, text. But, I am sure 
it will come here, too. 
And critically he summarizes: “Convergence, consequently, in this house still 
means cost reduction, as well.” This statement is argued by two participants of my study. 
“Convergence with each title is omnipresent,” participant 17 counters and explains: 
With 20 Minuten the moment had come when we noticed that both channels, the print 
channel and the digital channel, had reached the number one position in their 
competition. And that both editorial offices had approximately the same size. 
Meaning, we had an editorial office for print with a headcount of approximately 60 
and an online editorial office with approximately the same number. With both 
products we had reached the number one position. And I think that is the moment 
when each company should ask itself: Is there not a possibility of merging resources 
to somehow work more efficiently in the end? 
Thus, 20 Minuten is that title of Tamedia’s product portfolio which already is 
100% convergent while the company’s other areas are not that far yet. “After all, we are 
in the age of convergence,” participant 16 ponders about the status of convergence at 
Tamedia and states: “But then there probably is a - how does one say? - contemporaneity 
of the uncontemporary. Naturally, there are always areas in the editorial office which 
have really implemented this, I mean by 100%. I believe in the case of 20 Minuten this is 
so. And then there are other areas which are limping behind a bit.” He continued to 
provide some further insight into the development and status of media convergence 
within the Tamedia media group, which is grouped mainly around the news product 20 
Minuten: 
I believe now, let’s say probably three or four years ago or so, we still turned to the 
New York Times and different other media … and we went to WELT who back then 
were first in having a high degree of convergence. … We looked at what they were 
doing and discussed workflow and this idea with the reporter who would write a short 
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piece and who then, in addition, would also write a longer print text. That is what we 
were looking at, as well. In that sense back then that was new enough that one would 
have the feeling one would have to research it. But that’s over. That, even with us, is 
increasingly over. More and more individuals come to us - to look at our convergence 
processes. And we no longer go anywhere else to study these processes. Now the 
issue is optimizing, i.e. re-packaging. It is about sales models, especially sales and 
development. And that by itself is indicating that we have arrived at convergence. 
And it is an evidence for the fact that the editorial offices, in a way, have entered into 
the digitizing process. That’s exactly what it is. And I would rather say that this 
digitizing process has really taken a hold of the editorial offices and that many 
already got a good handle on this. In this context I am thinking of 20 Minuten. I 
believe in this case we have to say that certain areas by now have arranged 
themselves with this. And then there probably are a few latecomers. 
Perception of Status of Media Convergence  
When I asked media managers about their perception of the status of media 
convergence in the German-speaking part of Switzerland I received answers ranging 
from, “The very big ones actually have progressed quite a bit: Tamedia, Ringier, NZZ” 
(participant 3) to “I believe most of the media corporations are not really convergent yet” 
(participant 1). 
Cost Cutting Measures 
What is common to all statements is a certain unmistakable skepticism if media 
convergence is an evolution of new ways of working in journalism or rather a buzzword 
for cost cutting measures. Media executive, participant 14, shares her perception that “the 
reason convergence is announced for some media corporations, I believe, is a model for 
saving money.” She is convinced that for many media houses in German-speaking areas, 
which she also attributes to international media companies outside of Switzerland, 
convergence has the meaning of merging two teams into one “and then we can fire one 
and thus save money. After that, they just do everything for half the money,” which, in 
her estimation, has a lasting negative impact on the quality of media products. 
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Print Versus Online 
Others, more critical voices, observe an ambiguity between media production for 
print versus the production for digital and online media. “Towards the public eye there 
are a lot of activities in the media corporations; they give the impression they are doing a 
lot and they all claim they are convergent. But I believe in every-day business the 
editorial offices nevertheless have arranged themselves in such a way that this 
convergence only exists in a marginal way,” states participant 15 and continues to 
explain: “For the public, there is the image of a more or less full convergence. But if one 
takes a closer look there are nevertheless non-convergent teams. By the end of the day, 
there are individuals who are responsible for print and others who are responsible for the 
Internet and there are just a very few who really do both.” Despite all the obstacles and 
the still higher reputation of print journalists compared to online journalists, nobody 
really wants to admit this, “nobody can avoid the subject. But it is a slow process and for 
many the development is not so easy,” remarks participant 1. She further explains: 
Even though they try to cover these channels, and somehow, they do it with the 
necessary energy and creativity, nobody in the German-speaking part of Switzerland 
really dares to stake everything on this one card. One can see other examples abroad 
where newspapers radically rely on online and publish a paper version perhaps only 
once a week and not more. So far no one in German-speaking Switzerland dares to do 
that, too. I think they have recognized the importance but still hesitate a bit. 
Participant 11 describes the continuing print supremacy as follows: “In the end, if 
it comes to a power struggle print still will win” and ponders about the thought that it 
should be possible “that people in editorial offices no longer give it a thought whether 
they are dealing with print or online, but instead that one has products or people who pit 
their contents through different channels” which would be the very generic idea of 
convergence. Participant 11 concludes: “But I believe that no media corporation 
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functions that way yet—at least none of those I know in Switzerland. Nobody is that 
advanced yet.” 
Business Model 
Another approach to the status of media convergence in German-speaking 
Switzerland revolves around the topic of convergence and corresponding business 
models. Concerning the status of convergence, “everything depends on the direction of 
the company. First of all, there are not that many media corporations in Switzerland; 
secondly, there is the question as to what the corporate structures and goals are,” 
participant 13 states and elaborates: 
Convergence, naturally, is a big subject for those media corporations which still have 
their focus on journalistic products. If a company says, in the first place, we want to 
make money and, as a consequence, journalistic content decreases, well, then it just 
decreases. Then, in turn, the issue of convergence will become less important 
correspondingly or it will manifest itself in a completely different way. I know they 
sometimes say that about Ringier or the Blick newsroom, that in the middle of the 
newsroom there are sitting the people of Ticket Corner. That, of course, is a 
completely different convergence issue if one has the entire sales team as an integral 
part of the newsroom. 
Media executive, participant 10, also deals with the question of a corresponding 
business model for media companies in the context of media convergence: “Every 
publishing company is sitting there asking themselves the question, I have my beautiful 
newspaper; I have my beautiful radio and TV network - What exactly does that mean for 
me?” From his point of view, newspaper production in the German-speaking part of 
Switzerland, to a high extent, is already done in a convergent way. Elucidating the 
situation among the production of magazines and respective business models he explains: 
“When it comes to magazines I still see a great helplessness. In different ways this is 
quite strong. But in the majority of the magazines it does not yet exist. Why not? Because 
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as far as their content concept is concerned they cannot, under the same brand, display 
that on the Internet.” For him, therefore, the magazine market is more about the selling of 
journalistic competencies. “In summary, it actually is less about digitizing the brand but 
rather digitizing the competency I have.” In this sense, the topic of convergence is 
becoming less important for media executive, participant 10. For him, the digitization of 
analogue content is certainly the predominant role and thus the relevant business model. 
New Media Paradigm 
According to participant 17 all media corporations that do not have a heritage in 
the digital world have to face the discussion about media convergence: “Whether it is 
TV, radio or newspaper - for everybody who does not have a digital heritage convergence 
now, after all, is in the center of attention.” Participant 16 even goes as far as to call 
media convergence a new media paradigm: 
I do believe that by now it has become - how shall I call it? - a new type of paradigm. 
In the area of newspapers or on the news sites respectively, a news site article has 
general validity. I believe with Blick, AZ Medien, NZZ - and what else is there? - 20 
Minuten: I believe there are no titles updated daily or by the minute which have 
separate titles, which still, in a way, live divergence. That by now is the same with 
TV and radio. They, too, work together on online articles. Yes, we have reached the 
age of convergence. And then, by now, there are - and this is fascinating - some 
digital [media] like Watson, for example. 
Media manager, participant 12, complements with regards to a new media 
paradigm: “I believe with others it is even a bit more pronounced. I think, for example, 
the way Ringier operates, where a journalist no longer knows where whatever he or she 
has produced will be published, but where they just produce and some editor-in-chief 
decides on which platform and in what length and in what format it will be published it 
makes sense to play it out in that way. That, of course, is yet another level of 
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convergence,” which applies only to very unique media environments in the German-
speaking part of Switzerland 
Changing Consumer Behavior 
Participant 2 raises his concern about the speed the media industry - in general 
and in German-speaking Switzerland in particular - is adapting to changing consumer 
needs: “I believe that the competency and also the development of the convergence in the 
media industry, in many media corporations, does not keep up with this development 
where and how people consume media.” Media executive, participant 19, joins the 
concern of the missing ability of coping with changing consumer needs and states about 
media convergence and new media offers as follows: “It is a need. People are reading 
printed newspapers and digital newspaper editions. Users read differently depending on 
time and location. Users trust the brand and like to consume the brand’s choice of 
offerings. Users access news everywhere, anytime, anywhere.” Therefore, he 
summarizes: “It is impossible not to provide digital offers.” In the context of changing 
consumer behavior, media executive - participant 14, shares her perception that media 
convergence is a much-discussed topic in the media industry in German-speaking 
Switzerland and in Germany. It offers a positive outlook towards a more consumer-
friendly offer in the future. “I can see that they are thinking more about convergence, in 
the sense of, fortunately, dealing with the question as to how we can best reach the users 
and readers on all channels with the in-house expertise that we have, i.e. the resources we 
have, and offer them the best possible quality.” 
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Impact of Media Convergence on How Journalists Work 
In order to gain a deeper understanding of the impact media convergence already 
today is having on the way journalists work in the German-speaking part of Switzerland, 
I asked all participants in my study project: “To what extent has media convergence 
already changed the way journalists work in German-speaking Switzerland?” As shown 
in Table 3, the biggest changes in the work of journalists were perceived in the area of the 
‘way of working’ in general where time and space of journalistic work almost dissolves 
and where no dedicated time exists anymore “in which one researches and then has time 
to write and in which the item is being printed” (participant 11), also in the area ‘speed of 
news,’ the requirement of ‘news distribution on different channels,’ ‘openness for new 
media’ and ‘interaction with readers.’ 
With a different way of working, interviewed media managers express how the 
work of journalists has changed during the most recent time period. “Most journalists of 
daily newspapers are at the same time online editors because hardly ever there are 
separate editorial offices,” reports participant 4. A journalist, who produced for a 
newspaper in the past, knew that his/her story had to be finished at a certain time in the 
evening in order to be printed during the night. Following the premise of ‘online first,’ 
nowadays a journalist has to consider publishing part of the story already during the day. 
Participant 2 explains that the work of journalists also changed with regards to 
storytelling. The journalist already has to consider how to conduct the journalistic 
research “because I already have to think about the way I will implement the [one story] - 




Impact on Media Convergence in the German-speaking part of Switzerland on How 
Journalists Work 
Type of Impact on 
Work of Journalists  
Count of Times 
Mentioned 
Way of working 5 
Speed of news 5 
Distribution of news on different channels 5 
Openness for new media 3 
Interaction with readers 3 
Technical/Digital knowledge 2 
Production of news for different channels 2 
Working as a team on one media article 2 
Understanding of users 2 
Online first 2 
Way of thinking and approaching a story 2 
Usage of social media 2 
Networking 2 
Reduction of quality 1 
Own use of new media 1 
Understanding of measurability of news impact 1 
Content 1 
Merge online with print 1 
Investigation 1 
Usage of various forms of media 1 
No change 1 




video, live reporting, delayed reporting, for online and then again, another format for 
print,” he explains and adds: 
When an editor has finished writing an article and has sent it off, the job is not 
finished for him or her if one thinks convergent. Someone has to take care of the 
distribution which no longer is, “we print a newspaper and then it is being 
distributed.” Instead, there are different channels which exist digitally, and one 
channel has to cover the article. 
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In order to demonstrate what this different way of working means for a journalist, 
media manager, participant 6, uses the example of the airplane crash of a Brazilian 
football team in Colombia in November 2016: “There then is the quick response force 
which will cover the entire topicality online. But then the issue is what else is there? 
What additional research do we have to do?” This additional investigation, which 
according to participant 6 is the biggest challenge, has to provide some exclusivity “so 
that one can justify that the print consumer - unlike the online consumer - still pays. What 
else can we offer him? We are decidedly of the opinion that he or she is entitled to some 
enlargement, some staging, some additional nice presentation, some additional aspects.” 
The speed of media reporting is another aspect that has changed. “I think the most 
important aspect is speed,” says media executive, participant 3, “everything is much 
faster, especially, when it comes to some event. Be it an accident, some assassination, but 
also some resignation in politics. Things in those cases are happening incredibly fast.” 
Participant 10 adds that one has to understand “that it actually has become a business of 
minutes, not just a daily edition but a matter of minutes; that is how I have to pick up the 
people.” Above all, push notifications also contribute to this time-competitive pressure. 
Participant 6 clarifies the challenge for media companies: 
In the long run, our push news cannot permanently come two minutes after the 20 
Minuten push, because there are many people who have subscribed to everything. If it 
is swaying back and forth in a few cases, it will not be a problem. But if we are 
slower by design—and in this case I am always imagining some group of young 
people and everywhere it is beeping and one says to the other, ‘Oh, did you see 
Ronaldo will now transfer to Manchester after all,’ and our consumer is getting it not 
until two minutes later. In that case it will be annoying in the long run. 
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This new speed of media reporting, participant 1 adds, “naturally, leads to such a 
new racing mentality, as if we are in a race against the others; and that will lead to 
mistakes.” 
The distribution of news on different channels is another characteristic of the new 
ways journalists work in German-speaking Switzerland. The way in which messages are 
recorded on different channels is described by participant 13 as follows: “And then, 
relatively soon, one reaches the point where he or she says: ‘Okay, online first. We 
produce online and, perhaps, later on we will produce some ‘best of’ edition which we 
then will print.” Today, a journalist has to consider, participant 11 tells: “which channel 
will I use for which message? We are noticing that, too. It is not just about the word but 
is about the picture. And then there is an interaction with the reader. That means, the text 
actually is gone.” Journalists today have not only to be fluent in different narrative forms 
for different channels, they also have to distribute their work to different channels, in 
particular “to the fast channels,” participant 6 interjects and adds that a journalist also has 
to think about: 
What is the first version I produce? And then, at the same time, he already keeps in 
mind what he can save - perhaps some exclusivity or a portion which I can take out. 
Okay, perhaps I will design an exciting background story about this segment. So in a 
way, one already tries to portion the story a bit into segments. I believe that is one of 
such principles. In the old days one went somewhere and simply covered everything, 
the entire story and whatever it entailed. One wrote a big story and it appeared in 
print. Today, our colleagues do ponder, how can we divide this into segments? That, 
of course, has very practical reasons because then each channel, nevertheless, has its 
own demands on the respective reporter. Everybody wants his own piece of 
exclusivity, wants to have for himself something as fast as possible and as much of it 
as possible. Today, there are, of course, some permanent agreements in place. We 
have our own “decision place” as we call it, where the online chief is located, where 
the one in charge of paper print is located and where the sports chief is located. And 
there, from morning to evening, it is decided, whenever something is happening, as to 
how we will share or divide it. 
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In addition, today openness for new media is expected of journalists in German-
speaking Switzerland. Media executive, participant 10, describes this expectation and an 
accompanying huge challenge in the following way: “That is the big buzz word. We all 
have heard a hundred times of the legacy. How do you actually accomplish the mind 
change, that the people out there no longer think of just their paper but rather of online, as 
well, and that they see digital as a strong point?” He further stresses: “And that has very 
little to do with saying, there is digital first, but that they understand it as something 
completely different.” Participant 20 shares in this context her observation: “When I am 
considering, however, where the editorial offices were five years ago, I would say, there 
at least is a willingness to think differently.” 
Another manner of new ways of working concerns a certain interaction with 
readers. “If one thinks convergent,” participant 2 states, “the job for the editor is not yet 
done when he has finished writing an article and when he has sent it off.” A journalist 
can, for example, ask the reader of a digital story, “what he or she thinks about it, or he 
can ask him whether he has a supplement to the story,” explains participant 17. “It is a 
matter of being accessible for the community.” This interaction with users suddenly plays 
a role in today's media world “because the digital article, after all, triggers a much greater 
response or reaction. And then the question is,” adds participant 2, “whether the editor is 
using this opportunity for engaging in an interaction with readers or not.” 
Additional new ways of journalistic working which are already appearing in 
German-speaking Switzerland are the usage of technical, digital knowledge, the 
production of news for different channels, teamwork on one and the same media article, 
the understanding of users, online first, a new way of thinking and approaching a story, 
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the usage of social media, networking, a certain reduction of quality, the usage of new 
media by journalists, content-related new ways of working, the merging of online with 
print, new ways of journalistic investigation and the usage of various media formats at 
the same time. 
Location of Media Convergence 
The following section entertains the question where, primarily, ‘media 
convergence’ takes place in terms of its functional and/or physical location and whether 
or not the newsroom is the place where convergence takes place. Each four companies 
included in the study planned, designed and implemented a convergent newsroom in the 
past seven years. Ringier was the forerunner by implementing a newsroom in 2010, 
followed by AZ Medien in 2011, NZZ Mediengruppe in 2012 and Tamedia in 2013. 
From the interviews, I observed that most of the participants closely link media 
convergence with the physical place of a newsroom and the term newsroom itself with 
the place where news is being produced, which participant 3 described aptly: “I think the 
word ‘newsroom’ is more or less just a modern term for editorial office, … maybe not in 
the form of a single office but as an open space office.” 
Appearance of Media Convergence 
Asked about the appearance of media convergence, participant 11, a member of 
the editorial office, shared her viewpoint that media convergence has to include a change 
of mind-set. And this has to start at the top executive level of a company and can only be 
implemented in a top-down-principle. She explains:  
If there is nobody at the top who says, “From now on we no longer function as a print 
product, that is putting a few items online, but we function in such a way that we 
distribute our story to various channels, we work together,” then this will happen in 
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an inter-departmental way. If that is not being pushed through uncompromisingly, it 
will not happen. That is my experience. 
Media executive and journalist, participant 8, supports this view: “Convergence, 
first of all, has to take place in the mind. It is a question of the mind-set of each 
individual journalist.” She adds: “A newsroom on its own does not bring convergence per 
se.” In this sense, the importance of pioneers who motivate and inspire people to think 
and behave more and more multimedia was highlighted by participant 1. 
Newsroom, the Personalized Convergence 
The newsroom is perceived as one form of how convergence can be implemented. 
Participant 4, an editor-in-chief, believes that media convergence does not depend on a 
location or on office buildings, instead people even in decentralized structures can work 
convergent and that the longer the more. “These mobile devices make it possible to 
produce for all channels from anywhere. That is also why the classic newsroom is also 
more of an initial phenomenon of the convergent age.” He added that he does not support 
the concept of every media professional sitting in the same room, because, in order to 
find stories, journalists have to reach out from and to anywhere. Participant 6, an editor-
in-chief of a tabloid, comments on the communication aspect of newsrooms:  
In my opinion, the newsroom is a bit overrated. The newsroom basically is a big 
open-space office. That's a trendy name, but it's essentially not a concept or a 
strategy. For me, that's more of a definition about location. Where do people sit 
together? It is the team that is important. Hence, convergence has to be lived and it 
has to come from people and thus, convergence comes through discussion and 
through a culture of discussion. For me it has less to do with [location]. It certainly is 
important to sit together. Convergence would get more difficult if one would continue 
to sit in single offices. But for me it is more a matter of a culture of discussion, or 
with culture in general that prevails in an editorial office rather than a certain locality. 
However, on a large scale, the participants of the study perceive the concept of 
newsrooms as one possible design as to how media convergence can be brought in place. 
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The newsroom is “personalized convergence” as participant 14, a digital Media 
executive, called it. Participant 7, a media educator and former Editor-in-chief, added: 
The newsroom is, so to speak, the statement of convergence. But I believe that even 
editorial offices who do not have a newsroom now, organize themselves a bit 
differently. The newsroom is, so to speak, the spatial consolidation of various 
channels and of various platforms. Newsrooms are actually being re-created in order 
to express this increased need for exchange, communication, consultation and that in 
a spatial form. But it is not mandatory. Today, the digital world is organized in such a 
way that even with single offices I can be interconnected with a lot of people.  
Participant 20 confirms this statement and summarizes the discussion in a 
nutshell: “In principle, if the setting is correct you can also create a newsroom with a lot 
of single offices. It would only be extremely impractical.” 
Various participants defined the function of their companies’ newsrooms as the 
physical place where media convergence takes place. It is “almost a kind of germ cell for 
media convergence,” as participant 14 labels it. Media executive, participant 10, sees the 
newsroom in the media company he belongs to as “an amazingly living or breathing 
construct which actually has to change permanently. Firstly, it changes, it constantly has 
to adapt to new challenges.” No matter how challenging the newsroom construct may be, 
“a newsroom setting simplifies matters a lot, [a place] where journalists and editors, 
covering different media channels, can work and sit together without any physical 
barriers and where they find one central location where they can exchange and develop 
stories together,” participant 8 added. 
Since newsroom implementations were in some cases flanked by reduction and 
rationalization measures where, in the end, media professionals were simply moved into a 
larger office space (i.e. an open-space office) without changing the workflow structure 
towards convergent work, the term newsroom has some negative connotation. Therefore, 
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media managers agree that in newsroom settings one should pay attention to ways of 
working and less to room structures. It is important to put an emphasis on the real power 
of the newsroom which is “that there are so many people who can realize very intense 
research results in a very short time […] That's the real power we have,” participant 10 
argues. 
The newsroom “surely accelerates the understanding that a convergent way of 
working is necessary”; it “is certainly an important catalyst for understanding that it 
requires convergence,” as editor-in-chief, participant 17, concludes. The newsroom also 
“is a way of communicating with each other differently,” participant 2 argues. It is an 
example for ways of working which are actually dissociated from space and time. 
Convergence Takes Place Everywhere 
Even though convergence takes place in the newsroom it does not mean that a 
convergent way of working is limited to the newsroom. Convergence also takes place “in 
the video studio, when a video editor with a graphic designer and a specialist editor work 
together on a video. It also takes place in product development when a storytelling tool is 
developed with the editorial department,” participant 14 states. Convergent ways of 
working can also appear at smokers’ corners and coffee venders, “where I always have 
the best ideas,” participant 20 inserts, “because you talk to people you normally cannot 
talk to. And surprising things can happen because when I'm only talking to the people 
sitting next to me, people whom I know…” or in a lounge which was built by one of the 
four big Swiss German media companies parallel to the implementation of the newsroom. 
The lounge where people eat, drink, read and meet around-the-clock contributes more to 
convergent working then the newsroom with its big screen. Participant 9, leading project 
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manager for the implementation of this newsroom, explains: “The lounge has always 
been the heart of the newsroom, I always said. And the big screen actually was only the 
visual documentation for guests, but photos where always taken in front of the screen.” 
Editor-in-chief, participant 3, dissociates convergence even more from a dedicated 
location. When he was asked, ‘Where does convergence take place,’ he answered: 
Everywhere. The journalist who goes out to create a story: Hopefully it will happen 
there as well. Maybe he is not only taking a notebook along, as in the past, but his 
iPhone, if the subject is suited for it, to make a video clip. Those can also be quite 
simple occasions. On the weekend, there was a big meeting with 600 classic cars in 
Argovia. In the pre-convergent time the journalist came and with his photo camera he 
took some pictures and the next morning it was published in the newspaper. Today, 
hopefully, he will shoot a video clip, interview the organizer, cut it, publish it - online 
first, which means not only, if it takes place on Saturday, for the Monday edition; 
already on Saturday evening something will be online. Consequently, it takes place 
outside, it takes place here, of course, in the editorial office, in the newsroom, also by 
having new departments, that you do not only have a newspaper production that 
creates a nice newspaper, but also an online mobile editorial office, an attractively 
designed portal, which pushes messages and also selects special multimedia 
implementation forms. Wherever journalism takes place convergence takes place. 
The dissolution of space in convergent work goes so far that even media 
professionals working from a home office can be integrated into a convergent production 
process. Participant 13, a Project Director Convergence, states in regard to this: 
But it also works on the opposite end, everything runs together, namely in the home 
office with each employee, because he sits there, is physically completely detached 
from the team, but organization-wise, content-wise and as far as technical aspects are 
concerned he is completely connected to the system. And of course, this whole 
convergence manifests itself at each single workstation in a home office. 
Derived from the discussion presented, it can be summarized, that convergence 
can appear anywhere. However, the implementation of a newsroom can contribute to a 
redefinition of workflow processes and new convergent ways of working and 
communicating. But, a newsroom on its own does not make it a convergent working 
place as participant 20 counters: “Well, that's when you quasi say, ‘you have a 
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newsroom, and now everything is somehow tops. That of course, is total nonsense for 
people, isn’t it? You have to introduce it seriously.” 
Excursus: Newsrooms in German-Speaking Switzerland 
Two cases of newsroom implementation in the German-speaking part of 
Switzerland, the one of AZ Medien, built in 2011, and the other one of NZZ, built in 
2012, will be presented in the following excursus. Among the forerunners for newsrooms 
in German-speaking Switzerland were Ringier, AZ Medien and NZZ. The Head of the 
Ringier School of Journalism explains: “Ringier certainly did a bit of pioneering work 
with its newsroom. It has been the most modern newsroom in Switzerland for a long 
time.” And he emphasizes, that “today, it is a must in all major media companies. 
Meanwhile, the publicly-owned media organizations, SRG/SRF, according to what I've 
heard recently, work towards convergence, as well; they have discovered the newsroom.” 
NZZ Newsroom – Smurf Layout 
Participant 13 is Project Director Convergence and responsible for the newsroom 
integration at NZZ Mediengruppe. During the interview he gave some background 
information about the planning and implementation of the newsroom at  his company. 
Before joining NZZ, he was working with Ringier and for two and a half years leading a 
project group which implemented Ringier’s newsroom for the Blick-Gruppe, the tabloid 
product group of the company. He explains: I „exactly had the same task and when this 
project was completed, I changed jobs.” And then he adds: “Although Ringier and NZZ 
offer completely different products and have a completely different corporate culture, the 
fundamental requirements are exactly the same.” He perceives convergence as the main 
theme in his project portfolio, either as project manager or while working in the editorial 
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office. Hence, he clearly interweaves the implementation with a statement for convergent 
ways of working. When he started his work at NZZ in 2012 the online editorial staff 
operated more or less detached from the print editorial office. Only in some exceptional 
or emergency cases the two groups had discussions with each other or even exchanged 
texts or photos. “At this time, it became clear,” participant 13 notes, “that in the long run, 
this was not a good situation because the mutual independence had already a negative 
impact on the brand.” Therefore, the decision was taken to produce all NZZ media 
products from one source in order to cope with the customers’ high-quality expectations. 
After the decision was taken to bring all editorial resources together, a newsroom was 
implemented in several ad-hoc actions. “The first knee-jerking exercise was the physical 
construction of a common newsroom where all representatives of the editorial offices of 
print, news and online news were put together. But this was very half-baked and very 
little thought through,” he comments and continues: “The cultural clash was actually 
quite big and it actually was very positive because it generated a fundamental readiness 
of all participants.” Following this, they took a more systematic implementation approach 
and involved all participants in the creation of a reasonable and workable design of the 
newsroom. He created the so-called ‘Smurf’ layout. They designed a huge lay-out for the 
new newsroom and populated it with [comic] Smurf characters made of rubber. “At first, 
people stole a few Smurfs,” participant 13 recounts, “and then they started discussing. 
They realized relatively quickly, that if the one with the red cap is always just standing 
around there, then he is of no use. He should sit in the other corner and should be sitting 
next to him …” This planning process helped them to work out a design in which 
meetings would become redundant because the people with the most interactions where 
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already seated close to each other. This lay-out also contributed to the reduction of 
acoustic emissions. “And in retrospect, I would say we have done a good job, because 
now it has been approximately two years ago that we have set up this newsroom and 
since then it has been left absolutely unchanged in terms of furnishings. That actually 
tells us that it works,” participant 13 summarizes. He then adds: “Even though there are 
80 work spaces, of course, they are never fully occupied. And even though it has 80 work 
spaces it's never really loud because all individuals present have made it a point [to] not 
talk on the phone. It just does not take place. Either they can chat on the phone [by 
texting] or they can talk with the person next to them. That's really a great place to work.” 
AZ Medien Newsroom – Spider Project 
Participant 9, project leader for the implementation of the newsroom at AZ 
Medien in 2011, describes the most crucial consideration for organizational changes: “It 
is always important to remember that the fish stinks from its head,” and confirms that the 
CEO of the company was in favor of the project and his superior was backing him during 
the project. In order to gain buy-ins he lived convergence himself. During his work for 
the print newspaper he started producing online reports and some small videos. As a 
special feature, he also integrated into the newsroom planning the company-owned 
television stations (Tele M1, TeleZüri and TeleBärn). He fused talks and interactive 
stories and tried to connect television, online and newspaper. At the time of the elections 
for Council of States, he created an online voting system, in which TV viewers could 
vote online for their favorite candidate to be included in a live-debate. “This was an 
attempt where it was quasi-tried, let me say, in a playful way, but still about a serious 
content, to make the whole story multimedia,” he adds and continues: 
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I have always tried to actually get virtuality physically down to earth [...] That was 
my pattern and that, actually, is the whole story. I have tried to carry the multimedia 
work, the newsroom, into the farthest corner of regional journalism. Again, it was 
done physically, with a small video screen in each regional office. First of all, I 
founded so many regional offices. I said, the more virtual the world becomes, the 
easier it is to write from anywhere, the more important it is to be present in these 
corners of the world or the corners of the regions, physically. Especially. Thanks to 
new technology, actually because it just needs no more equipment, we founded new 
one-person, two-person, three-person, four-person offices. For example, in Lenzburg, 
for example in Reinach, etc. and we actually demonstrated that this is a chance, 
through online, of getting closer to the people and not farther away from them. 
It was important for participant 9 that new ways of convergent working opened 
new opportunities for journalists. In order to develop the editorial team of AZ Medien he 
enrolled them for special trainings at the MAZ School of Journalism and organized so-
called ‘convergent days.’ After these initial steps a project by the name of ‘Spider – 
gymnastics in the web’ was created. The purpose of this project was to prepare the AZ 
Medien’s editorial staff for the new working environment and for ways of working in the 
company’s new newsroom by external and on-the-job training measures. At the end of 
the project, 60 individuals, print journalists from the common part of the newspaper and 
from regional parts, passed the program, plus additional individuals from the company’s 
TV and radio stations. “We went to the workplaces of the people, worked there 
convergent, made videos, wrote reports, developed multimedia stories in one day and 
added different products to them,” explains the Spider project leader. It was important for 
him to note that participants in the Spider project had enough time for experimenting, 
practicing and sharing of experiences. They did that in order to perceive all actions as 
training and not as an additional workload and overtime. Networking was key in this 
project; and at the end of the training each of the participants received, as an 
acknowledgment of their willingness to join the project, a ‘spider passport’ while the 
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project leader himself was called ‘Mr. Spider-Man.’ Asked about the success factors for 
this project, participant 9 responds: “I think the reason why the AZ Spider story was a 
success was the fact that they told a story, the Spider story. We told a story and tried to 
live that story. And I think if you do things like that you have to tell stories.” Then he 
adds: “People have to be able to tell what they did when they come home in the evening. 
And that was easier in the past because back then it was a regular newspaper which was 
filled.” Comparing the successful implementation of the AZ Medien newsroom which 
was introduced and accompanied by the ‘Spider Project,’ together with another 
newsroom project in German-speaking Switzerland, he concludes: “Up to this day, it has 
difficulties because it has no narrative. There is no storytelling: there is nothing positive 
about this newsroom.” In the case of AZ Medien, there was the Spider-Man character 
around and he adds: “Of course, I also tried to create a bit of a myth; I tried to create a 
story. It is also important that you do not see it purely as a cost-cutting exercise and some 
horror education.” Although he does not deny the cost-saving and rationalization effect 
which comes along with introducing a newsroom, he demonstrated that convergent ways 
of working in a newsroom setting can also contribute to new opportunities for journalists. 
Summary 
The findings about the status of media convergence in the German-speaking part 
of Switzerland are summarized in the following five parts. 
Four privately owned media corporation in the German-speaking part of 
Switzerland were included into the case study approach: AZ Medien headquartered in 
Aarau, Switzerland, with 1,200 employees and an annual revenue of approx. CHF 236 
mio. ($251 million, 2016), NZZ (Neue Zürcher Zeitung) Mediengruppe, headquartered in 
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Zürich, Switzerland, with 1,900 employees and annual revenue of approx. CHF 423 mio. 
($451 million, 2016), Ringier headquartered in Zürich, Switzerland, with 3,100 
employees and annual revenue of approx. CHF 840 mio. ($895 million, 2016) and 
Tamedia, also headquartered in Zürich, Switzerland, with 3,300 employees and annual 
revenue of approx. CHF 1,005 bill. ($1,07 billion, 2016). 
In Switzerland, the professional title ‘journalist’ is not a protected professional 
title. Therefore, there are various ways for obtaining a journalism education. The two 
most renowned professional journalism training centers in the German-speaking part of 
Switzerland are the ‘MAZ - Die Schweizer Journalistenschule’ and the ‘Ringier 
Journalistenschule.’ They both offer a dual system, combining school and practical work. 
The publicly owned Swiss Radio and Television Corporation (SRG SSR) offers a 
comparable trimedia journalism-training course. In addition, four universities offer 
academic journalism education. 
Twenty media executives and media managers, employees of the four media 
corporations under investigation were included in the study. Position titles of participants 
of the study were at the time of the interview as follows: CEO, AZ Medien; Editor-in-
Chief, AZ Zeitungen; Deputy Editor-in-Chief, AZ Zeitungen; Editor-in-Chief, Schweiz 
am Sonntag; Editor-in-Chief, Limmattaler Zeitung; Freelance journalist, Consultant for 
the media industry, Training Manager Journalism Education; Chief Product Officer; 
Head of Digital Products; Project Director Convergence; Head of Magazines and 
Member of the Editorial Office, NZZ am Sonntag; COO Ringier AG; Head of Public 
Affairs; Co-Editor-in-Chief, Schweizer Illustrierte; Editor-in-Chief, Blick Sport; Head of 
Ringier School of Journalism; Member of the Group Management Board, Head of Paid 
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Media; Member of the Editorial Office, Tages-Anzeiger and Head of Digital and 
Newsnet; Editor-in-Chief, 20 Minuten; Deputy Editor-in-Chief, SonntagsZeitung; Head 
Digital Sales Development. 
All study participants shared the perception that media convergence already is 
playing an important role in all Swiss German media corporations. However, all of them 
see slight differences between the four major media players in the German-speaking part 
of Switzerland with regards to the status of media convergence. AZ Medien and NZZ are 
still to a higher degree focusing on the journalistic business model, while Ringier and 
Tamedia relay on digital offers as second mainstay. The biggest changes in the way 
editors and journalists work in this more convergent environment were perceived in the 
area of the ‘way of working’ in general, where time and space almost dissolves and 
where no dedicated time for research, news writing and production exists anymore. There 
were also changes perceived in the area ‘speed of news,’ the requirement of ‘news 
distribution on different channels,’ ‘openness for new media’ and ‘interaction with 
readers.’ 
All four companies included in the study had designed and implemented a 
convergent newsroom in the past seven years. From the interviews, I observed that most 
of the participants closely link media convergence with the physical existence of a 
newsroom and the term newsroom itself with the place where news is being produced. 
However, some of my interview partners emphasized that media convergence has to start 
in the minds of the players involved and includes a change of mind-set. In this context, 
the concept of a newsroom can be perceived as the personalized convergence while 
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media convergence is not limited to the newsroom and hence can take place everywhere 










FINDINGS: COMPETENCIES NEEDED FOR CONVERGENT WORK 
Introduction and Overview 
This chapter describes the results of the data analysis related to required 
competencies and skill sets for convergent journalism work today and in the future. 
Individual interviews and discussions with 20 media managers including the editors-in-
chief of four major Swiss media companies in the German-speaking part of Switzerland 
had one central purpose. It was to gather data for one of two central research questions: 
“What are the current and future competencies needed by media professionals (journalists 
and editors) in the convergent media environment in the German-speaking part of 
Switzerland?” 
I used 17 interview questions divided into eight categories. The first seven 
questions, assigned to categories 1 to 3, provided details about the status of media 
convergence in the German-speaking part of Switzerland. The resulting data analysis was 
presented in Chapter 4. The questions of category 4 were the core questions for this study 
as shown in Table 1 on page 47f. These questions were asked in order to provide answers 
on needed competencies and skills by media professionals in a convergent environment. 
Here, the most important question was: “Please describe your experiences, perceptions 
and expectations with regards to possible competencies and skills needed for media 
professionals in a convergent environment in the future.” The last two questions, category 
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8, concerned personal experiences with media convergence and personal viewpoints and 
insight about convergent competencies needed today and, in the future, in order to 
illuminate the research questions from another angle by including narratives of media 
managers of the four biggest privately-owned media companies in the German-speaking 
part of Switzerland. 
The presentation of the findings and the data analysis about competencies for 
convergent work is structured in the following three parts: Competency and skill sets for 
convergent work, leadership and management competencies, convergent competencies 
derived from a quantitative content analysis of job advertisements. 
Competency Clusters Needed for Convergent Work 
In the following section, firstly, an overview will be given of required 
competencies for today and the future as seen by selected managers in the Swiss German 
media industry and two members of professional journalism schools. Secondly, an 
excursion on leadership and management skills follows. The section closes with the 
results of a quantitative content analysis of job advertisements in Swiss German online 
platforms, which will be compared to competency and skill sets described by media 
managers in my study. 
 ‘What are the current and future competencies needed by media professionals 
(journalists and editors) in the convergent media environment in German-speaking 
Switzerland?’ That was the leading question for this part of my investigation, which I 
approached in four different ways: First, I asked about competencies and skills needed by 
media professionals in a convergent environment today in general. My second question 
aimed at understanding what experiences, perceptions and expectations regarding 
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competencies and skills are needed for media professionals in a convergent environment 
today. My third question intended to understand what experiences, perceptions, and 
expectations concerning competencies and skills will be needed for media professionals 
in a convergent environment in the future, and fourth, I wanted to know which 
competencies and skills are needed for the respective institutional participants. 
The discussion about competencies needed by journalists in a convergent 
environment encompasses a broad framework. Media manager, participant 6, explains: 
“There are basic competencies which actually do not have a lot to do with convergence. 
Those are basic competencies journalists must have at any time.” Participant 4‘s 
arguments go into the same direction: “Actually, they are the same competencies as 
always and which any journalist must have. Perhaps a few were added to these. But it still 
is essential that there is professional expertise, i.e. that one simply knows enough about 
the field one is writing about, that one has such a narrational expertise that I can tell a 
story.” However, today a certain additional competency, the so-called ‘channel 
competency,’ is required, which means: “I must tell a story in a different way when I do 
it for a magazine than if I do it for a website. In that case, there certainly is a new 
competency that is required. I must know for what product I am actually writing,” adds 
participant 4 and continues: “In that case I would not stress that so much because a good 
story which is well-written, which is technically good, in most cases works on all 
channels - on paper, on a smartphone, on a tablet.” Finally, he summarizes, “The way it 
[the story] then is publicized, again, is another story. Therefore, the fields of competency 
actually have not changed that much.” Media executive, participant 3, brings the 
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exception of a most illustrious journalist or wordsmith (in German: Edelfeder) and of a 
social media native into play: 
If one is a top ‘Edelfeder’ and writes incredibly good texts and stands out against the 
rest of the editorial office, then one will overlook the fact that this person might not 
even know how to turn on the computer. If someone is a complete social media native 
and knows how to be present on all channels one will also overlook the fact that he or 
she is not an ‘Edelfeder.’ It is an illusion to think that everybody knows everything. 
There are a few exceptional talents. But then you will have to arrange your editorial 
office in such a way that you have all skills, that you have top individuals of all areas, 
that the team as a whole combines all skills. 
On the other hand, participant 3 also clarifies that it is hard for a journalist in 
today’s age of convergence if he or she only wants to write “nice texts” and is not willing 
to work convergent and to produce for different channels: “In that case one will have to 
be an incredibly exceptional talent that he or she will cut one’s own path with his or her 
writing skills alone,” he added. “However, I do not expect of everyone that he or she will 
acquire each skill there is out there in the digital world,” counters media executive, 
participant 14, and explains: “I do not consider that sensible for a brand like … because it 
is impossible to break at the same time into all areas of specialty, to improve oneself, 
write about it, be a perfect VJ [video journalist] and a social media editor and learn how 
to program on top.” Media executive, participant 10, comments by asking: “Is the 
question, that the journalist has to broaden him- or herself in their skills or is the question 
that I will need new specialists for different jobs?,” and answers himself: “Essentially, I 
would say, new skills will have to come in instead of completely abolishing old ones.” 
Another insight on newly required competencies is related to management tasks. 
Participant 2 argues that there are new convergent competencies needed on the level of 
departmental managers and on the level of the makers of newspapers. They are about 
“how things are being organized and planned for and how one is sketching a story 
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content wise in such a way that it will work on different channels.” He describes the 
situation of an event which is important for both online and print, an event which is being 
announced in advance, about which there will be live coverage and about which one also 
wants to offer some additional background information. And then there is the question: 
“Who will do what, when and how? That, of course, is a completely different challenge 
[for the management], compared to the pre-convergent age. Online [production] is doing 
this already anyway,” explains participant 2 and adds: “With the newspaper we must 
think, what else can we do? And I simply must have a focus on something. That for me is 
one of the essential issues. How much can a person do by him- or herself and how much 
work sharing does the convergent way of working require once again?” In addition to 
these organizational and planning competencies, participant 4 also attaches great 
importance to social competency: “Depending on the respective function in the editorial 
office, social competency is required.” But then he modifies: “There are a lot of 
journalists without social competency; but they, nevertheless, can be good journalists. 
But in a leading role, social competencies are, of course, a must.” 
As shown in Table 4, all answers I had gathered were clustered in seven skill-sets:  
1. technical,  
2. social and emotional,  
3. cognitive,  
4. writing and linguistic,  
5. publishing and production,  
6. innovation and creativity, and  








Competencies and skills needed by media professionals in a convergent environment as referred to by interview participants 
Competencies and Skills Needed General Today Future For Media Companies 
Skill and Competency Theme    AZM NZZ Ringier Tamedia 
1. TECHNICAL SKILLS        
 CMS (Content Management System) x       
 Data Journalism and Analysis x      x 
 Image Editing and Illustration Systems        
 Multimedia Skills      x  
 New Media Literate/Digital Knowledge and Experience x x   x x  
 Online Skills x    x  x 
 Photography x       
 Programming x       
 SEO  x    x  
 Social Media x x x   x  
 Video Recording and Production Skills x x x   x  








Table 4 – Continued 
       
Competencies and Skills Needed General Today Future For Media Companies 
Skill and Competency Theme    AZM NZZ Ringier Tamedia 
2. SOCIAL AND EMOTIONAL SKILLS        
 Agility/Flexibility  x x    x 
 Civil Courage      x  
 Conscientiousness  x      
 Coping With (Time) Pressure  x      
 Curiosity  x    x  
 Discussion Joy  x      
 Experimentation  x x     
 Interpersonal Skills x       
 Knowledge and Embedment Into Region    x    
 Networking    x    
 Open-Mindedness  x x   x x 
 Openness to Change  x    x  
 Optimism      x  
 Passionate and Mission Driven  x     x 
 Reliability        
 Resilience        
 Self-reliance        
 Self-Responsibility   x   x  
 Social Competency    x    








Table 4 – Continued 
       
Competencies and Skills Needed General Today Future For Media Companies 
Skill and Competency Theme    AZM NZZ Ringier Tamedia 
3. COGNITIVE SKILLS        
 Accuracy and Precise Working Method x       
 Analytical Thinking x       
 Attraction and Introduction of New Talents    x   x 
 Change Management      x  
 Connected Thinking x       
 Digital Thinking x       
 Education in Journalism        
 Efficiency  x      
 Expertise Regarding Subject x x  x    
 General Knowledge x       
 Imagination/Understanding of Customers’ Need x  x   x x 
 Internet Marketing      x  
 Maintain Posture x       
 Organizational Skills        
 Project Management x       
 Quality-Conscious        
 Recognition of Patterns x       
 Reflectivity  x      
 Research Skills        
 Understanding of Potential of Media Convergence       x 
 Willingness and Skill to Learn x       








Table 4 – Continued        
Competencies and Skills Needed General Today Future For Media Companies 
Skill and Competency Theme    AZM NZZ Ringier Tamedia 
4. WRITING AND LINGUISTIC SKILLS        
 Ability to Explain Complex Interrelationships in a Simple Way  x      
 Delivery of Background Information  x      
 Dialect        
 Foreign Languages        
 Investigational Skills x     x  
 Journalistic Interaction With Users   x     
 Linguistic and Writing Skills x x   x x x 
 Multimedia \Storytelling x     x x 
 Narrative Skills/Storytelling x  x   x  
 Online Journalism       x 
 Ontology of journalism   x     
 Quality Awareness        
 Sense for Stories x       








Table 4 – Continued 
       
Competencies and Skills Needed General Today Future For Media Companies 
Skill and Competency Theme    AZM NZZ Ringier Tamedia 
5. PUBLISHING AND PRODUCTION SKILLS        
 Business Acumen x x x    x 
 Convergent Working  x     x 
 Highly Paid Niche Products   x     
 Mastering of Production Tools x     x  
 Measurability of Stories/Big Data   x     
 Presentation of a Story   x     
 Print        
 Production for Different Channels  x x x   x 
 Professional Experience in Production/Writing        
 Radio Experience        
 Sense for Right Channel x       
 Shortness        
 Specialization x       








Table 4 – Continued 
       
Competencies and Skills Needed General Today Future For Media Companies 
Skill and Competency Theme    AZM NZZ Ringier Tamedia 
6. INNOVATION AND CREATIVITY        
 Creativity  x     x 
 Innovation x     x  
        
7. LEADERSHIP AND MANAGEMENT        
 Leadership Skills and Experience x       
 Resource Management x  x     
 Team Motivation x       
 Understanding of Convergence x       
 Understanding of Media Measurability x       
 Understanding of Online x       
Note:  = Additional skills mentioned in Table 6 
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I expected that my interview partners would be able to distinguish between 
experiences, perceptions, and expectations with regards to competencies and skill needed 
for media professionals in a convergent environment today and in the future. The results 
did not support my assumption that there are remarkable differences between 
competencies and skill-sets of today and those expected in the future nor did the study 
yield any noteworthy results regarding my assumption. Nevertheless, I have received 
insightful individual statements about required skill-sets which I will introduce in the 
following section. 
Competency Clusters Needed for Convergent Work Today 
Technical competencies which are needed today are named by media executive, 
participant 10, as follows: “Video, SEO, Social up and down, there is story telling; those 
are the things that matter nowadays,” and participant 9 adds: “training in video.” 
Striking is the multiple mention of emotional skills as ‘passionate and mission 
driven,’ passion for the profession of a journalist and for ‘curiosity,’ one of the main 
characteristics of journalism, as participant 9 explains: “And then there are the classical 
concepts, curiosity, of course, and so on, in order to acquire soft skills. Curiosity, of 
course, is very important because only curious people will develop curiosity on any 
channel.” Additionally, a sense of duty, ‘conscientiousness’ and an ‘open mindset’ and 
ultimately ‘flexibility’ was named. Participant 6 summarizes the current situation for 
many journalists: 
We are coming back to the issue of flexibility. After all, whatever was sufficient six, 
seven years ago will not do today. Some have learned this the hard way. I can say, 
perhaps there are some who became casualties on this road, or people who might not 
quite make it - who might be a bit overwhelmed. We had a few of those, but only a 
very few. Actually, I am surprised how flexible professional people are. But that has 
to be the case in other industries, as well. 
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A ‘joy to discuss,’ ‘experimentation,’ ‘interdisciplinary work’ and ‘working in 
teams,’ and ‘stress resistance’ are other skills and competencies required by journalists 
today. Participant 8 goes so far as to say: “But there is a need for a new breed of 
individuals” and explains: “in the sense of more of a team player, more open, even more 
flexible, even more resilient. Yes, that is the new quality required in addition.” 
Participant 6 shares his personal experience with the higher frequency of work of 
journalists today: 
Yes, it has become more stressful because the output has become bigger. Perhaps 
because one has to cover many more channels. I am sure that is the case. The job 
has become much more stressful compared to the past. Well, we have reached an 
age when one can talk about the good old romantic days. As a reporter, I come 
from a time when one could sleep in and in the afternoon one could slowly start to 
think about what kind of story I could do for the next morning. And then, late in 
the afternoon, you would reach for the phone and make two, three calls, and then 
you would write something for print. And that was it. That is different today. If 
someone is on the road with the national [soccer] team, he will be challenged. At 
seven in the morning he will get his first call. The evening before he already has 
to make a plan as to what he will do for online in the morning, what is Blick am 
Abend bringing who has their editorial deadline at 12. What kind of a story has he 
envisioned for that? What kind of a story does he quasi still have in his back hand 
which he could play online? In summary, the work load has become much 
heavier. In the end, it still is the job of a journalist, a journalistic craft. That has 
not changed. But the work load has become massively more. 
 
‘Openness for change’ is another competency that is required of media 
professionals today. “Well, I would put it this way,” participant 6 explains: 
The madness shock of the digital disruption, I believe, by now has drawn even the 
last of the Mohicans out of his cover. And it has made clear to everyone that we 
have to move. Perhaps like others in other industries, as well. Journalists who 
often have to deal with new developments do not exactly excel as the great first 
movers when it comes to displaying new qualities. To some extent they have been 
quite traditional stay-at-homes. And this pressure, this outward pressure, has 
brought about some mobility - mental mobility and the readiness to say: “Okay, 
we have to change; we have to …” On the other hand, that does not mean that the 





Among skills required currently were named, “We also must become more 
efficient,” participant 12 postulates. Participant 6 indicates a very detailed expertise of the 
respective editorial genre of journalists and editors today: “He must want to know 
everything about his field of sports.” 
Media executive, participant 8, adds to writing and linguistic skills needed today: 
“the ability to explain in simple words something that is complex and to furnish 
background information.” However, today a more generalist journalistic approach is 
required. Participant 6 adds: “I recently came across someone whose editorial office has 
had doping as a topic for the past 20 years” and relativized: “That is an exception in 
today’s landscape that there is someone who is dealing with the same subject for decades, 
that someone has a tiny team and is researching in this field in this incredible depth. 
Today it is more the generalist who is in demand.” 
Additionally, he introduced another aspect of publishing and production skill 
needed today: 
On top of that, there is an incredible speed in this job. Some maddening, breathtaking 
speed has come into this job. And with it comes a non-stop presence which is 
demanded which then, of course, one has to manage with duty rosters. But it is this 
speed which has changed the job in a tremendous way. 
Participant 8 introduces a completely new aspect of publishing and production 
skills, namely a certain ‘business acumen’: 
In the old days, journalists did not at all pay attention to the question as to how a 
media corporation was making money, because money was just pouring in. Today it 
is important that journalists also know where the money is coming from, how a media 
corporation is financing itself. But they must not be guided by this alone. It still 
requires the classical journalistic rules. But that is something which clearly has 
changed. When I was a journalist I did not care whatsoever where the money came 
from. I didn’t understand that either. And that, of course, is an additional leadership 
responsibility, to keep to a much greater degree an eye on the budget. 
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Competency Clusters Needed for Convergent Work in the Future 
The difficulty my interview partners had with naming skills and competences 
needed by journalists in the future is well described by participant 8: “It is extremely 
difficult to predict the future. We don’t know what will be in five years. We don’t know, 
for example, whether there still will be printed daily newspapers in five years.” 
Participant 1 comments about the future as follows: “After all, we don’t know what the 
future will hold. Judging by just the last few years we can assume that journalism and the 
way we do journalism will continue to change.” 
However, there is clarity about required technical competencies in ‚Social media‘ 
and ‚video recording and production skills,’ about emotional skills ‚flexibility‘ and 
‚open-mindedness.’ Participant 1 comments with this regard: “It is necessary that 
journalists bring to the table an openness and that they are willing to be part of this 
development … And we must continue to think in terms of innovation, we must be 
willing to take the issue into the future.” The need for a certain sense of 
‘experimentation’ without the fear of failure is what participant 11 considers an essential 
emotional skill in the future: “And then there must be the courage to try something new. 
And if it goes wrong, well, then it goes wrong.” 
Clarity also prevailed in terms of ‘consumer orientation and targeting,’ a cognitive 
skill set: “I expect that in the journalism of the future there will be an even greater focus 
on the target group—and that one will know even more precisely for whom one is writing 
a story. And that with the conviction,” participant 17 explains, “that the target group no 
longer comes to the media, but the media must come to the people, if one is consistent in 
continuing to think along this line. This means, I must know, if I have a political story, 
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how can I reach the 18 to 25-year-old ones, how do I reach the 25 to 45-year-old ones 
and how do I reach women and how men.” The ability to put oneself in the position of 
the target audience and the challenge of properly addressing users is depicted vividly by 
participant 20: “Where are they? What do they want? It is not relevant that I say: ‘I will 
write 30,000 characters about Syria and if you don’t want to read 30,000 characters about 
Syria, so what? Tough luck,” and adds: “We must make sure that we prepare the 
information, if possible, in such a way, quasi-like democratic whole-grain bread, that the 
people want to ‘eat’ this information. We are not supposed to write or broadcast this 
information the way it pleases us.” She concludes that the balance of power has turned 
and that this should be considered in the future. “It is the user who has the upper hand.” 
The reader also is in the driver’s seat when it comes to writing and linguistic 
skills. The interview partners for my research expect an increasing journalistic interaction 
with users: “I believe that is a big topic. We are still completely neglecting it. And 
journalists will have to change in regard to this,” participant 2 carries out and continues to 
explain: “I believe the entire exploitation, i.e. the article is not done if one has finished 
writing it. The story rather continues to live because there is a feedback, and I as an editor 
have to deal with that and thus will become additional feedback to further develop the 
subject.” At the same time, excellent writing skills are expected for the future. “I believe 
we still have do know even better what we actually are doing. This refers to our role as 
journalists. We have to be clear about this. We have to be really good technically. For if it 
is not good - the competition is just one click away,” admonishes participant 17. Media 
professional, participant 9, goes one step further with regards to their own ethos as 
journalists and the nature of journalistic responsibility: 
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I am actually disenchanted again because I think no specifically new qualifications 
and things are needed. On the contrary, I believe, we have to reveal the nucleus of the 
journalistic ontology. … We must have or develop an occupational image which then 
will remind us of where we are coming from historically. We are dedicated to 
clarification and reconnoitering, we are mediators between the public and those in 
management responsibility in the country, i.e. mediators between state and citizen. 
All these things. That, after all, is quite important. And he or she who is capable of 
being in this function, can do it on no matter what channel. He who has no self-
concept will eventually really contribute to a culturally pessimistic apocalypse. 
The interviewees were most clearly able to answer the question as to which 
publishing and production skills they expect and perceive as needed in the future. Among 
‘business acumen,’ the production of ‘highly paid niche products,’ the knowledge about 
‘measurability of stories,’ ‘presentation of stories,’ the ‘production for different channels’ 
and ‘speed’ were named by the participants of the research project. Media executive, 
participant 10, explains as follows: “Right now, the big issue for us is - and there we are 
still in the very beginning—the downstream competency, i.e. big data. We are talking 
about the usefulness of the measurability. It will become more and more important.” This 
measurability in the interviewee’s media corporation goes as far as this: 
We have experts in the area of social [media] and SEO who inform the editors, i.e. 
the editorial office in the morning, which subjects are sought after anywhere in the 
world in the Internet so that the editorial offices can say, okay, we will include this as 
well. We are in the process of preparing an article about this subject. This is far-
reaching. We are turning this around completely. While in the past the reader actually 
searched for certain content and he or she went to the newspaper kiosk to buy it. 
Today the content searches for the reader. And that is the complete reversal of 
everything. Yes. And for that you will need data. That will become the big, big 
challenge and how they will be able to handle distributed content. But in addition to 
that, not more can be said about that. Therefore, everything will remain terribly 
exciting. The question will be: How sustainable will everything be in the end? 
Participant 17 confirms this tendency and the fact that a new skill-set will be 
required by journalists and editors in dealing with ‘Big Data’: “First, because there are 
the data which will help us. We want to know everything exactly. We not only want to 
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know any longer whether or not the story worked well, but with whom it worked well 
and at what time did it work best?” 
“Eventually,” participant 11 summarizes, “we all lack the know-how. And in 
regard to this, the very young ones, the self-made people or the bloggers who do it 
themselves, they often know much more.” She believes that it is a question of corporate 
culture, how an organization manages resources, and whether an organization will be 
ready in the future to dismantle hierarchies in favor of know-how: 
There still is another skill which, I am convinced, will also be needed today and in the 
future. And that, of course, is a matter of culture which has to come from the top. Old 
hierarchies and networks will no longer work. Experience will no longer be a matter 
of long years of service. There will then be people who might come along with their 
orange-colored hair and purple lip stick, who might not at all fit into the company, but 
about whom one could say, we should actually make him or her boss. And then the 
old, dignified gentlemen in their suits and ties should actually learn from them. And 
that, of course, is crazy. It would be difficult for both sides. 
Competency Clusters Needed for Institutional Participants 
AZ Medien’s product portfolio focuses on regional anchoring and regional 
embedment. Therefore, it is not surprising that the interviewees of this media corporation 
put an emphasis on a particularly emotional competency. Media executive, participant 3, 
explains: “That is an asset which a journalist can have if he or she grew up here and if he 
or she knows the region, and if he or she wants to work in and for the region.” He 
continues: “It is much easier to find a domestic or political editor. I can coax him or her 
away from anywhere. They all find it terribly sexy if they can work in the federal 
government building. That is easy. But it is much more difficult to look for an editor for 
Fricktal or Zurzach or Brugg [small provinces].” Since the regional anchorage is the USP 
of the company, “a prospective journalist has either grown up in this area and then lives 
somewhere or has grown up somewhere else, but is interested in this region and then 
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moves there.” Participant 4 adds to the regional embedment and regional knowledge the 
concept of “journalistic networking.” 
For the NZZ Mediengruppe technical, writing and linguistic skills are seen as 
having top priority among all of the competencies. Media executive, participant 14, 
describes the required competencies as follows: “This rather is basic knowledge which 
puts everyone into a position of being a part of this rhythm, this digital system in which 
we work and become a part of the way we produce stories and become a part of this 
value-adding which we do.” Participant 13 adds: “We are still talking about the same 
high journalistic qualities as ever” and “the same high technical skills as ever.” 
Ringier, the media corporation with a long tabloid history and a diverse digital 
product portfolio, focuses on technical skills: “Our entire environment is set up digitally 
in such a strong way that this part does not have to come on paper any longer … We have 
an entirely new generation, a strong generation of tech-affine, multimedia journalists,” 
participant 7 relates. In this, he is complemented by media executive, participant 10, as 
follows: “And this leads to the fact that we now somehow have ended up having 28 
individuals working in video. That is gigantic.” Study participants of Ringier also 
mention social competencies like ‘curiosity,’ ‘open-mindedness,’ ‘openness to change,’ 
‘optimism,’ ‘self-responsibility,’ and ‘team work’ as needed for their organization. 
Participant 8 adds, “And I think civil courage, for example, is something journalists also 
have to bring to the table.” Additional tabloid-specific competencies are described by 
participant 6: “Journalists have to have guts. Moreover, they must enjoy exposing 
themselves. They often make themselves more vulnerable than others. But that is the core 
business of tabloid journalism.” Then he refers to additional tabloid-specific 
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competencies. “Well, then we have to talk about Blick. It is all about tabloid journalism. 
Tabloid journalism has its own peculiarities, and that requires specific competencies. 
That is for sure.” 
Technical competencies, ‘data journalism and analysis’ and ‘online skills’ also 
play an important role at Tamedia. Participant 18 adds ‘gamification’ as an additional 
technical skill. Customer orientation and the recognition of the potential of convergent 
working are other skills identified by interview participants from Tamedia. Participant 17 
elaborates: 
One must understand that the customer really is king. This means, the customer states 
how he or she would like to have it. It is not the journalist who says what he or she 
would have to do. This may sound a bit trivial. But, well, it has to be wrapped in such 
a way that the customer wants it. … But if I see a story in print … 15,000 
characters—I somehow think, who exactly is to read this. And if then I want to sell 
this story online, what actually will happen precisely? Because there is no slide show 
to go with it. There are no graphics, no sideline interview. It actually is a chunk darn 
difficult to digest. 
The potential of a convergent way of working for developing a story from the 
original idea to the final end product is, according to participant 15, not understood by 
many journalists at Tamedia. “What sometimes surprises me,” she explains, “is the 
brilliant idea that one now has a chance of also producing for online, that one can 
produce a total work of art. But probably too few are actually doing this.” Referring to a 
new opportunity, she continues. “One can work up everything nicely oneself—with 
pictures. And it becomes exactly the way one wants it. But I believe many people do not 
take advantage of this opportunity. Or it is not that important to them. But it would be 
important, I think.” 
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Excursus: Leadership and Management Competencies 
When I asked the study participants about competencies and skills required for a 
convergent environment in general, a need for leadership and management competencies 
were mentioned. When I asked for current and future skills required and in particular for 
the media corporation they are working for, however, little emphasis was put on these 
skills by the interviewees. Despite that, various remarks about leadership and 
management challenges were mentioned during the interviews as shown in Table 4 that I 
am presenting in the following passage. 
Participant 15 complained about missing leadership skills and leadership 
experience in the media industry in general. She said: “And then I believe - and that may 
be a dire fact of journalism in general - that [a strong leadership style] basically doesn’t 
mean anything because at all times individuals were promoted who were good at writing. 
… Perhaps they were good writers; but they were no leaders. And that holds true up to 
the CEOs.” Instead, she suggests, a position of leadership should be given to a person 
who can fill that leadership role, someone who can lead the company the best. And then 
she concludes: “At the end of the day the fish rots from the head down, meaning, that we 
nowadays have to compare ourselves with players of a totally different caliber, 
individuals who have a completely different understanding of management 
professionalism. And we come along with some home-spun matters.” 
The missing of another very basic leadership skill, leading by example, is testified 
by participant 12: 
People who want to push something have to set an example. I have to practice what I 
preach. You have to set an example. You have to carry the flowing flag in front of the 
others and communicate your cause to the others in a convincing way, giving them 
help and support. That is the way how we will survive a transformation. That is the 
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way how corporations can hold on to a culture under these shock conditions. I believe 
there is a high degree of responsibility on the side of leadership. 
Participant 8 explains which leadership style she would like to have for the Swiss 
German media industry and for a respective convergent environment: “Certainly not the 
typical military style of leadership. But at the same time, it is important that the leaders 
really have leader personalities, that they themselves radiate this serenity and security.” 
Participant 12 intervenes and gives more details about the need for dedicated leadership: 
“I think it is difficult. … I am noticing that in our environment, in the way how I lead and 
how other teams are being lead. That is partially diametrically opposed. On the other 
hand, in this rather creative environment something different is called for - as opposed to 
[leading in the] Controlling [department].” He further explains that different personalities 
with different leadership styles are wanted and continues: “It is rather difficult to learn 
leadership. You got it or you don’t. Perhaps there is something in between, logically. But 
in the first place it is competency which is called for. And if someone is not so strong in 
leadership, he or she at least has competency. And that is good, too.” He summarizes: 
“Nowadays an extremely high level of leadership is called for. I am convinced that we 
need more leaders than managers.” 
The same participant introduces another leadership topic and also discusses the 
importance of a clear vision and strategy and its communication towards the entire staff. 
“I believe that this also will give security to the staff … if someone really has thought it 
all through” and that things are not going the way participant 20 had experienced: “And 
then they go to America, and when they come back, everybody has to tweet. And if you 
ask, why?, she counters, you remain without an answer.” 
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A common problem in media corporations, a certain silo thinking, is addressed by 
participant 8: “To me it seems that especially for a media corporation one thing is 
extremely important: There always has been this problem of a trench between 
management and editorial office. And this trench has not become any smaller - it 
probably has not become bigger either. But it still is there. But today it is more harmful 
than ever.” She goes on and explains how important it is in this current crisis situation in 
the media industry, that both sides, management and the editorial side, understand each 
other and “that they at least speak the same or a similar language, and that they really, 
really exchange their know-how - knowing that they have different roles.” She adds that 
often she has observed that there, nevertheless, has to be a Chinese Wall between the 
editorial office and management, or the editorial office and marketing so that credibility - 
the most important asset of a media corporation - is not being destroyed. This important 
leadership competency is described by participant 8 as having the ability to build bridges 
and dissolve silo thinking: 
The mix of a company, the mix of its employees keeps changing. Suddenly there are 
more tech people, IT people who have different ideas. They live in a different world. 
You have to bring them together with the legacy community of the company. And 
you have to create good-will on both sides. You will have to build bridges so that the 
new diversity will find its way to the other side and each side will not live next to 
each other in - so to speak - isolated ghettos. 
Participant 11 also refers to the demand of the leadership competency required for 
dissolving silo thinking: “There still are too many who think in their own little boxes. 
And that we certainly have to change. It is a huge problem. And I believe that is the case 
in all media corporations.” 
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Media manager, participant 8, explains her point of view why it is important to 
ensure an overall positive atmosphere among the employees, to live a participative 
leadership style and to mark physical presence: 
It is really critical that we create a general mood in which the staff has the feeling that 
they [the leaders] really try and lead. That is very important - with the participative 
style of leadership, as well. The employee must know that the boss is leading and that 
he or she is present. Presence is something very important. In my opinion it partially 
is underestimated because many feel they are, after all, available at all times via 
messaging, WhatsApp, Email and whatever, Facebook, of course. But physical 
presence cannot be substituted by anything. 
Furthermore, she expects from media managers the leadership skill of 
communication, that is to say: “to inform people much more, to be as transparent as 
possible in regard to what is happening, what is being planned, to be more transparent 
than in the old days.” Media executive, participant 14, agrees with these considerations as 
follows: “And the people must be able to understand why we do what we do, why it is 
important and why it is important for us as a for-profit company,” and adds: “and then 
there must be some continuous communication from the management side.” 
Participant 14 also attributes another important role to media managers which is 
the role of a change agent and a leader of transformation processes: “Besides, that is a 
central leadership responsibility of a media management, to also take away any fear of 
change from the employees and to motivate them to try something new - and for them to 
use competencies which they, so far, had not been able to use, and to discover in 
themselves new competencies.” 
The capability to motivate staff, according to the individuals interviewed in this 
study, also belongs to the leadership skills required. Study participant 8 puts a special 
emphasis on the motivation of staff. “To me it seems that especially today motivation is 
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important, but at the same time giving your team some assurance, to encourage them to 
tolerate insecurity.” She also mentions the importance of showing appreciation: “How do 
I show appreciation [to my staff]? Do I do some incentive program, for example? Why 
not?” Participant 12 goes as far as to demand that the competency regarding the 
motivation of one’s staff should be one of the basic elements of any leadership 
philosophy of superiors. 
The following statement of participant 16 leads to another important leadership 
qualification, the competency of resource management: 
When it comes to this entire transformation process which is happening in a team 
within a company, we have to make sure that it is not just one part of the people who 
carry this convergence [process] who then might have more work to do, take over 
more responsibility and the rest will cop out. As a result, those who actually have 
good intentions and do the right thing will end up being overwhelmed by the extra 
work load. 
Participant 8 joins in: “but to have a fine antenna, too, as to where people are 
overwhelmed. You will end up having human dramas of burn-outs which one should 
have seen coming earlier on.” And then she elaborates on the topic of resource 
management as follows: 
I continue to think along that line and come to the issue of work sharing, for example 
between the editor-in-chief and his deputy. I am talking in abstract terms, not about 
our team. The editor-in-chief always had an important role to play, in a way as the 
secretary of state, as someone who is selling his products to the outside world. He 
also is playing the role as someone who stands up for his editorial staff if they will get 
under pressure. An editor-in-chief must have precisely these human and social 
qualities. He or she must be able to better motivate and therefore protect his or her 
team. And I could imagine that all the other organizational skills are being 
contributed by the deputy editor-in-chief because not everybody will have all the 
skills. 
This very important leadership component, a proper resource management, is 
required in particularly in convergent environments. “There must be some sort of 
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convergence justice,” participant 16 continues and suggests: “I would do that by giving 
guidelines and accompany it with some kind of a measuring system because we are 
talking about digital processes. So, we are not only talking about guidelines necessarily, 
but eventually some type of checking so we will find out where things are not working 
correctly.” 
This way of leading a team which works convergent also proves a settled 
understanding of the measurability of media output in a multimedia environment. 
Therefore, the requirement for future leadership, an understanding of convergent working 
processes and people involved in convergence seamlessly, follows: “What we need is an 
understanding of the people who are responsible who work in a convergent team. And 
both of these things are necessary,” participant 17 adds. Media manager, participant 11 
agrees and stresses the importance of great leadership skills: “That is why I am convinced 
that convergence actually can be done from the top only, because that is where the 
competency lies to get rid of whatever stands in the way.” 
Participant 20 sums up her perception of the requirement of understanding 
convergent working processes and staff involved by saying: 
What I really wish for are leaders who dare to do things themselves. They must not 
know it down to the last detail, but I hear so many people saying: “Well, then you 
will quickly do some video,” but they themselves don’t even know how to press the 
recording button. And that annoys me. I believe when it comes to convergence, there 
also must be some interface skills between the boss and his or her staff - not only 
between the individual who covers a story for radio and the print journalist with 
whom he or she has to work. The boss has to be in on it, too. And that means that the 
self-concept of the boss naturally will have to change as well. And that is a gigantic 
problem. It really is a problem because the fish, indeed, rots from its head first. That 
is why I keep saying: “Guys, convergence is happening despite of your bosses, not 




Quantitative Content Analysis Job Advertisements 
Wenger & Owens (2012) state “employment advertisements are a genre of 
organizational communication that can provide insight into the characteristics of a 
company and its employees. Job postings can be considered representations of 
occupations; their language providing rich detail for researchers” (p. 11). In order to 
compare experiences, perceptions, and expectations of media managers with regards to 
competencies and skills needed by media professionals in a convergent environment in 
the German-speaking part of Switzerland today, with the recruiting reality, I performed a 
quantitative content analysis on job postings. During a period of seven months, from June 
1 to December 31, 2016, I collected journalism-related job advertisements published on 
Swiss German online job platforms. All respective job advertisements, with a total 
number of 150, whereof 83 were published by media companies and 67 by non-media 
companies, were saved as pdf files. In order to analyze job requirements, all job ads were 
entered into Dedoose, a web-based qualitative data analysis software. The job postings 
were coded for job title, kind of job posting institution, job position, type of media and 
competencies and skills required. The biggest part of job advertisements was posted in 
order to search for editors/journalists (120), followed by the search for 23 interns, three 
for editorial staff and five for managers (editor-in-chief). As displayed in Table 5, 31% of 
all job advertisements contained the search for journalists and editors for online and 
mobile media, 18% for print jobs, followed by each 11% for print and online combined 
jobs, radio jobs and TV/video jobs, which equates to a proportion of 30% of convergent 






Job Advertisements in Swiss German Online Media by Type of Media 
Type of Media Number % of all 
Print 27 18 
Print + Online* 16 11 
Online/Mobile 46 31 
Online + Social Media* 4 3 
Social Media 1 1 
Print + Online + Social Media* 6 4 
Radio 17 11 
TV/Video 16 11 
Digital Media (Radio + TV/Video)* 1 1 
Digital Media + Online* 1 1 
Multimedia* 15 10 
Total 150 100 




All required skills and competencies listed in job ads were gathered and 
amalgamated into 106 codes, which were regrouped into the following seven themes:  
1. technical skills,  
2. social and emotional skills,  
3. cognitive skills,  
4. writing and linguistic skills,  
5. publishing and production skills,  
6. innovation and creativity, and  
7. leadership and management.  
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Skills per theme named later were counted and weighted based on the position 
ratio in percent. For each theme, only the six most frequently mentioned skills were 









Most Frequently Required Skills and Competencies by Position in Counts and Weighted Based on the Position Ratio in % 
Position  Intern Collaborator Editor/Journalist Manager 
Skill and Competency Theme Count % Count % Count % Count % 
1. TECHNICAL SKILLS  13 31.8  0 0.0  131 58.9  1 9.4 
 Social Media  2   0   28   0  
 Image editing and illustration systems  0   0   17   0  
 New media literate/digital knowledge  7   0   17   0  
 CMS (Content Management System)  2   0   15   0  
 Multimedia skills  0   0   13   0  
 Video recording skills  0   0   10   0  
             
2. SOCIAL AND EMOTIONAL SKILLS  56 25.8  3 10.6  270 22.9  23 40.7 
 Team player/Team work  9   1   43   2  
 Knowledge and embedment into region  8   1   26   4  
 Self-reliance  3   0   24   2  
 Resilience  5   0   21   1  
 Flexibility  2   0   18   1  
 Reliability  1   0   17   2  
            
3. COGNITIVE SKILLS  24 31.4  1 10.0  118 28.4  6 30.1 
 Education in journalism  6   0   30   1  
 Precise working method  2   0   21   2  
 General knowledge  5   1   19   0  
 Organizational skills  2   0   9   1  
 Research skills  2   0   6   0  








Table 6 – Continued         
Position  Intern Collaborator Editor/Journalist Manager 
Skill and Competency Theme Count % Count % Count % Count % 
4. WRITING AND LINGUISTIC SKILLS  43 35.0  2 17.9  204 29.2  9 17.9 
 Linguistic and writing skills  15   1   68   2  
 Foreign languages  7   1   57   1  
 Online journalism  8   0   29   2  
 Storytelling  3   0   18   2  
 Sense for stories  2   0   13   2  
 Dialect  5   0   10   0  
             
5. PUBLISHING AND PRODUCTION SKILLS  19 28.2  1 11.4  96 26.2  6 34.2 
 Professional experience in production/writing  16   1   71   5  
 Speed  2   0   15   1  
 Radio experience  0   0   9   0  
 Print  1   0   1   0  
             
6. INNOVATION AND CREATIVITY  5 30.6  1 46.9  20 22.5  0 0.0 
 Creativity  5   1   19   0  
 Innovation  0   0   1   0  
             
7. LEADERSHIP AND MANAGEMENT  0 0.0  0 0.0  0 0.0  2 100.0 
 Leadership skills and experience  0   0   0   1  




Questions regarding the validity of the required competencies and skills in the 
examined job advertisements arose here immediately. According to the executed content 
analysis, technical competencies are requested mainly of editors and journalists (58.9%) 
and of interns (31.8), whereas social and emotional skills are expected of media managers 
(40.7%) and interns (25.8%) and cognitive skills mainly of interns (31.4%) and managers 
(30.1%). Writing and linguistic skills are requested of interns (35.0%) followed by 
editors/journalists (29.2%), and publishing and productions skills are requested first and 
foremost of managers (34.2%) and interns (28.2%). The fact that descriptions in job ads 
often are an expression of wishful thinking and barely ever seem to be consistent with 
reality, is also evident from the expectation with regards to innovation and creativity. In 
most cases employees whose jobs per se are characterized by little room for maneuvering 
are expected to have skills in innovation and creativity (46.9%) followed by interns 
(30.6%) while managers can neglect these skills completely. Finally, leadership skills are 
attributed to media managers only. 
Since the analysis of competencies/skills per position related to the hierarchy 
level did not lead to meaningful results, all seven skills and competency themes were 










Required Skills and Competencies by Skill and Competency Theme Weighted Based on the Media Type Ratio in % 
Skills and Competency Theme 01 02 03 04 05 06 07 
Type of Media        
Print 6.3 11.9 8.1 5.6 7.6 5.8  0 
Print + Online* 4.1 11.0 11.9 6.7 13.6 4.9  0 
Online/Mobile 8.3 6.9 9.9 5.3 7.5 22.3  100 
Online + Social Media* 14.2 10.5 9.5 10.9 5.7 19.5  0 
Social Media 24.4 0 0 8.0 0 0  0 
Print + Online + Social Media* 9.5 8.3 6.3 8.0 11.5 13.0  0 
Radio 1.9 9.2 9.5 6.9 8.8 4.6  0 
TV/Video 8.1 11.5 9.5 15.9 11.5 0  0 
Digital Media (Radio + TV/Video)* 12.2 6.9 9.5 8.2 7.2 19.5  0 
Digital Media + Online* 0 15.3 19.0 15.9 11.5 0  0 
Multimedia* 10.9 8.4 7.0 8.8 15.3 10.4  0 
Total Convergent Media 50.9 60.4 63.2 58.5 64.8 67.3  0 
Note: 01 = Technical Competencies, 02 = Emotional Skills, 03 = Cognitive Skills, 04 = Writing and Linguistic Skills, 05 = Publishing and 




Table 1 shows that technical skills (social media knowledge, image editing and 
illustration systems, digital knowledge, CMS etc.) are mainly required in the area of 
social media production (24.4%) and in convergent environments where online and social 
media production is combined (14.2%), respectively digital media (12.2%) and 
multimedia (10.9%). Social and emotional skills, primarily the ability to be a team player 
and to practice teamwork, are also associated with convergent media production where 
digital media and online are joined together (15.3%). With a rate of 19.0% the same 
convergent genre, digital media and online production combined, is related to cognitive 
skills (education in journalism, precise working methods, general knowledge). Writing 
and linguistic skills (linguistic and writing skills, foreign languages, online journalism) 
are mainly required of producers for non-convergent TV/video production and for digital 
media combined with online (each 15.9%). According to the online job advertisements 
analyzed, publishing and production skills are needed for convergent multimedia 
production (15.3%) and print combined with online production (13.6%) whereas skills in 
innovation and creativity are required mainly of mobile/online producers (22.3%). 
Leadership and management skills were attributed only to online/mobile media (100%). 
The assignment of competencies and skills to media types, in essence, shows the 
complexity of skills expected of media professionals in convergent environments. In 
particular, social and emotional skills, cognitive skills and publishing and production 
skills achieve the highest values weighted per media type.  
Another comparison, i.e. between the published online job advertisements and the 
responses of media managers with regards to experienced, perceived, and expected 
competencies needed for media professionals in a convergent environment brought the 
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result of roughly matching skill and competency themes as displayed in Table 4 and 
Table 6. Only the stereotypical mention of requested social and emotional skills (e.g. 
team player/teamwork, self-reliance, resilience, flexibility, reliability), cognitive skills 
(education in journalism, precise working methods, general knowledge), writing and 
linguistic skills (linguistic skills, writing, foreign languages, online journalism), and 
publishing and production skills (professional experience in production/writing) in a huge 
proportion of online job advertisement raises some questions regarding the reliability of 
these statements in job ads. They sound a bit like platitudes. The reason for this typical 
choice of words in job ads like, “We are looking for the team-playing, resilient, stress 
resistant, super experienced media all-rounder with lots of experience in writing and 
research who can communicate fluently in seven languages and who, on the side, plays 
the complete keyboard of online journalism,” maybe the fact that the wording of job ads 
often is passed from line managers to less experienced recruiters who do not understand 
the company's strategy and are not competency savvy. From my personal experience as 
an Executive Search consultant and HR Director, I can add that job advertisements very 
often use a flowerily language but do not have much in common with reality. Therefore, I 
would suggest to carefully evaluate the accumulation of these standardized individual 
skills. However, the basic tendencies in terms of the seven skill and competency themes 
presented can be used as a foundation for the development of skills and competencies 
needed in the convergent media world. 
Summary 
The purpose of this study is to discover competencies needed by media 
professionals (journalists and editors) in the convergent media environment in the 
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German-speaking part of Switzerland now and in the future and to create a respective 
competency development model for the buildup of these competencies. The discussion 
about competencies needed by journalists in a convergent environment encompasses a 
broad framework which includes basic skills editors and journalists must have at any time 
(e.g. investigational skills, general knowledge, curiosity, coping with time pressure, 
linguistic and writing skills) and such which are more linked to convergent ways of 
working (social and multimedia literacy, data journalism, connected thinking, multimedia 
storytelling, team playing). All mentioned skills and competencies were grouped in seven 
competency themes:  
1. technical skills,  
2. social and emotional skills,  
3. cognitive skills,  
4. writing and linguistic skills,  
5. publishing and production skills,  
6. innovation and creativity, and  











A MODEL FOR DEVELOPING COMPETENCIES 
Introduction and Overview 
This chapter describes the results of the data analysis related to the development 
of competencies needed of media professionals in the future. Individual interviews and 
discussions with 20 media managers including the editors-in-chief of four major Swiss 
media companies in the German-speaking part of Switzerland had one central purpose. It 
was to gather data for the second central research question: “What are the most effective 
strategies for developing these competencies?” 
I used 17 interview questions divided into eight categories. The fifth group of 
questions or assignments entailed two questions around training methods and training 
content in order to develop convergent competencies and skills. The most important 
question or request in this section was: “Please describe your experiences, perceptions 
and expectations with regards to the most effective and successful strategies and didactics 
for developing convergent competencies and skills.” The sixth and seventh set of 
questions was asked in order to gain insights on company-specific training measures and 
on important training providers for the Swiss German media industry.  
The presentation of the findings and the data analysis about competency 
development is structured in the following parts: Convergent competency development 
and the presentation of a competency model for convergent skill development. 
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Convergent Competency Development 
The following part of the study report gives an overview of experiences, 
perceptions and expectations with regards to the most effective and successful strategies 
and didactics for developing convergent competencies and skills. It also provides insights 
into the way how convergent competency clusters are currently developed at the 
institutions represented by the study participants. It shows what training and learning 
methods have to be included in any training strategy in order to develop convergent 
competencies. It finally closes with an enumeration of important players facilitating and 
supplying training and learning offers that will help develop convergent competencies. 
When I asked media managers and executives of Swiss German media 
corporations about successful development strategies for convergent competencies I 
received answers ranging from, “When I think about what they have done in our 
corporation to develop those [convergent competencies] I must say, it was nothing - 
except headhunting” (participant 5), through to “What doesn’t work is, saying, now the 
entire editorial team will go into training on a particular day, and then we will show you 
everything, and you will know it all the next morning. It doesn’t work that way. For the 
real challenge is not the technical part. Everybody can learn that. The challenge is to 
change the mindset” (participant 3). 
Competency Development Strategies and Didactics  
Participant 7 describes the difficulty of finding the right method, strategy or 
didactics for developing convergent competencies and skills: “In the face of all the digital 
aspects, we must not forget that we stand in a concrete life situation and this in a direct 
face-to-face situation with people.” In the context of the question above, I understand 
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“didactic” as a teaching method or educational style for presenting information to 
students. As shown in Table 8 and supported by participant 15: “Actually, they have been 
providing training for years - and are quite sad that somehow the people are not coming 
to them in a happy mindset, doing everything right away, if, by the end of the day, it is 
[the content learned] not being requested [by the employer].” Standardized class room 
training is not the most efficient training method for developing convergent skills. Media 
manager, participant 12, explains the importance of knowledge-based further 
development: “I believe in these areas you have to really know where someone stands, 
what he needs. Only then can one actually train someone with the right focus. Young 
people nowadays hold a Bachelor’s degree. They grew up with this [technology]. Their 
verging point is a completely different one. And I believe we have to take that into 
consideration when it comes to training them.” Participant 11 sees print journalists as the 
first target group for convergent training: “First of all, print people really have to learn 
how online works, I believe. That probably is the first step,” a position also endorsed by 
participant 17 with the request of training for print journalists: “One actually would have 
to be ready to accept that these people, too, will understand how to operate in this new 
digital environment.” Media manager, participant 8, finally points out the importance of 
training measures for journalists: 
Offers for the training of journalists, some forms of continuous education, of course, 
have been cut down massively. Actually, there was nothing anymore within the last 
few years. And that I consider a disastrous mistake because it is extremely important - 
for the simple reason alone that additional skills are called for. [It is essential] that 






Convergent Competency Development Strategies 
Development Strategy 
Count of Times 
Mentioned 
Learning by doing, curiosity and self-teaching 13 
Gaining room for experimenting 12 
External trainings/courses 6 
Hiring people with respective skills 6 
Mixing people with different competencies/ensuring diversity 6 
Change of mind-set 5 
Supportive leadership/superior 5 
Formal journalism education/university education 4 
Learning from peers 4 
Learning by visitation 4 
Internal training/courses 3 
Learning by exchange 3 
Future groups 2 
Internal experts 2 
Learning by observation 2 
Motivation 2 
Reward system/bonus for training completed successfully  2 
Alignment with business strategy 1 
Bridge building 1 
Change management 1 
Creativity 1 
Fun 1 
Gaining real chances to develop new skills 1 
Information 1 
Integration into everyday work 1 
Learning by mistakes 1 
Learning pro climate 1 
Performance measurement 1 
Projects 1 
Providing learning support 1 
Think tank 1 
Trade fairs/conventions 1 





In detail, learning by doing, curiosity and self-teaching are mentioned most 
frequently as the most effective development strategies. Participant 12 explains: “One 
factor is the personal level. It is the level where everybody can learn for him- or herself 
how things work - how one can shoot movies, operate a cutting machine. [One will learn] 
all these things because of some personal interest.” And participant 13 adds: “The most 
important, the most efficient thing is - I make it simple - doing it. That is what we have 
learned here. All kinds of theoretical approaches are no good. You have to just do it.” 
The perception of the effectiveness of learning by doing and self-teaching is also shared 
by media executive, participant 3: 
Then the following will happen: You will have those who will work more convergent 
and others who will work less convergent. That is okay. Then, all of a sudden, they 
find out, I have a feedback, after all, if I do something online - and not just in print. 
Then somehow it is being “liked” and I have comments on Facebook. And that will 
be a key experience for many. And then it somehow makes “click.” For every 
journalist does not cling to paper per se. Instead, he wants to be recognized with his 
or her work. 
Another effective strategy according to the study participants is to give room for 
experimenting. “I think it is important that people will get room for trying out things, for 
learning - and not just having to do it on the side,” explains participant 2. Media 
executive, participant 19, brings this method to a simple denominator: “Taking risks, 
being willing to try and being ready to fail,” and participant 17 describes this as follows: 
This room for experimenting really is important - and having the courage to try. To 
somehow creating for him- or herself an environment where one can try things, where 
one will just do an interview by iPhone and then come back to the editorial office and 
say: “Well, I have done this. Can someone now help me put this into an appropriate 
form?” I believe it is this way only that people start enjoying it. Because that way 
they will find out that it actually works. 
External training courses and recruiting were additional strategies mentioned by 
participants of this study. Media executive, participant 5, mentions “Headhunting for 
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special talents,” and media executive, participant 10, explains: “My experience simply is, 
those things which you need - talking about social media, with SEO - that is what you get 
from outside. There are people like that. You can hardly learn that.” Participant 18 adds 
to this strategy: “just hiring people who already know how to do that.”  
Table 8 shows that mixing people with different competencies/ensuring diversity 
is another strategy for the development of convergent competencies and skills. Media 
manager, participant 7, describes this strategy as follows: 
[It is essential to realize] that not everybody has to be treated the same way, that not 
everybody has to do the same thing that one has a sensitivity for diversity. After all, 
diversity also means some can do certain things and others can do these things better 
– that you play with these strengths and not level everything. 
Competency Development at Institutional Participants 
When asked how competency clusters needed for convergent media production 
currently are being developed in the four Swiss German media companies who were 
represented in the study respondents mentioned the following development strategies 




Most Frequent Convergent Competency Development Strategies at Institutional 
Participants  
Development Strategy 
Count of Times 
Mentioned 
Internal experts / specialists 6 
Rotation and mutual learning 4 
Hiring people with respective skills 3 
External training / courses 2 
On the job 2 
Learning by example 2 
Total Counts 32 
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Content of Competency Training and Learning Methods 
The leading question of this following part was, what does a training and learning 
method need to include in order to develop convergent competencies? The answers from 
media managers range from imparting of technical and writing skills to the teaching of 
sales skills. 
The imparting of the ability of writing a good story, of producing video and of 
acquiring multimedia skills are key contents for training and learning methods for 
journalist today. Participant 17 explains that he believes, that “the concept of being a 
specialist is beginning to dissolve. This is partially owed to technical tools.” And that is 
why they, together with The Swiss School of Journalism, MAZ developed a specialized 
training where print journalists learn how to produce “a forty-second piece by cell phone 
which is complementing another report.” He then qualifies: 
I can picture quite a number of editorial offices where it is absolutely impossible, to 
tell this a print editor. Because he will say this is not my job. For this there are other 
people. I believe this way of thinking has to somehow disappear. The matter is 
simple: The job of a journalist today is to produce a story – a story which will work 
out digitally so well that it is working. 
Media executive, participant 3, adds that he expects that training institutions give 
journalism students an overview of multimedia opportunities: “What kind of options are 
out there, like multimedia, moving pictures, live ticker etc., but also teaching them how 
to handle all these options technically.” 
A close connection to the daily business and tailor-made approaches of trainings 
are perceived by media managers as another important requirement for successful 
training and learning methods. Participant 4 explains this requirement as follows: “[A 
training] must be very close to the output, meaning, close to the daily field of work. 
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Theory is always good; but in this case it is about seeing possibilities for application and 
in the process having the competency of applying and acquiring them.” Media executive, 
participant 14, emphasizes the importance of having these methods “custom-tailored.” 
She explains that she supports generic-type digital trainings. “When it comes to knowing 
what is Facebook and Twitter it is quite possible to do a generic training, or when it 
comes to the question, how do I use an iPhone for producing videos,” but what really is 
important according her point of view is that “the way of telling a story will match each 
particular medium and the corporate culture, and that it fits into the journalistic agenda 
which one follows. And, of course, too, how does this fit into the technical infrastructure 
available when it comes to tools and the like.” 
Various participants perceive the way of learning by doing as an important 
component of trainings and learning methods. “Since everything is changing at such high 
speed I am very much for learning on the job,” states participant 4. And participant 18 
adds: 
By the end of the day it is all about sending out people to do things on their own, and 
also giving them time to discover these things. […] One must not expect of them that 
they write their story the same day. That doesn’t work. Those are new worlds and I 
also believe there must be a willingness to deal with the story a little more on private 
time later on. In all these matters one can no longer strictly separate the job from 
private time. Somehow that doesn’t work. And by the end of the day one simply has 
to want that. 
Since in the convergent environment everything is developing quickly “there 
cannot be a convergent training which will stand forever,” adds participant 2. Instead, 
“there rather is a continuous and permanent moving around and trying out.” For this 
permanent experimenting in a convergent environment, employers have to provide the 
right kind of infrastructure and resources. “One has to give them sufficient space, not just 
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time – space for experimenting. I wouldn’t do it in such an institutionalized way, as we 
already have heard it from Google, that everybody has so and so much time for his or her 
private research. But if the company you feel that there are a few individuals who are on 
a super good thing, then one will have to provide them with the necessary resources,” 
claims participant 13 and adds: “Sometimes you even might have to forbid them 
something because, in that case, they will do it all the more” and hence restrictions can 
contribute to innovation. 
Last, but not least training and teaching methods should also include instructions 
as to how to sell a journalistic product stresses participant 13: 
In the end, one also will have to sell the product well. That is a subject, as well. That 
is why we use measuring devices, charts and so on. It doesn’t make sense if some 
four individuals work on a subject for two weeks, deliver a super job and then nobody 
will click on it because it has a stupid headline. You really have to keep the sale in 
mind. One has to trigger a sale in the reader, so that every reader just must want to see 
what you have done. 
He continues to explain how important it is for journalists today who are working 
in a convergent environment to understand how the sale of media products works and 
what levers can be put in place: “One really has to turn on the sale through the reader so 
that each reader unconditionally must or want to see what we have done.” 
Main Players for Convergent Competency Development 
The question that underlies the following section is ‘Who are important players in 
facilitating and supplying training/learning offers which help to develop convergent 
competencies?’ 
“One shortcoming of the training in Switzerland,” according to participant 2, is 
“that the people who have the say in these matters are still old school” and shares his 
concern, that “the digital training, the convergent training comes off shortly or is much 
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too theoretical.” He further postulates and shares his observation as follows: “The bosses, 
i.e. the editors-in-chief, the heads of the departments or desks, first of all must have the 
competency themselves in order for them to be able to pass it on. That is very important 
and is still missing.” 
When it comes to the ranking of training players, media managers in the German-
speaking part of Switzerland see schools of journalism and superiors in the first place, 
followed by chief editorial/editorial offices and academic institutions. Experts can be 
found in the 3rd place of important training players and human resources in the 4th place 
(see Table 10). 
 
Table 10 
Important Training Players in Counts 
Training Players 
Count of Times 
Mentioned 
School of Journalism 8 
Superior 8 
Chief Editorial Office/Editorial Office 6 
Academic Institutions 6 
Experts 5 
Human Resources 4 
Internal Experts 3 
Other Training Providers 3 
Exchange with Other Media Companies 3 
Know-how Sharing 3 
(International) Projects 2 
Employee him/herself 1 
Learning from Customer-oriented Companies 1 
Examples top down 1 
Peers 1 
Conventions / Congresses 1 




Why journalism schools play such an important role in training journalists and 
acquiring convergent competencies can be clearly derived from self-descriptions of the 
two main institutions in German-speaking Switzerland, the Ringier School of Journalism 
and the MAZ, The Swiss School of Journalism. The Head of the Ringier School of 
Journalism describes the orientation of the school as follows: 
The Ringier School of Journalism is a small but classy school with only one class per 
course. And I am responsible for this program. That is my main job in the school. 
Naturally, I have adapted the program as well as possible to the current and future 
demands. That means, during the last few years we have had a real push when it 
comes to digital training, i.e. in the digital craft. That, of course, starts with the digital 
research, meaning, whatever happens at the computer in terms of research. It 
continues with introductions to data journalism and digital security training. […] 
That, of course, very much includes the entire involvement with social media - and in 
regard to this, an involvement with social content. What is in demand? What is 
working? How do I today, in the face of all this twittering and razzmatazz, still get 
attention? And this attention, after all, can be measured. […] We now have given 
exclusive attention to the smartphone video. The entire class by now is able to 
produce motion picture pieces with just this device, the smartphone - processing them 
on the smartphone, i.e. cutting them, in order to then surviving, with the moving 
pictures, in this digital communication, or being fit in multimedia story telling. This 
means, the basic training of journalists is becoming yet broader. Besides the classical 
training in writing, preparing reports, doing interviews and reportages and writing 
commentaries, there now has been added the video craft, pictorial design, 
dramaturgical composition. It is crazy how broad things have become. You need a 
certain technical understanding, perhaps even some technical affinity. 
The Training Manager for Journalism Education for the MAZ – The Swiss School 
of Journalism explains the specialization and main focus of that school: 
We, after all, are training people on behalf of the industry. In a way we are carried by 
the editorial offices. We have yet another, broader sponsorship. But they are in a way 
our customers. We are training especially for smaller editorial offices. That means, 
our people are working very much hands down. They are on the job 80% of their time 
and 20% in school. If the gap becomes too deep between what we teach them and 
what they can do, it will blow up into our face. And my non-stop saying in the 
classroom is: “I am not training you for your current editorial office but rather that 
you will become good journalists.” And I am telling them what I believe journalism 
to be.… The problem is that we actually are not training online journalists, even 
though the engrossment may be called “online.” All students here have their field of 
operation in print. We have not a single student who is working in a pure online 
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editorial office, for they are not sending anyone into training. […] And the insider 
knowledge is helping me, after all, to make the students fit for their real everyday 
work. But, of course, I have a clear agenda. I believe that only journalists themselves 
can translate journalism into the digital age. If we don’t do it, nobody will. … And 
that is the nice thing about MAZ. We are not a college of applied sciences and not a 
university. If I, for instance, feel today that this course is no longer good enough, I 
can change it tomorrow. Or if I, for example, should feel I would like to make 
multimedia story telling mandatory, I just do it—naturally after agreeing with my 
colleagues. But actually, they always agree. We naturally have some incredible 
creative leeway and can respond quickly. And we actually do that, too. 
Since both schools for journalism are supported by the media industry and are not 
subject to government regulation, they are free in designing the curriculum and hence can 
respond quickly to most developments in the media industry. 
The concise and brief answer of media executive, participant 19, to the question, 
“Who are important players in facilitating and supplying training/learning offers which 
help to develop convergent competencies?,” is: the leadership. The importance of 
superiors in facilitating and supplying training and learning offers is furthermore 
supported by the following testimonies. Media executive, participant 5, states: “Talent 
management is the job of the superior.” And media manager, participant 1, acknowledges 
the responsibility of superiors with regards to talent management and people 
development: “It is the responsibility of those among us who are in leadership positions. 
We are the ones who have to offer opportunities to our people, and we have to open doors 
for that so they can actually do it.” She further explains: “Not all are taking the initiative 
themselves, not all are daring to do so. Not all have the idea of doing so, after all. It is, of 
course, important that we [as superiors] offer the opportunity and inform about the offers 
there are.” Media manager, participant 12, supports this statement by emphasizing the 
responsibility of superiors: “Employees have to be motivated by their superiors.” 
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Apart from direct superiors the (chief) editorial office plays another important 
role in facilitating and supplying training and learning offers. This view is shared among 
others by media manager, participant 9: “It is important that an editor-in-chief carries 
this,” and participant 8: “And then, of course, the chief-editorial office,” and participant 
11: “But ultimately, it somehow is the editor-in-chief or the editor-in-chief New Media or 
whatever you want to call him or her.” Media executive, participant 10, adds with regards 
to the most important actors for facilitating and offering convergent training 
opportunities: “That is relatively clear. It always is a matter of the managing bosses and 
editors-in-chief. They are the most important players. They have to want it.” 
Academic institutions were named as additional important resources for training 
and learning offers. “The ZHAW of Winterthur, the college of applied sciences, with its 
communications program, has become an important player,” explains media executive, 
participant 3. And others mention the Columbia Journalism School at the Columbia 
University, NY, with its Sulzberger Executive Leadership Program. 
Experts are another important source for training and learning opportunities. 
Media manager, participant 1, stresses the significance of experts in general and in 
internal experts in particular: “I think it is important that one has experts, including 
internal ones, who can pass on something. We now have a [female] video editor. She 
stops by sporadically or sends out mails and gives hints and supports people, or whom 
you can ask for help.” She adds “not everybody has to be in expert on all fields,” but 
emphasizes how important it is to have an internal expert who can help and support. 
Another aspect of internal experts is specified by participant 17: “We are trying to make 
these people, who have taken these specialized courses, take their know-how into the 
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company so that we then infect them with their enthusiasm.” Media executive, participant 
14, remarks: “In our case, we actually cooperate very little with any of these institutions. 
Almost not at all,” and explains: “I personally and we as a company, of course, have a 
very big network when it comes to digitally competent individuals.” For training 
purposes, for workshops and process development “I, in most cases, get people from my 
network – because I know they can do it well,” she adds. The advantage of external 
experts is expressed by participant 13 as follows: “It is clear, of course, that external 
experts are always of great interest if they have something to offer. With ‘having 
something to offer,’ I mean two things,” he explains. “One thing clearly is inspiration. 
You have to inspire the people. You have to somehow get them to the point that they get 
into what we are doing.” He also mentions the importance of the integration of external 
knowledge into the respective media company. “But it also is important that these 
external people in some form, even if it is for a limited time only, get involved directly in 
the production, perhaps in one project or so.” Otherwise, the result is “an inspired guest 
presentation and after that dull routine once again,” he adds. 
Competency Development Model 
The purpose of this study was to create a competency development model for 
media professionals in the convergent media environment in the German-speaking part of 
Switzerland, which can serve as a guide for the professional development of media 
professionals. In the following, a competency development model for convergent 
competencies and skills that is based on the results of this study, is offered. This model 
connects the discussed convergent competencies with established theories of leaning, 
includes suggestions as to what kind of trainings might be needed, and how appropriate 
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training might be delivered. It presents a catalogue of measures for implementing 
competencies, which reflects in particular the need of the media industry in the German-
speaking part of Switzerland. 
“Workers learn more in the coffee room than in the classroom. They discover how 
to do their jobs through informal learning: talking, observing others, trial-and-error, and 
simply working with people they know” (Cross, 2007, p. 235). Does this statement of the 
long-term CEO of the eLearning Forum have meaning as we think about the acquisition 
and development of new convergent skills and competencies in the Swiss German media 
industry? In order to answer this question, I will unfold in the following section some 
basic principles of adult learning (informal and incidental learning; experiential learning) 
and competency development methods. 
According to Knight (2006) ‘learning’ can be understood as a “process that 
produces the capability of exhibiting new or changed human behavior” (p. 9). 
‘Education,’ as a subset of ‘learning,’ aims at achieving a respective learning outcome. 
Both ‘learning’ and ‘education’ are lifelong processes that “may occur at any time and 
any place” and “can take place in an infinite variety of circumstances and contexts” (p. 
10). In the same way as ‘education’ is a subset of ‘learning,’ ‘training’ is a subset of 
‘education’ (p. 11). Knight claims “most learning, education, and training take place 
outside the context of a formal school setting” (ibid.). 
Theories of Learning 
In the following section, main theories of learning are introduced. The 
presentation includes concepts of informal, incidental or accidental learning, Social 
Learning propounded by Bandura (1969), Kolb’s (1984, 2015, and 2017) Experiential 
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Learning Theory, and System Thinking, which originates from Von Bertalanffy (1969), 
Transformative Learning, Social Constructivism, and Connectivism. 
Informal, Incidental and Social Learning 
Concepts of informal and incidental (or accidental) learning are “typically defined 
in contrast with formal, structured education and that center around learning from and 
through experience” (Marsick, Watkins, Callahan, & Volpe, 2008, p. 570). Cross (2007) 
describes ‘Informal Learning’ as the natural way of learning and explains, that “learning 
is that which enables you to participate successfully in life, at work, and in the groups 
that matter to you. Informal learning is the unofficial, unscheduled, impromptu way 
people learn to do their jobs” (p. 236). Livingstone found in a 1999 study of 1,562 
Canadian adults that more than 95% of those interviewed were involved in some form of 
informal learning activities (Livingstone, 1999). In a most recent study from 2016 with 
2,975 participants, Livingstone & Raykov (2016) also could support the importance of 
informal learning at the workplace. The focus in the mentioned study was put on job-
related informal learning. The two researches detected different kinds of job-related 
informal learning at 75% of their interviewees. Conner, a former information futurist, 
vice president of education services for PeopleSoft and senior manager of worldwide 
training at Microsoft, states likewise that most organizational learning does not happen in 
formal training programs. Instead, “more than 70 percent of learning experiences in the 
workplace are informal or accidental, through activities not structured or sponsored by an 
employer or school” (2004, p. 91). 
The importance of informal learning is also shared in Europe as Malcolm, 
Hodkinson, and Colley (2003) note, “current EU policies in lifelong learning are raising 
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the profile of informal and non-formal learning. The recognition and enhancement of 
such learning is seen as vital in improving social inclusion, and increasing economic 
productivity” (p. 313). 
Cross (2007) enumerates following seven principles of informal learning which 
was defined from 1986 to 2000 by the Institute for Research on Learning (IRL) in Palo 
Alto, California, that was operating as an independent cross-disciplinary think tank: (a) 
learning is fundamentally social; (b) knowledge is integrated in the life of communities; 
(c) learning is an act of membership; (d) knowing depends on engagement in practice; (e) 
engagement is inseparable from empowerment; (f) ‘failure to Learn’ is the normal result 
of exclusion from participation; (g) we already have a society of lifelong learners. 
The nature of informal learning Eraut (2004) characterizes as “implicit, 
unintended, opportunistic and unstructured learning and the absence of a teacher” (p. 
250). In his 2004 research report he acknowledges that “the transfer of knowledge from 
education to workplace settings is much more complex than commonly perceived” (p. 
256). Knowledge acquisition typically involves the following five interrelated stages:  
1. The extraction of potentially relevant knowledge from the context(s) of its 
acquisition and previous use;  
2. understanding the new situation, a process that often depends on informal 
social learning;  
3. recognizing what knowledge and skills are relevant;  
4. transforming them to the new situation;  
5. integrating them with other knowledge and skills in order to 
think/act/communicate in the new situation (Eraut, 2004, p. 256).  
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Eraut (2004) identified four main job-based activities that help to increase informal 
learning: 
Participation in group activities included teamworking towards a common outcome, 
and groups set up for a special purpose such as audit, development or review of 
policy and/or practice, and responding to external changes. 
Working alongside others allows people to observe and listen to others at work and to 
participate in activities, and hence to learn some new practices and new perspectives, 
to become aware of different kinds of knowledge and expertise, and to gain some 
sense of other people's tacit knowledge. 
Tackling challenging tasks requires on-the-job learning and, if well-supported and 
successful, leads to increased motivation and confidence. 
Working with clients also entails learning (1) about the client, (2) from any novel 
aspects of each client's problem or request and, (3) from any new ideas that arose 
from their joint consultation (p. 267). 
Marsick, Watkins, Callahan, and Volpe (2008) distinguish informal and incidental 
learning, which is based on the theory of learning from and through experience, from “the 
more designed experiential learning activity described by Kolb (1984, p. 572).” Marsick 
et al. (2008) also perceive the embedment of work activities into the learning experience 
as crucial and see a main benefit of informal learning when it is linked to meaningful job 
activities. “But it requires greater attention to making the most of the learning 
opportunity, something that might involve planning and almost certainly involves some 
conscious attention, reflection, and direction (p. 572).” They then elaborate: “incidental 
learning, while occurring by chance, can be highly beneficial when one moves accidental 
learning opportunity closer into the informal learning realm though conscious attention, 
reflection and direction” (Marsick et al., 2008, p. 572). 
As early as in the late 1960s Alfred Bandura (1969) already had introduced an 
additional term of informal learning, the expression ‘Social Learning’ Bingham & 
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Connor (2010) explain the term social learning: It “is what it sounds like – learning with 
and from others. It has been around for a long time and naturally occurs at conferences, in 
groups, and among old friends in a café as easily as it does in classroom exercises or 
among colleagues online who have never met in person.” They add that “we experience it 
when we go down the hall to ask a question and when we post that same question on 
Twitter anticipating that someone will respond” (p. 6). In this context, Eraut (2004) 
provides important insights on factors affecting learning in the workplace. He identified a 
“triangular relationship between challenge, support and confidence” and explains his 
findings by stating: “if there is neither a challenge nor sufficient support to encourage a 
person to seek out or respond to a challenge, then confidence declines and with it the 
motivation to learn” (p. 269). Other determining factors for a successful informal learning 
experience are ‘feedback,’ ‘value of the work’ and ‘commitment.’ Eraut writes: 
Other factors that emerged from our data: feedback, because we found that this was 
more than just one form of support, and was, or needed to be, provided by people 
who were not seen as having any particular support role; the value of the work (both 
for clients and for career progress) as an additional motivating factor; and 
commitment. Given our focus, commitment to learning was soon recognized as a 
complementary factor to confidence, which affects the extent to which workers are 
proactive in taking advantage of the learning opportunities available to them. 
However, we also found that commitment to clients, colleagues, their work group and 
their organization were sometimes important factors that could not be taken for 
granted. Commitment is generated through social inclusion in teams and by 
appreciating the value of the work for clients and for the workers themselves. 
Moreover, concerns about career progress that arise from inadequate feedback of a 
normative kind can weaken motivation and reduce commitment to the organization. 
(p. 270) 
The status that informal learning occupies in scientific analysis is summed up well 
by Clardy (2018): “It is now widely accepted that informal learning plays a critical role in 
all workplace learning” (p. 153). He adds, “Since the 1990s, scholarly and practitioner 
interest in the nature of employee learning and development shifted from the classical 
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focus on organizationally structured and provided training to that of learning at, through, 
and on the job apart from any formal instructional events” and explains: “Broadly, this 
change can be characterized as a shift in emphasis from formal training and education 
programs to informal learning practices and processes” (p. 153). 
The 70-20-10 learning and development model, which is attributed to the U.S. 
American Center for Creative Leadership (CCL), describes learning achievement by 
challenging assignments (70%), learning achievement by developmental relationships 
(20%) and learning achievement by coursework and training (10%).  Even though this 
model is often cited, it is critiqued because of a lack of empirical supporting data and the 
use of perfectly even numbers. However, the importance of informal learning is not 
disputed. Kotter (1988) found that “a surprisingly large number of the items are 
developed on the job as a part of one’s post educational career” (p. 34). In their 
guidebook, ‘Learning in Adulthood,’ Merriam, Caffarella, and Baumgartner (2007) 
support the importance of informal and incidental or accidental learning as follows: 
The very nature of informal learning is what makes it so difficult for adults to 
recognize. Embedded as it is in our everyday activities, whether we are at work, at 
home, or in the community, and lacking institutional sponsorship, adults rarely label 
these activities as learning. However, studies of informal learning, especially those 
asking about adults’ self-directed projects, reveal that upwards of 90% of adults are 
engaged in hundreds of hours of informal learning. (p. 35) 
Experiential Learning and System Thinking 
Kolb (2015) defines learning as the “major process of human adaption” (p. 43), 
“whereby knowledge is created through the transformation of experience” (p. 49) and 
attributes ‘Experiential Learning’ with a special form of learning from life experience 
which stays in contrast with classroom learning and lecture. His experiential learning 
theory is “a holistic integrative perspective on learning that combines experience, 
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perception, behavior and cognition” (p. 31). He describes the process of adaptation and 
transformation of knowledge and experience through a four-stage cycle or spiral learning 
model, which has “its intellectual origins in the social psychology of Kurt Lewin in the 
1940s” (1976, p. 21). The first phase of this model, as seen in Figure 2, depicts the ‘here-
and-now concrete experience’ (2015, p. 32) of learners. This phase is the basis for the 
next stage of the model, which is observation and reflection. From here the learner moves 
on to a third stage, where active reflections can impregnate and build an abstract concept, 
an idea, or theory about the experience, observation and reflection. During the fourth 
stage, active experimentation, the learner tests implications and validity of newly 
developed ideas and concepts in new situations in order to solve practical problems. Kolb 
(2015) claims that it is a “fact that learning is a continuous process grounded in 
experience,” which “implies that all learning is relearning” (p. 39). Hence, the cycle 
continues and can thus be transferred into double-loop learning (Argyris, 2002), multi-
leveled learning (Loverde, 2005) or even N-loop learning (Simonin, 2017). 
In a treatise about experiential learning theory research today Kolb (2015) 
explains that “organizations need new ways to renew and revitalizes themselves and to 
forestall obsolescence for the organization and the people in it” (p. 2). Since it is part the 
purposes of my research to help prepare the Swiss media industry in getting ready for the 
future, Kolb’s (2015) estimation in this context is pointing the way: “the future learning 




Figure 2. The Experiential Learning Cycle (Kolb & Kolb, 2017, p. 11) 
 
 
longer ‘for kids’ but a central lifelong task essential for personal development and career 
success” (p. 3). Kolb (2017) sees John Dewey (1938), Kurt Lewin (1942), and Jean 
Piaget as trailblazers for experiential learning. In 1938 in ‘Experience and Education’ 
Dewey wrote: “I take it that the fundamental unity of the newer philosophy is found in 
the idea that there is an intimate and necessary relation between the process of actual 
experience and education” (p. 20). Lewin’s research about experiential learning in 
training and organizational development contributed to the understanding on how 
important the integration of experiences is. Lewin (1942) states: “Following the 
experiences of the past is one way of learning from experiences” (p. 224) and sets the 
following limitation: “However, frequently one has to learn not to follow the same 
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procedure one used previously; one must learn to be guided instead by something like a 
theoretical analysis of the present situation” (p. 224). 
Senge (2006) sustains this statement by stating “the most powerful learning 
comes from direct experience” and adds restrictively: “but what happens when we can no 
longer observe the consequences of our actions?” (p. 23). What happens if we reach our 
‘learning horizon’? “When our actions have consequences beyond our learning horizon,” 
Senge challenges, “it becomes impossible to learn from direct experience” (Senge, 2006, 
p. 23). He identifies herein a ‘core learning dilemma’ for many organizations and 
explains it as follows: “We learn best from experiences but we never directly experience 
the consequences of many of our most important decisions” (Senge, 2006, p. 23). 
Therefore, he introduces ‘system thinking’ among ‘personal mastery,’ ‘mental models,’ 
‘building shared vision’ and ‘team learning’ as the crucial fifth learning discipline for 
learning organizations. ‘System Thinking’ is a concept which originates from Von 
Bertalanffy’s (1969) ‘General System Theory.’ The Austrian biologist shared his 
observation that “we are forced to deal with complexities, with ‘wholes’ or ‘systems,’ in 
all fields of knowledge” and adds: “This implies a basic re-orientation in scientific 
thinking” (p. 5). In the general theory of systems he saw “a useful tool providing, on the 
one hand, models that can be used in, and transferred to, different fields, and 
safeguarding, on the other hand, from vague analogies which often have marred the 
progress in these fields” (p. 34). He went on to state that this can serve as “a regulatory 
device to distinguish analogies and homologies, meaningless similarities and meaningful 
transfer of models” (p. 85).  
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A leading proponent of System thinking is Peter Senge. He believed that System 
Thinking was “a discipline for seeing wholes,” and went on to elaborate: “It is a 
framework for seeing interrelationships rather than things, for seeing patterns of change 
rather than static ‘snapshots’” (Senge, 2006, p. 68). This “leads to experiencing more and 
more of the interconnectedness of life and seeing wholes rather than parts” (p. 384). He 
emphasizes that “system thinking is needed more than ever because we are becoming 
overwhelmed by complexity” (p. 69), but that the “art of system thinking lies in being 
able to recognize increasingly (dynamically) complex and subtle structures” (p. 124). By 
using the metaphor of being unable to “see the forest for the trees” (p. 124), he stresses: 
“In fact, the essence of mastering system thinking as a management discipline lies in 
seeing patterns where others see only events and forces to react to” (p. 124) and to see 
problems “arising from underlying structures rather than from individual mistakes or ill 
will” (p. 385). 
Transformative Learning and Social Constructivism 
In a 1998 article in the PAACE Journal of Lifelong Learning Dirkx (1998) 
explains that “transformative learning has emerged within the field of adult education as 
a powerful image of understanding how adults learn” and “reflects a particular vision for 
adult education and a conceptual framework” of adult learning (p. 1). Transformational 
educators perceive the aim and process of learning different than more instrumentally-
oriented educators, who tend to see learning as mere knowledge transfer. The first group 
is guided by the persuasion that transformative learning includes the implementation of 
experiences, which the learner gains by naming, reflecting on, and reconstructing various 
aspects of one’s self and one’s relationship with the world (Dirkx, 1998). One of the 
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pioneering works with regards to the study of transformational learning was Jack 
Mezirow’s research in the early 1980s. Mezirow (1997) states: “in contemporary 
societies we must learn to make our own interpretations rather than act on the purposes, 
beliefs, judgments, and feelings of others. Facilitating such understanding is the cardinal 
goal of adult education” (p. 5). The process of constructing and making meaning helps to 
develop “autonomous thinking” (ibid). Mezirow (2003) states the definition of 
‘Transformative Learning’ more precisely as “learning that transforms problematic 
frames of reference - sets of fixed assumptions and expectations (habits of mind, meaning 
perspectives, mindsets) - to make them more inclusive, discriminating, open, reflective, 
and emotionally able to change” (p. 58). He informs that “a key proposition of 
transformative learning theory recognizes the validity of Habermas's (1984) fundamental 
distinction between instrumental and communicative learning" (p. 59). Instrumental 
learning can be understood as the ‘how’ and ‘what’ of learning, the acquisition of skills, 
competencies and knowledge (e.g. mastering tasks, problem solving, controlling and 
manipulating the environment). In contrast, communicative learning “refers to 
understanding what someone means when they communicate with you. This 
understanding includes becoming aware of the assumptions, intentions and qualifications 
of the person communicating” (ibid.). Mezirow (2003) emphasizes that there is a cardinal 
difference between instrumental and communicative learning: “In instrumental learning, 
the developmental logic is hypothetical-deductive, and empirical methods are more often 
appropriate for research. For communicative learning, the developmental logic involves 
analogic-abductive inference” (p. 59). In this context, transformative learning, in which 
prior interpretation and assumption are critically examined and reflected, forms new 
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meaning, the ‘why.’ According to Mezirow (1981) the transformation is perceived 
through a disorienting dilemma, critical reflection, rational dialogue and action. He 
describes a perspective transformation by passing through following 10 steps:  
1. Disorienting dilemma,  
2. self examination,  
3. critical assessment of personally internalized role assumptions and a sense of 
alienation from traditional social expectations,  
4. relating discontent to others,  
5. exploring options for of new ways of acting,  
6. building confidence and self-confidence in new roles,  
7. planning a course of action,  
8. acquiring knowledge and skills for implement plans,  
9. provisional efforts to try new role and to assess feedback,  
10. reintegration into society on the basis of conditions dictated by the new 
perspective (p. 7). 
Von Glasersfeld (1989) describes constructivism as “a theory of knowledge with 
roots in philosophy, psychology, and cybernetics” (p. 162). The constructivist learning 
perspective is based on the presumption that knowledge is constructed when new 
information comes together with existing knowledge, which had been developed by 
experiences. This means, that knowledge is constructed by the individual through his 
interactions with his environment. Ertmer and Newby (1993) explain: “Constructivists do 
not deny the existence of the real world but contend that what we know of the world 
stems from our own interpretations of our experiences. Humans create meaning as 
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opposed to acquiring it. Since there are many possible meanings to glean from any 
experience” (p. 55). Based on Albert Bandura’s Theory of Social-Learning (1969) and 
closely associated with Lev S. Vygotsky’s (1978) Social Development Theory and John 
Mezirows’s (1997, 2003) Transformative Learning Theory, ‘Social Constructivism’ 
accentuates that all cognitive functions including learning are dependent on interactions 
with others. Derived from the concept of social constructivism, the quality of 
collaboration with others is critical for the learning process. In the context of competency 
development with regards to convergent skills, learning is more than the acquisition of 
new knowledge by individuals, but moreover the process how individual knowledge can 
be integrated into a larger knowledge community. 
Connectivism 
In connection with my research question ‘how can convergent competencies be 
developed?’ the new theory of learning, connectivism, in particularly is worth having a 
closer look at. ‘Connectivism’ is a learning theory for the digital age, which explains how 
new digital technologies have created new ways and opportunities of learning and sharing 
information. Originators and proponents for connectivism are George Siemens (2005) 
and Stephan Downes (2010). New technologies include web browsers, email, wikis, 
social networks and social media (Facebook, Google+, Instagram, LinkedIn, Snapchat, 
Skype, Twitter, WeChat, WhatsApp, Youtube etc.), online discussion forums, open-
source learning platforms (etc. Moodle), open educational resources, virtual reality (e.g. 
Second Life), and other tools which facilitate sharing of information and collective and 
collaborative learning. In a milestone article, Siemens (2005) demonstrates the limitation 
of most of learning theories by the central tenet of learning occurring outside of a person. 
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Even social constructivist views, which hold that learning is a socially enacted 
process, promotes the principality of the individual (and her/his physical presence – 
i.e. brain-based) in learning. These theories do not address learning that occurs 
outside of people (i.e. learning that is stored and manipulated by technology). They 
also fail to describe how learning happens within organizations. (p. 5) 
Learning in a digital age often happens across online networks and can be derived 
from building networks and “forming connections,” Siemens adds (2005, p. 5). He 
defines network as “connections between entities” and elaborates, “computer networks, 
power grids, and social networks all function on the simple principle that people, groups, 
systems, nodes, entities can be connected to create an integrated whole” (Siemens, 2005, 
p. 6). “The core of social network technology,” Downes (2010) carries out, “is the 
capacity to create links between members in a community - to create, in other words, 
social networks” and explains: “These links are usually created explicitly, through the 
declaration of each of the users as 'Friends.’ Often, the creation of links is associated with 
the creation of content, as in content management systems” (p. 28). Learning in an 
environment of connectivism is not any longer totally controlled by the individual but 
also can “reside outside of ourselves (within an organization or a database), is focused on 
connecting specialized information sets, and the connections that enable us to learn more 
are more important than our current state of knowing” (Siemens, 2005, p. 7). Siemens 
lists the following principles of connectivism: 
Learning and knowledge rests in diversity of opinions. 
Learning is a process of connecting specialized nodes or information sources. 
Learning may reside in non-human appliances. 
Capacity to know more is more critical than what is currently known. 
Nurturing and maintaining connections is needed to facilitate continual learning. 
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Ability to see connections between fields, ideas, and concepts is a core skill. 
Currency (accurate, up-to-date knowledge) is the intent of all connectivist learning 
activities. 
Decision-making is itself a learning process. Choosing what to learn and the meaning 
of incoming information is seen through the lens of a shifting reality. While there is a 
right answer now, it may be wrong tomorrow due to alterations in the information 
climate affecting the decision. (p. 7) 
In a digital age like ours, where data is available in unbelievable quantities, many 
organizations face challenges in managing knowledge and in the flow of information. For 
this reason, it is crucial that knowledge which exists in an organization, probably stored 
in some kind of database, will be “connected with the right people in the right context in 
order to be classified as learning” (Siemens, 2005, p.7). Nevertheless, “the starting point 
of connectivism is the individual. Personal knowledge is comprised of a network, which 
feeds into organizations and institutions, which in turn feed back into the network, and 
then continue to provide learning to [the] individual,” Siemens (2005, p. 8) adds and 
explains: “This cycle of knowledge development (personal to network to organization) 
allows learners to remain current in their field through the connections they have 
formed.” 
Convergent Competency Development Model 
Ennis (2008) describes competencies as the “capability of applying or using 
knowledge, skills, abilities, behaviors, and personal characteristics to successfully 
perform critical work tasks, specific functions, or operate in a given role or position” (p. 
4f). 




1. Technical or functional skills (specialized knowledge, analytical ability and 
facility in use of tools and techniques in respective disciplines), 
2. Human skills (knowledge, ability, attitude required to work effectively in a 
group and also to motivate and develop people) and 
3. Conceptual skills (ability to see an organization as a whole, an understanding of 
interrelations in systems and visualization of the future). 
Carroll and McCrackin (1998) organized competencies into four main categories: 
1. Key or core competencies (competencies that are important for all employees 
and which support organizational values and performance expectations like customer 
service, continuous improvement, teamwork, personal responsibility), 
2. Team competencies (specific capabilities and characteristics of a team as work 
unit), 
3. Functional competencies (more specialized knowledge and job-specific skills 
required to perform a particular job role or profession) 
4. Leadership and Management competencies (competencies related to leading, 
managing and developing organizations and people, e.g. communication, visionary and 
strategic thinking).  
Competency research and applications appeared first in the early 1970s and is 
frequently associated with Harvard Professor David McClelland (1973) and his famous 
article Testing for Competence Rather Than for Intelligence. Prahalad & Hamel (1990) 
revived the debate about competencies with their publication ‘The core competence of 
the corporation’ in which they state:  
The most powerful way to prevail in global competition is still invisible to many 
companies. During the 1980s, top executives were judged on their ability to 
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restructure, declutter, and delayer their corporation. In the 1990s, they’ll be judged on 
their ability to identify, cultivate, and exploit the core competencies that make growth 
possible – indeed, they’ll have to rethink the concept of the corporation itself. (p. 79) 
The discussion of competencies sought to find a key to the origin of successful 
people in the job and strove to bundle the knowledge of individuals into organizational 
excellence. In this context, competency models were developed. According to Ennis 
(2008) “a competency model is a descriptive tool that identifies the competencies needed 
to operate in a specific role within a(n) job, occupation, organization, or industry” (p. 5). 
Competency development or competency modeling, “refers to the process of identifying 
a set of competencies representative of job proficiency,” Chen & Naquin (2006, p. 266) 
explain. Competency development has the capacity to “enhance various human resources 
(HRs) and organizational development activities,” Chen & Naquin add, and enumerate 
“personnel selection, job promotion, training and development, training needs analyses, 
performance appraisal, individual career planning, HR planning, placement, strategic 
planning, succession planning, compensation, and recruitment” (Chen & Naquin, 2006, p. 
266). On an operational level, Chouhan & Srivastava (2014) argue “a competency model 
is a valid, observable, and measurable list of the knowledge, skills, and attributes 
demonstrated through behavior that results in outstanding performance in a particular 
work context” (p. 18). Therefore, a competency model normally includes key behaviors 
required for high performance for respective jobs. The process of identifying key 
competencies for jobs and functions within an organization or institution is called 
‘competency mapping’ (Chouhan & Srivastav, 2014, p. 18). Chouhan & Srivastava 
(2014) explicate that the process of competency mapping “envisages development and 
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sustainability of competency, based on the changing organizational requirements.” 
Additionally, they provide a detailed organization of competency models: 
Depending on the work and organizational environment, a group of 7 to 9 total 
competencies are usually required for a particular job and depicted in a competency 
model …. A competency model is an organizing framework that lists competencies 
required for effective performance in a specific job, job family (e.g., a group of 
related jobs), and organization. The model is organized into tiers of competencies and 
includes descriptions of the activities and behaviors associated with each competency. 
Competency models are often highly tailored to the organization. As such, the 
elements of a competency model communicate, in clear terms, the circumstances and 
conditions of performance. Individual competencies are organized into competency 
models to enable people in an organization or profession to understand, discuss, and 
apply the competencies to workforce performance (p. 18). 
“The most important point about competency models is that the formats be 
governed by the collective wisdom of the people that need and built them,” suggests 
Richard Mirabile (1997), former president, CEO and co-founder of Success Factor 
Systems. Success Factors was acquired by SAP in 2011 and today belongs to the market 
leaders in cloud-based human capital solutions. In order to follow the above-mentioned 
principle, 20 media managers and media executives, representing the four major media 
corporations in the Swiss German part of Switzerland were included into this study and 
asked about their perception of competencies needed by a journalist in the future. 
As shown in Table 6, all answers gathered during the case study investigation 
were clustered in seven skill-sets:  
1. technical,  
2. social and emotional,  
3. cognitive,  
4. writing and linguistic,  
5. publishing and production,  
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6. innovation and creativity, and  
7. leadership and management.  
Derived from the above-mentioned literature I understand a competency model as 
a framework that defines knowledge, skills and abilities required for a job or job family 
(editors and journalists) and as a compilation of competencies that corporately ensure 
successful job performance. I applied this principle to the developing of a competency 
development model for convergent editorial and journalistic competencies. The 
competency development model for the Swiss German media industry which I elaborated 
as a recommendation for the development of convergent competencies is composed of 
seven competency clusters, competency details for each cluster, development strategies 
for these clusters from study participants and learning and training strategies per 





Figure 3. Competency Development Model for the Swiss German Media Industry 
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The following section presents all seven competency clusters related to media 
convergence. 
Competency Cluster 1: Technical Skills 
Technical skills needed by journalists in the future range from fluency in ‘content 
management systems (CMS)’ to ‘video recording and production skills.’ The study 
participants applied the development strategies listed in Table 11 to the development of 
technical skills. Appropriate learning theories to acquire technical skills are according to 
my observation, experience and investigation about informal learning, social learning, 
experiential learning, social constructivism and connectivism. I suggest to follow the 
principles of blended learning and learning by doing as well as experimentation, learning 
from peers and active know-how sharing, providing room (culture, resources and time) 
for experience, formal external and internal training/courses, visitation of other media 
companies, conventions, congresses and mobile, online and e-learning as appropriate 
learning strategies to gain technical skills as shown in Table 11. 
Competency Cluster 2: Social and Emotional Skills 
The participants in this case study enumerated various social and emotional skills 
they perceive as being needed of editors and journalists in a convergent media 
environment in the future. They applied the development strategies listed in Table 12 to 
the development of social and emotional skills. Appropriate learning theories to acquire 
social and emotional skills are according to my observation, experience and investigation 




Competency Cluster 1: Technical Skills 
Competency Details Development Strategies 
Swiss German Media 
Industry 
Learning Theories Training 
Strategies 




• Online skills 
• Photography 
• SEO 
• Social media 
• Video recording 
and production 
skills 
• Learning by doing, 
curiosity and self-teaching 
• Gaining room for 
experience 
• External training/courses 
• Hiring people with 
respective skills 
• Mixing people with 
different competencies 
• Change of mind-set 
• Supportive 
leadership/superior 
• Formal journalism 
education/university 
education 
• Learning from peers 
• Learning by visitation 
• Informal 
Learning 






• Learning by doing 
and experimentation 
• Learning from peers 
and active know-
how sharing 
• Providing room 
(culture, resources 
and time) for 
experience 











learning, social constructivism and connectivism. Cristóvão, Candeias, & Verdasca 
(2017) define ‘Social and Emotional Learning (SEL)’ as “the capacity to recognize and 
manage emotions, solve problems effectively, and establish positive relationships with 
others” (p. 1) and also includes the ability to set and achieve goals and make responsible 
decisions. Therefore, I suggest to follow the principles of blended learning and social-
emotional learning, learning by doing and experimentation, learning from peers and 
examples as appropriate learning strategies to gain social and emotional skills as 







Competency Cluster 2: Social and Emotional Skills 
Competency Details Development Strategies 







• Civil courage 
• Conscientiousness 
• Coping with (time) pressure 
• Curiosity 
• Discussion joy 
• Experimentation 
• Interpersonal skills 




• Openness to change 
• Optimism 
• Passionate and mission 
driven 
• Self-responsibility 
• Social competency 
• Team player/Team work 
• Learning by doing, 
curiosity and self-
teaching 
• Gaining room for 
experience 
• Hiring people with 
respective skills 
• Mixing people with 
different 
competencies 
• Change of mind-set 
• Supportive 
leadership/superior 
















• Learning by 
doing and 
experimentation 





Competency Cluster 3: Cognitive Skills 
Cognitive skills needed by journalists in the future range from fluency in 
‘accuracy and precise working method’ to ‘willingness to be measured.’ The study 
participants applied the to the development of cognitive skills the development strategies 
listed in Table 13. Appropriate learning theories to acquire technical skills are according 
to my observation, experience and investigation informal learning, social learning, 
experiential learning, system thinking, transformative learning, social constructivism and 
connectivism. I suggest to follow the principles of blended learning and learning by doing 
and experimentation, providing room (culture, resources and time) for experience, formal 
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external and internal training/courses, group work, visitation, conventions, congresses, 
gamification, mobile, online and e-learning as appropriate learning strategies to gain 




Competency Cluster 3: Cognitive Skills 
Competency Details Development Strategies 






• Accuracy and precise 
working method 
• Analytic thinking 
• Attraction and introduction 
of new talents 
• Change management 
• Connected thinking 
• Digital thinking 
• Efficiency 
• Expertise re subject 
• General knowledge 
• Imagination/ 
• Understanding of 
customers’ need 
• Internet marketing 
• Maintain posture 
• Project management 
• Recognition of patterns 
• Understanding of potential 
media convergence 
• Willingness to learn 
• Willingness to be measured 
• Learning by doing, 
curiosity and self-
teaching 
• Gaining room for 
experience 
• External training/courses 
• Hiring people with 
respective skills 
• Mixing people with 
different competencies 
• Change of mind-set 
• Supportive 
leadership/superior 
• Formal journalism 
education/university 
education 
• Learning from peers 














• Learning by 
doing and 
experimentation 





• Formal external 
and internal 
training/courses 








Competency Cluster 4: Writing and Linguistic Skills 
‘Ability to explain complex interrelationships in a simple way,’ ‘delivery of 
background information,’ ‘investigational skills,’ ‘journalistic skills,’ ‘journalistic 
interactions with users,’ ‘multimedia storytelling,’ ‘narrative skills/storytelling,’ ‘online 
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journalism,’ ‘ontology of journalism,’ ‘sense for stories’ and ‘tabloid journalism’ as 
needed writing and linguistic skills were named as needed skills for convergent ways of 
working. They applied the listed development strategies as listed in Table 14, to the 
development of writing and linguistic skills. Appropriate learning theories in this context 
are according to my observation and investigation informal learning, social learning, 
experiential learning, social constructivism and connectivism. I suggest to follow the 
principles of blended learning and of learning by doing and experimentation, providing 
room (culture, resources and time) for experience, formal external and internal 
training/courses as appropriate learning strategies to gain and develop writing and 




Competency Cluster 4: Writing and Linguistic Skills 
Competency Details Development Strategies Swiss 





• Ability to explain 
complex interrelationships 
in a simple way 
• Delivery of background 
information 
• Investigational skills 
• Journalistic skills 
• Journalistic interactions 
with users 
• Multimedia storytelling 
• Narrative 
skills/storytelling 
• Online journalism 
• Ontology of journalism 
• Sense for stories 
• Tabloid journalism 
• Learning by doing, curiosity 
and self-teaching 
• Gaining room for 
experience 
• External training/courses 
• Hiring people with 
respective skills 
• Mixing people with 
different competencies 
• Change of mind-set 
• Supportive 
leadership/superior 
• Formal journalism 
education/university 
education 
• Learning from peers 










• Learning by 
doing and 
experimentation 











Competency Cluster 5: Publishing and Production Skills 
Publishing and production skills needed by journalists in the future range from 
fluency in ‘business acumen’ to a ‘sense for right channel,’ ‘specialization’ and ‘speed.’ 
The study participants applied the development strategies listed in Table 15 to the 
development of publishing and production skills. Appropriate learning theories to acquire 
publishing and production skills are according to my observation and investigation 
informal learning, social learning, experiential learning and connectivism. I suggest to 
follow the principles of blended learning and learning by doing and experimentation, 
learning from peers and active know-how sharing, providing room (culture, resources and 
time) for experience, formal external and internal training/courses and visitation, 
conventions, congresses to gain publishing and production skills (see Table 15). 
Competency Cluster 6: Innovation and Creativity 
The participants in this case study named ‘innovation’ and ‘creativity’ as an 
important skill for editors and journalist in order to cope with future challenges in the 
Swiss German media industry linked to convergent working set-ups. They applied the 
development strategies to the development of innovation and creativity (displayed in 
Table 16). Appropriate learning theories to develop innovation and creativity are 
according to my observation, experience and investigation informal learning, social 
learning, experiential learning, system thinking, transformative learning, social 
constructivism and connectivism. I suggest to follow the principles of blended learning 
and learning by doing and experimentation, providing room (culture, resources and time) 
for experience, Design Thinking and Human-Centered design to develop innovation and 




Competency Cluster 5: Publishing and Production Skills 
Competency Details Development Strategies Swiss 





• Business acumen 
• Convergent working 
• Highly paid niche 
products 
• Measurability of 
stories/Big Data 
• Presentation of a story 
• Production for 
different channels 




• Learning by doing, curiosity 
and self-teaching 
• Gaining room for experience 
• External training/courses 
• Hiring people with respective 
skills 
• Mixing people with different 
competencies 
• Change of mind-set 
• Supportive 
leadership/superior 
• Formal journalism 
education/university 
education 
• Learning from peers 








• Learning by doing 
and 
experimentation 
• Learning from 
peers and active 
know-how sharing 
• Providing room 
(culture, resources 
and time) for 
experience 











Competency Cluster 6: Innovation and Creativity 
Competency 
Details 








• Learning by doing, curiosity and self-
teaching 
• Gaining room for experience 
• External training/courses 
• Hiring people with respective skills 
• Mixing people with different 
competencies 
• Change of mind-set 
• Supportive leadership/superior 
• Formal journalism education/university 
education 
• Learning from peers 














• Learning by 
doing and 
experimentation 













‘Design Thinking’ is a method for a practical and creative process of problem 
solving and is attributed to the British mechanical engineer and Professor of Design 
Research at the Royal College of Art, Leonard B. Archer, who mentioned this term for 
the first time in the early 1960s (Boyd Davis & Gristwood, 2016). ‘Human-Centered 
Design,’ also called ‘HCD,’ is a design and management framework the most prominent 
proponent of which is the Hasso Plattner Institute of Design at Stanford University that 
develops ideas, approaches and solutions by including the human perspective in all steps 
of a problem-solving process. Human involvement in a solution-finding Human-Centered 
Design process can take place in contextual considerations, brainstorming, 
conceptualization, solution development and solution implementation. 
Competency Cluster 7: Leadership and Management 
Are leaders made or born? This chicken-or-egg question is partially answered by 
Robbins & Judge (2001) when the authors explain: “A number of companies have 
recently turned to executive coaches to help senior managers improve their leadership 
skills” (p. 470). They encouraged the elaboration of the importance and development of 
leadership and managerial skills in convergent environments. 
The study participants, in the context of media convergence, requested following 
leadership and management competency details: ‘leadership skills and experience,’ 
‘resource management,’ ‘team motivation,’ ‘understanding of convergence,’ 
‘understanding of media measurability,’ ‘understanding of online.’ They relate to the 
succeeding leadership and management development strategies and measurements: 
‘leading by example,’ ‘clear vision and strategy,’ ‘dissolve silo-thinking,’ ‘ensure 
positive atmosphere,’ ‘physical presence,’ ‘communication,’ ‘change agent and leader of 
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transformational processes,’ ‘motivation of staff,’ ‘resource management,’ and 
‘understanding of convergent working.’ Appropriate learning theories to acquire 
leadership and managerial skills are according to my observation, experience and 
investigation informal learning, social learning, experiential learning, system thinking, 
transformative learning and connectivism. I suggest to follow the principles of blended 
learning and learning by doing and experimentation, job-embedded competency 
development, learning community, mentor/coach support, formal external and internal 
training/courses, professional ’Change of Sides,’ mobile, online, e-learning to gain and 




Competency Cluster 7: Leadership and Management 
Competency Details Development Strategies 










• Team motivation 
• Understanding of 
convergence 
• Understanding of 
media measurability 
• Understanding of 
online 
• Leading by example 
• Clear vision and strategy 
• Dissolve silo-thinking 
• Ensure positive 
atmosphere 
• Physical presence 
• Communication 
• Change agent and leader 
of transformational 
processes 
• Motivation of staff 
• Resource management 




















• Learning community 
• Mentor/coach support 
• Formal external and 
internal 
training/courses 
• Professional ’Change 
of Sides’ 








In particular I want to emphasize the Andrews University leadership program 
(Covrig & Baumgartner, 2010) which is biographically anchored, job-embedded, 
competency driven, supported by a learning community (so called ‘learning groups’) and 
personal coach/mentor (‘advisor’), and based on continued individualized feedback. This 
program’s approach enables excellent leadership development success and could be 
applied perfectly to a convergent context. 
Summary 
The purpose of this study is to discover competencies needed by media 
professionals (journalists and editors) in the convergent media environment in the 
German-speaking part of Switzerland now and in the future and to create a respective 
competency development model for the buildup of these competencies.  
Looking at the development of convergent competencies, ‘learning by doing,’ 
‘curiosity’ and ‘self-teaching’ were mentioned most frequently as the most effective 
development strategies. Another effective strategy, according to the study participants, 
consists in ‘giving room for experimenting.’ ‘External training courses’ and 
‘headhunting’ for individuals with the desired skills were additional strategies mentioned 
by participants of this study. ‘Mixing people with different competencies/ensuring 
diversity’ is, according to my study, another strategy for the development of convergent 
competencies and skills. When asked how competency clusters needed for convergent 
media production currently are being developed in the four Swiss German media 
companies who were represented in the study, I received a listing of the following 
development strategies: ‘internal experts / specialists,’ ‘rotation and mutual learning,’ 
‘hiring people with respective skills,’ ‘external training / courses,’ ‘learning on the job’ 
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and ‘learning by example.’ An essential prerequisite for the content of convergent 
training is teaching how to ‘write a good story,’ ‘video producing’ and ‘multimedia 
skills.’ All training should have a close connection to the daily business and tailor-made 
training approaches are preferred. Various participants perceive the way of learning by 
doing as an important component of trainings and learning methods. This requires the 
provision of respective infrastructure and resources. 
The presented competency model for convergent skill development is composed 
of seven competency clusters, competency details for each cluster, development 
strategies for these clusters from study participants and learning and training strategies 











SUMMARY, FINDINGS, DISCUSSION, CONCLUSIONS 
AND RECOMMENDATIONS 
 
Chapter 7 provides a summary and a discussion of the main findings of this study 
and elaborates on the conclusions and recommendations. The background of the problem 
is linked to a tremendous change of media consumption during the past 20 years and the 
merging of different media production genres. The study answers the question about 
which competencies are needed by media professionals in a convergent media 
environment in the German-speaking part of Switzerland and how these competencies 
can be developed. The main findings, including a competency development model, are 
presented and discussed in this part of the study report. 
Summary 
This summary contains the background of the study problem, the purpose of the 
study, the research design, the theoretical and conceptual framework and an overview of 
media convergence in literature.  
Background of the Problem 
“Newsroom employment dropped nearly a quarter in less than 10 years, with 
greatest decline at newspapers.” With this article headline, based on a recent evaluation 
of the U.S. American Bureau of Labor Statistics, Elizabeth Grieco (2018) from the Pew 
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Research Center caught attention on July 30, 2018. But yet this trend also applies to 
Switzerland where printed newspaper editions are in a dramatic decline. 
In 2012 I started a new assignment as Head of Human Resources of AZ Medien, 
one of the major media players in the German-speaking part of Switzerland, and was 
instantly confronted with an unprecedented development in this industry. Responsible for 
a workforce of approximately 1,200 I was most interested in understanding mechanisms 
and reasons for this dire situation and a threatening forecast in order to develop and 
provide a strategy, concepts and solutions for the company’s human capital. In my search 
for the causes of this development I immediately got to the bottom of the most disruptive 
change in the media industry ever that is shaking the very foundations of this industry. 
For the first time I heard the legendary expression media convergence. This term 
describes a new phenomenon, which appeared during the last two decades and that 
involves the collapse of boundaries between the production of content for print, online, 
radio and television. Media convergence has clearly emerged in newsrooms where 
journalists from different genres work together closely, or where individual journalists 
use different media production methods. 
Based on an initial observation I assumed that media convergence would have a 
big impact on the way editors and journalists work and equally strong implication for 
competencies and skills required by media professionals now and in the future. In order 
to prepare the workforce of AZ Medien I intended to design, implement and offer a 
respective training program for our staff to get them ready for the digital future. So, I 
addressed the management with the question, what competencies exactly do we need for 
a convergent future? I got as many answers to my question as the number of senior 
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executives we had. But the most intriguing answer came from of the Editor-in-Chief who 
explained to me that beyond strong writing and communication skills and web and 
multimedia publishing skills, a high stress resistance would be demanded from editors 
and journalists in the future. Immediately, I realized that this statement of the Editor-in-
Chief had a lot of undiscovered truth in it and would lead me way beyond an average 
competency assessment and development process which I ran in various company 
settings before this new Human Resources leadership assignment. I sensed that writing 
and technical skills needed in a convergent environment would only cover one part of the 
future requirements, the so-called ‘soft skills’ and leadership skills would also play an 
important role. 
In order to explore and understand the competencies needed by future journalists 
for coping with media convergence – not only for my employer at the time, but for the 
entire Swiss German media industry –, I decided to dedicate a proper research set-up to 
the elaboration of these questions. 
The appearance of media convergence has been explored in various case studies 
in the U.S. and in some European countries showing the current state of convergence in 
the field of news production. However, not much information was available on media 
convergence in the German-speaking part of Switzerland. At the same time, very little 
evidence existed for helping to decipher to what extent findings from previous studies in 
the U.S. are applicable to the Swiss media environment. In various informal talks players 
in the Swiss German media industry insisted that news consumption in the German-
speaking Switzerland is different from consumer behavior in Germany and in the U.S. 
The information acquired through these discussions supported my assumption that there 
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is very little empirical evidence to determine which kinds of competencies will be 
required for future journalists. This situation leaves both media managers and editorial 
staff with a great deal of uncertainty. Little understanding exists as to how these future 
convergent competencies can be gained and developed. For strategic planners this fact 
creates an almost unbearable tension between coping with contemporary challenges and 
preparing for the future. I concluded that a competency model is needed to guide the 
preparation of future media professionals in the German-speaking Swiss media 
environment. Therefore, I decided to focus my study on the current status of media 
convergence in major media players in the German-speaking part of Switzerland, on 
convergent competencies needed by media professionals in order to cope with the 
ongoing media convergence and on the development of convergent competencies in the 
media industry in Switzerland. 
Purpose of the Study 
The purpose of this study was to gain insights on media convergence in the Swiss 
German media industry and to create a competency development model for media 
professionals in the convergent media environment in the German-speaking part of 
Switzerland that can serve as a guide for the professional development of media 
professionals. In this context, I portrayed the current status of media convergence in main 
media companies in the German-speaking part of Switzerland and described experiences, 
perceptions and expectations that media managers have of the media professionals they 
engage and hire to cope with today’s market needs in the context of a convergent media 
environment in German-speaking Switzerland. Media managers are print, TV, radio and 
digital editors-in-chief, heads of media profit centers, that media companies employ to 
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lead media industry firms. Media professionals are the editorial staff who work on the 
production of the actual news items to be dispersed in online, TV and the newspaper 
media. The study identified the perceptions of media managers of the necessary 
competencies in the convergent media environment today as well as their expectations of 
the competencies needed in the future. I also explored how the media industry develops 
this new cluster of competencies in their existing media professionals and how media 
training institutions and professional media schools approach the development of these 
new convergent skills. Future competencies needed in the Swiss German media industry 
were defined generally as convergent media competencies. I studied the process of 
competency development in selected cases in the Swiss German media industry in order 
to create a development model. 
Research Design  
In order to explore and understand the competencies needed by journalists in the 
future to cope with media convergence I conducted a qualitative case study evaluating the 
Swiss German media industry. A case study is a qualitative research method "that 
facilitates exploration of a phenomenon within its context using a variety of data sources" 
(Baxter & Jack, 2008, p. 544). Case studies were already applied centuries ago to explore 
scientific phenomena. Today, case studies enjoy popularity in the scientific world as well 
as in teaching and professional development. In the last decades the Harvard Business 
School gained a great reputation in regard to case studies in business science. According 
to Yin (2003), a case study design might be appropriate when (a) the focus of the study is 
on answering “how” and “why” questions, (b) the behavior of those involved in the study 
cannot be manipulated, (c) contextual conditions should be covered because they are 
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perceived as being relevant to the phenomenon under study, or (d) the boundaries 
between the phenomenon and its context are not clear. All those conditions applied to my 
intended research subject about competencies needed in an environment of media 
convergence in the German-speaking part of Switzerland. Creswell (2013, p. 98f) 
suggests that case study research start with the identification of a specific case (single 
case or multiple cases) and have the intention to illustrate a case which gains interest 
because of its specific nature (intrinsic case) or for understanding a specific issue, 
problem or concern (instrumental case). 
I therefore chose as research design the collective case study approach in which I 
integrated these Swiss media companies in the German-speaking part of Switzerland that 
already have introduced a newsroom (four cases). 
The exploration of the related complex phenomena ‘media convergence in the 
Swiss German media industry’ included (a) experiences, perceptions and expectations 
that media managers in the Swiss German media industry have in regard to convergent 
competencies needed by media professionals in order to cope with future needs, and their 
experiences, perceptions and expectations on effective strategies for developing these 
competencies, (b) experiences, perceptions and expectations that media professionals in 
the Swiss German media industry have about convergent competencies needed in the 
future and their experiences, perceptions and expectations on effective strategies for 
developing these competencies, (c) the planning and implementing of newsrooms in three 
of the big media companies in the German-speaking part of Switzerland, (d) visitation of 
operating newsrooms and observation of working processes, (e) evaluation of 
requirements in published job ads in Switzerland during a certain time period, (f) analysis 
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of job descriptions and job requirements for different kinds for journalists of different 
Swiss German media companies, and (g) biographical and autobiographical testimonies 
("life stories") of editors-in-chief and individual journalists, who are working in 
convergent environments. 
Data sources 1 and 2 were acquired in 20 face-to-face, semi-structured interviews 
that I conducted with media managers and media professionals between August 2016 and 
March 2017. All interviews were audio recorded on two Apple iPhones, using the app 
Voice Memos and were afterwards transcribed with the use of the online service 
transcribe from Wreally Studios Inc. After transcription, they were analyzed with the 
help of Dedoose, a web-based qualitative data analysis software developed by academics 
of UCLA, for common themes in order to answer the questions about their perceptions of 
the currently and in the future needed competencies of media professionals that work in a 
convergent media environment in German-speaking Switzerland. 
Theoretical and Conceptual Framework 
In order to find reality as a researcher I refer to Grajales & Gonzales (2008) who 
distinguish between truth and reality. “Truth is the understanding of reality through a 
process of a self-correcting search made by the intellectual community throughout the 
ages.” They further carry out that “reality exists independent of human searching” and 
that “there is more than one way to approach knowledge but only one reality” (p. 162). I 
support their position that “reality is the what ‘is’ and the truth is what the subject 
considers that reality to be” (p. 162) and James’ (1908) explanation that an absolute 
‘truth’ is not as important as what we perceive as truth (p. 455). In order to understand 
which “reality” underlies a postulate for media convergence and competencies needed in 
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the future, I conducted a qualitative research project. Charmaz (2010) compares a 
qualitative research approach with the use of different lenses of a camera through which 
one can observe an object with different foci and granularity. In this sense the first part of 
my research, the literature review, worked like the ‘wide angle lens of a camera.’ The 
second part of my research, which can be compared to the ‘research camera lens,’ is 
focused on experiences, perceptions and expectations which newspaper, online and TV 
editors-in-chief and educators have of convergent competencies needed by journalists and 
editors in order to cope with future needs in the Swiss German media industry. The 
choice of analyzing main media players in Switzerland works in this sense like the use of 
a ‘camera flash.’ In the third part of this research I worked on my understanding of the 
‘histogram of the research camera’ and hence integrated all observations and findings 
into a competency development model for journalists in the Swiss German media 
industry. 
Media Convergence in the Literature 
The tremendous change in the media industry in Europe and the USA during the 
past two decades where traditional borders between the production of content for print, 
online, radio and television have been dissolved, seems according to Avilés & Carvajal 
(2008), to be “related to industry convergence” and “is reshaping the landscape of 
journalism in a variety of ways” (p. 222). The phenomenon of this change is called 
‘media convergence’ and is very often connected to the appearance of ‘newsrooms.’ 
Avilés & Carvajal (2008) present three essential activities that “take place within the 
value chain of any [media] business: information gathering, news production and content 
aggregation, and distribution” (p. 225). Convergence can be found on the information 
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gathering stage in that manner that journalists produce content for different platforms and 
share it with their peers. On the level of news production and aggregation content from 
various sources is repackaged for different media platforms. Media distribution appears 
when a single company uses different platforms of content distribution. 
Gordon (2003) developed a model, which is based on five different appearances 
of media convergence:  
1. ownership convergence 
2. tactical convergence 
3. structural convergence 
4. information gathering convergence 
5. presentation convergence.  
Ownership convergence is linked to multiple content and distribution channels by media 
corporations “while tactical convergence involves cooperation and collaboration in areas 
such as content, marketing, and revenue enhancement” (Mishra, 2014, p. 2). Media 
companies introducing convergence often change ways of working and assignment of 
roles. The forth characteristic of Gordon’s model has to do with a new convergent way of 
gathering news and the fifths with new ways of presenting content and story-telling using 
new multimedia tools. Contrary to Gordon, Kolodzy (2009) describes a model of media 
convergence which consists of three aspects: (a) technological, which focuses on media 
technological change and media digitalization, (b) economic, which covers the influence 
of convergence on a structural level, including cross-promotion and (c) journalistic, 
which includes the merging of traditional print journalism with online, television and 
radio journalism. A third model of newsroom convergence, called ‘the convergence 
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continuum’ is presented by Dailey et al. (2005a) This hierarchical model includes (a) 
cross-promotion, (b) cloning, (c) coopetition, (d) content sharing and (e) full 
convergence. It assumes an interaction and cooperation among cross-media partners. The 
lowest level of convergence is found on cross-promotion where only promotion of each 
other’s content is found but no interaction. Cloning covers a way of collaboration where 
the material of others is republished with minor adjustments. Coopetition “is the level 
where cooperation in content production is coupled with competition based on cultural 
differences” (Yin & Liu, 2014, p. 563). Content sharing contains sharing of gathered 
information, repackaging of content and common planning, reporting and producing of 
content. Avilés & Carvajal (2008), based on a case study about two Spanish multimedia 
companies, developed another model of newsroom convergence, which contents of two 
facets: (a) the integrated model and (b) the cross-media model. The integrated model 
follows the objective to create “a single journalistic culture transgressing traditional 
media boundaries” (p. 235). In contrast, the cross-media model is a resource and 
organizational strategy, “where multimedia production based on synergies is the desired 
ideal” (p. 235). According to the previously mentioned researchers, “cross-media work is 
not regarded as a goal itself, rather as a tool” where “managers express a desire to 
strengthen the company as a news provider on the whole, regardless of media platform” 
(p. 235). 
All major media companies in the German-speaking part of Switzerland currently 
employ a model that ranges between the cross-media model and the fully integrated 
model. None of the bigger players practices yet a fully integrated model.  
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In order to define competencies required in the media industry of the future 
Beyers (2004) conducted a survey showing that the majority of online news visitors were 
only reading messages (63.9 per cent). Other services offered by newspapers, like 
portable digital assistance, texting services, WAP/i-mode, were hardly ever used. 
However, various studies on mass media suggest that news content on television websites 
could increase user loyalty and that the trend for increased online consumption has not 
yet reached its peak (Cahn-Olmstead & Kim, 2001; Dwyer, 2010; Cremedas & Lysak, 
2011; Mitchell et al, 2012; Stenport, Markstedt, & Crain, 2014). Therefore, it is 
appropriate to ask, what kind of mass media elements and competencies should be 
covered by a training, which prepares journalist for the future. Tanner et al. (2012) 
maintain that most recently “educators attempt to find ways to prepare students for an 
increasingly complex media environment” (p. 219). However, since there were no more 
precise suggestions in the literature available for the content of relevant training activities 
in order to gain convergent competencies and skills, the elaboration of this question was 
implemented in my collective case study. 
Findings 
The findings of this study are divided in three parts. The first part gives an 
overview of institutional and individual study participants. The second part describes the 
main findings of the study and is structured in 11 short paragraphs. This part also 
includes a competency model for the media industry in the German-speaking part of 
Switzerland. The last part brings the research questions of the study in relation with key 
findings of the study. 
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Institutional and Individual Participants 
In the German-speaking part of Switzerland there are six leading media 
companies: SRG SSR, Tamedia, Ringier, NZZ, AZ Medien and Somedia. SRG SSR, 
which is a non-profit organization funded mainly through radio and television viewer 
fees, a company with more than 6,000 employees; the privately owned media companies 
AZ Medien headquartered in Aarau, Switzerland, with 1,200 employees and an annual 
revenue of approx. CHF 236 mio. ($251 million, 2016), NZZ (Neue Zürcher Zeitung) 
Mediengruppe, headquartered in Zürich, Switzerland, with 1,900 employees and annual 
revenue of approx. CHF 423 mio. ($451 million, 2016), Ringier headquartered in Zürich, 
Switzerland, with 3,100 employees and annual revenue of approx. CHF 840 mio. ($895 
million, 2016), Somedia AG, headquarted in Chur, Switzerland, with 950 employees and 
annual revenue of approx. CHF 133 mio. ($137 million, 2016), and Tamedia, also 
headquartered in Zürich, Switzerland, with 3,300 employees and annual revenue of 
approx. CHF 1,005 bill. ($1,07 billion, 2016). 
The companies chosen for the purpose of this study were selected by the criteria 
that they had implemented a newsroom in the last decade and accompanied the 
implementation with some actions. Ringier implemented the first convergent newsroom 
in the German-speaking part of Switzerland in 2010, AZ Medien followed this 
development in 2011, the NZZ Mediengruppe in 2012, and Tamedia, which until 2010 
still speaking out against a convergent newsroom, introduced its own in 2013. The media 
companies SRG SSR (publicly owned) and Somedia have convergent working 
departments but did not have a newsroom in a pure form during the period of the study. 
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Therefore, this research is delimitated to the four media corporations AZ Medien, 
NZZ Mediengruppe, Ringier and Tamedia with the editors-in-chief and media managers 
of these main players in the Swiss German media industry serving as spoke persons. 
Altogether, with 20 individuals semi-structured interviews were conducted. 
Position titles of participants of the study were at the time of the interview as follows: 
CEO, AZ Medien; Editor-in-Chief, AZ Zeitungen; Deputy Editor-in-Chief, AZ 
Zeitungen; Editor-in-Chief, Schweiz am Sonntag; Editor-in-Chief, Limmattaler Zeitung; 
Freelance journalist, Consultant for the media industry, Training Manager Journalism 
Education; Chief Product Officer; Head of Digital Products; Project Director 
Convergence; Head of Magazines and Member of the Editorial Office, NZZ am Sonntag; 
COO Ringier AG; Head of Public Affairs; Co-Editor-in-Chief, Schweizer Illustrierte; 
Editor-in-Chief, Blick Sport; Head of Ringier School of Journalism; Member of the 
Group Management Board, Head of Paid Media; Member of the Editorial Office, Tages-
Anzeiger and Head of Digital and Newsnet; Editor-in-Chief, 20 Minuten; Deputy Editor-
in-Chief, SonntagsZeitung; Head Digital Sales Development. 
Main Findings 
The purpose of this study was to discover competencies needed by media 
professionals (journalists and editors) in the convergent media environment in the 
German-speaking part of Switzerland now and in the future, and to create a respective 
competency development model that will effectively facilitate the acquisition of these 
competencies. 
Four privately owned media corporations in the German-speaking part of 
Switzerland were included into the case study approach: AZ Medien, NZZ (Neue Zürcher 
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Zeitung) Mediengruppe, Ringier and Tamedia. 20 media executives and media managers, 
employees of the four above mentioned media corporations under investigation were 
included in the study.  
The main findings of this study are summarized in the following 11 paragraphs: 
1. In Switzerland, the professional title ‘journalist’ is not a protected professional 
title. Therefore, there are various ways for obtaining a journalism education. The two 
most renowned professional journalism-training centers in the German-speaking part of 
Switzerland are the MAZ - Die Schweizer Journalistenschule and the Ringier 
Journalistenschule. They both offer a dual system, combining school and practical work. 
The publicly owned Swiss Radio and Television Corporation (SRG SSR) offers a 
comparable trimedia journalism-training course. In addition, four universities offer 
academic journalism education. 
2. When I asked how much the emergence of media convergence changed since 
they started their current roles, some of the media managers and executives interviewed 
were brooding about the change of the media landscape during the past few decades and 
shared their very personal observations about media convergence. They all shared the 
perception that the emergence of media convergence appeared in phases, starting at the 
end of the 20th century. Phase 1 is described when online media were not comparing 
themselves with other online media products but with print products, Phase 2 when 
online media rubbed themselves with print counterparts, and Phase 3 when ‘media 
convergence’ became between 2009 and 2011 a buzz word, when Mobile and Social 
Media (with the emergence of Facebook) were introduced and when the discussion about 
‘Digital First’ and channel spanning work arose. 
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3. All study participants shared the perception that media convergence already is 
playing an important role in all Swiss German media corporations. However, all of them 
see slight differences between the four major media players in the German-speaking part 
of Switzerland concerning the status of media convergence. AZ Medien and NZZ are still 
focusing more on the journalistic business model, while Ringier and Tamedia relay on 
digital offers as second mainstay. 
4. The biggest changes in the way how editors and journalists work in this more 
convergent environment were perceived in the area of the ‘way of working’ in general, 
where time and space almost dissolves and where no dedicated time for research, news 
writing and production exists anylonger, in the area ‘speed of news,’ the requirement of 
‘news distribution on different channels,’ ‘openness for new media’ and ‘interaction with 
readers.’ Other changes in journalistic work is the requirement of ‘technical and digital 
knowledge’ and ‘production of news for different channels,’ that new set-up that a group 
of people have to work together as a team on the production of one article compared to 
the past where the research and writing of one article was done by one editor/journalist, a 
higher user orientation including the understanding of the needs and customer behavior 
and the production postulate of ‘Online first,’ ‘networking’ and the ‘usage of social 
media.’ 
5. All four companies included in the study planned, had designed and 
implemented a convergent newsroom in the past seven years. From the interviews, I 
observed that most of the participants closely link media convergence with the physical 
place of a newsroom and the term newsroom itself with the place where news is being 
produced. However, some of my interview partners emphasized that media convergence 
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has to start in the minds and includes a change of mind-set. In this context, the concept of 
a newsroom can be perceived as the personalized convergence while media convergence 
is not limited to the newsroom and consequently can take place everywhere and is 
dissolved from space and time. 
6. The development of competency clusters needed for convergent work I 
approached in two different ways. First, by dedicated this research topic various 
questions during the face-to-face interviews with media managers of media corporations 
in the German-speaking part of Switzerland and second, by collecting and analyzing all 
online published job advertisements for editors and journalists in Swiss German online 
media. The discussion about competencies needed by journalists in a convergent 
environment encompasses a broad framework which includes basic skills editors and 
journalists must have at any time (e.g. investigational skills, general knowledge, 
curiosity, coping with time pressure, linguistic and writing skills) and such which are 
more linked to convergent ways of working (social and multimedia literacy, data 
journalism, connected thinking, multimedia storytelling, team playing). All mentioned 
skills and competencies were grouped in seven competency themes: (a) technical skills, 
(b) social and emotional skills, (c) cognitive skills, (d) writing and linguistic skills, (e) 
publishing and production skills, (f) innovation and creativity, and (g) leadership and 
management. 
7. As the most effective development strategies for the development of 
convergent competencies, ‘learning by doing,’ ‘curiosity’ and ‘self-teaching’ were 
mentioned most frequently. Another effective strategy, according to the study 
participants, consists in ‘giving room for experimenting.’ ‘External training courses’ and 
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‘headhunting for individuals with the desired skills’ were additional strategies mentioned 
by participants of this study. ‘Mixing people with different competencies/ensuring 
diversity’ is, according to my study, another strategy for the development of convergent 
competencies and skills. 
8. When asked how competency clusters needed for convergent media production 
currently are being developed in the four Swiss German media companies who were 
represented in the study, I received a listing of the following development strategies: 
‘internal experts / specialists,’ ‘rotation and mutual learning,’ ‘hiring people with 
respective skills,’ ‘external training / courses,’ ‘learning on the job’ and ‘learning by 
example.’  
9. An essential prerequisite for the content of convergent training is teaching how 
to ‘write a good story,’ ‘video producing’ and ‘multimedia skills.’ All training should 
have a close connection to the daily business and tailor-made training approaches are 
preferred. Various participants perceive the way of learning by doing as an important 
component of trainings and learning methods. This requires the provision of respective 
infrastructure and resources. It was also stressed by study participants that training and 
teaching methods should include instructions as to how to sell a journalistic product. 
10. According to the study participants the main players for convergent 
competency development for editors and journalists in the German-speaking part of 
Switzerland are first, the schools of journalism and superiors, second, chief 




11. The presented competency development model (see Figure 4) for convergent 
skill development at media corporations in the German-speaking part of Switzerland is 
composed of seven competency clusters, competency details for each cluster and the 
most effective learning and training strategies per competency cluster. A competency 
specific mixture of learning methods, according to the blended learning approach, is 
suggested to lead to the best results in gaining media convergence excellence. 
Research Questions and Key Findings 
The core questions of this study are: 
Question 1. What are the current and future competencies needed by media 
professionals (journalists and editors) in the convergent media environment in the 
German-speaking part of Switzerland? 
Question 2. What are the most effective strategies for developing these 
competencies? 
The two sub questions of the study are: 
Sub Question 3-A. How are the new competency clusters needed for convergent 
media production currently being developed? 










Figure 4. Convergent Competency Development Model
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The key findings of this study relate to the research questions as follows: 
Answers to Question 1 of this case study ‘What are the current and future 
competencies needed by media professionals (journalists and editors) in the convergent 
media environment in the German-speaking part of Switzerland?’ did not support my 
assumption that there are remarkable differences between competencies and skill-sets of 
today and those expected in the future – not even in the distinction between experiences, 
perceptions, and expectations, did the results of the study yield any noteworthy findings. I 
nevertheless received insightful individual statements with regards to required skill-sets 
which enabled the grouping of seven competency themes required for convergent work:  
1. Technical skills,  
2. Social and emotional skills,  
3. Cognitive skills,  
4. Writing and linguistic skills,  
5. Publishing and production skills,  
6. Innovation and creativity, and  
7. Leadership and management. 
Question 2 ‘What are the most effective strategies for developing these 
competencies?’ led to the most frequently mentioned strategies of ‘learning by doing,’ 
‘curiosity’ and ‘self-teaching’ that were followed by the strategy ‘giving room for 
experimenting.’ ‘External training courses’ and ‘headhunting for individuals with the 
desired skills’ were additional strategies mentioned by participants of this study. ‘Mixing 
people with different competencies/ensuring diversity’ is, according to my study, another 
strategy for the development of convergent competencies and skills. 
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Sub Question 3-A of the study ‘How are the new competency clusters needed for 
convergent media production currently being developed?’ carried a result which was very 
close to the results of the extrapolating Question 1. However, Question 1 suggested a 
much bigger variety of possible development strategies compared to how competencies 
are currently developed in Swiss German media corporations. 
The results of Sub Question 3-B, ‘What does such training need to include in 
order to develop convergent competencies?’ showed much less strategic development 
concepts than concrete measures. Expectations of the study participants for the content of 
a convergent training are the imparting of the ability of writing a good story, of producing 
video and of acquiring multimedia skills plus a close connection of the training content to 
the daily business and tailor-made training approaches. 
Discussion and Unexpected Findings 
Media convergence plays a key role in the Swiss German media industry of today. 
This, with no exception, was confirmed by all my interview partners. At the same time, 
each of the four main players in the private media landscape in the German-speaking part 
of Switzerland have a different position in regard to media convergence. Nevertheless, 
some study participants have raised the question as to whether media convergence really 
is the panacea for the current crisis in the media industry, or whether media convergence 
might not be nothing else but a buzz word or a temporary fad. It is undisputed that my 
interviewees see a continuing trend in the digitalization of work environments and the 
consolidation of the various steps in news production. At the same time, in my inquiries I 
found support for the notion that journalism in the future no doubt will continue to hold 
on to some extent to the noble elitism of the journalist, the ‘Edelfeder’ (German, stands 
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for illustrious journalist or wordsmith), and this simultaneously to the existence of armies 
of journalistic "soldiers.” This, for instance, was expressed by participant 11. He referred 
to the army of journalists who manage the journalistic mass business such as data and 
social media journalism. It is becoming apparent that, compared to the past, editors and 
journalists will have to become more flexible and versatile in the future. But in which 
direction will the journey go? Currently, the media industry is facing the emergence of 
new types of media use and, at the same time, is lacking a sustainable business model for 
quality journalism. In addition to their standard journalistic program and their mission of 
news distribution, some media providers in German-speaking Switzerland have built up a 
second mainstay with digital service offerings.  In order to cope with this situation, it is 
important for media managers und media professionals to understand what media 
convergence will demand of them competency-wise and where media convergence 
appears. Where exactly media convergence in Switzerland can be located, in my opinion, 
does not only depend on the decision of a media corporation, to produce from now on 
convergent and to introduce a newsroom, but rather on how media professionals handle 
the ongoing social change. Various personal stories of study participants have colorfully 
demonstrated what this tremendous social and technological change of the last two 
decades has demanded from media professionals. The fact that the phenomenon of media 
convergence is not limited to the physical place of a newsroom, but can take place 
anywhere and is dissolved from space and time, indicates that media convergence starts 
in the minds of media managers and media professionals; it requires a change of mind-
set. In the light of all these circumstances, media professionals have to find their way and 
have to create a bridge between competencies needed in the past, the present and the 
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future. In which direction the qualifications and requirements for editors and journalists 
will go was the driving force and leading question for my research work. 
Participants Experience with Media Convergence 
In order to understand how the emerging media convergence affected the 
professional lives of interview participants individually and to find some hints for 
effective strategies to gain convergent competencies, I asked for personal convergence 
stories. I was surprised that media managers and executives were quite at ease when it 
came to sharing their personal media convergence stories. I take this experience as a take-
away. It became clear in the course of my study that it was much easier for the 
interviewees to talk about their convergent life stories than to distinguish between their 
experiences, perceptions and expectations regarding media convergence. I did not expect 
that in most cases positive experiences with media convergence were reported, that the 
experience with media convergence was seen as a journey of which participants wanted 
to be a part, and that media convergence was perceived as providing new opportunities 
for journalism. This valuation is confirmed by Gordon (2003): “Journalists involved in 
tactical convergence had a wide range of reactions. At newspapers, some embraced the 
partnership as a way to increase their audiences. And on the TV side, the newsroom often 
saw the advantage of adding many more ‘feet on the street’ to report the news” (p. 65). 
Convergent Competencies Needed Today and in the Future 
While working at AZ Medien, having the overall Human Resources 
responsibility, I observed an ongoing shift in requirements for new media personnel to be 
hired towards new media knowledge and digital skills (video, SEO, online and social 
media). I therefore assumed that there are remarkable differences between competencies 
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and skill-sets of today and those expected in the future. The results of my study did not 
support my assumption. The difficulty my interview partners had with naming skills and 
competencies needed by journalists in the future was unexpected and is well described by 
participant 8: “It is extremely difficult to predict the future. We don’t know what will be 
in five years. We don’t know, for example, whether in five years there still will be printed 
daily newspapers.” Participant 1 comments about the future as follows: „After all, we 
don’t know what the future will hold. Judging by just the last few years, we can assume 
that journalism and the way we do journalism will continue to change.” Dwyer (2010), in 
a way, joins this discussion and questions the future media usage: “How will people 
access media content in the future? What combination of TV, computer or mobile device, 
and what kind of content will become common?” (p. 1). He continues to ask, “which 
screen device will be used to view specific shows, genres and websites. And how much 
news, sport, music videos, games, drama documentary, reality or social networking will 
there be?”  
Requirement of Social and Emotional Skills 
Another unexpected finding of this study was the importance interview 
participants attribute to social and emotional skills when it comes to convergent 
competencies. As a result of my study, I expected to receive mainly skills linked to 
technical and social media, writing and linguistic and publishing and production 
competencies. To me it was striking to hear the multiple mention of social and emotional 
skills, commonly referred to as soft skills, like ‘passionate and mission driven,’ passion 
for the profession of a journalist and for ‘curiosity,’ one of the main characteristics of 
journalism. Additionally, a sense of duty, ‘conscientiousness’ and an ‘open mindset’ and 
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ultimately ‘flexibility’ was named. A comparison between published online job 
advertisements and the responses of media managers’ competencies needed for media 
professionals in a convergent environment, brought the result of roughly matching skill 
and competency themes (Tables 4 and 6). However, the stereotypical mention of 
requested social and emotional skills (e.g. team player/teamwork, self-reliance, resilience, 
flexibility, reliability) in a large proportion of online job advertisements raises some 
questions regarding the validity of these statements in job ads. The reason for this typical 
choice of words in job ads often is based on the fact that the wording of job ads is passed 
from line managers to less experienced recruiters who do not very well understand the 
company's strategy and are not competency savvy. From my personal experience as an 
Executive Search Consultant and HR Director, I can add that job advertisements often 
use a flowerily language but do not have much in common with reality. Therefore, I 
suggest to carefully evaluate the accumulation of these standardized individual skills. 
However, the mentioning of basic tendencies like social and emotional skills found 
support among media managers and executives. 
Development Strategy “Headhunting” 
The most surprising result of my study was the explicit and repeated mention of 
‘headhunting for individuals with the desired skills’ as a development strategy for 
convergent competencies. Media executive, participant 5, answered my question about 
the most effective development strategies as follows: “Headhunting for special talents,” 
and media executive, participant 10, explains: “My experience simply is, those things 
which you need - talking about social media, with SEO - that is what you get from 
outside. There are people like that. You can hardly learn that.” Participant 18 adds to this 
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strategy: “just hiring people who already know how to do that.” For someone like me 
who has a personal passion for people development and life-long-learning it is somewhat 
difficult to acknowledge that headhunting was repeatedly reported as an efficient 
convergent development strategy. Hiring new people with required skills and neglecting 
the development of the existing staff or denying offering a chance for development is for 
me a professional no-go. Of course, there will always be cases where highly specialized 
knowledge and experience can only be found on the job market, but in my opinion, this 
should be isolated cases only and not the standard for the development strategy of a 
company. 
Leadership and Management Skills 
Another unexpected finding was the clear postulate for the requirement of an 
enhancement of leadership and management skills among media managers. Participant 15 
opens a respective discussion by sharing her observation: “I believe – and that may be a 
dire fact of journalism in general – that [a strong leadership style] basically doesn’t mean 
anything because at all times individuals were promoted who were good at writing. … 
Perhaps they were good writers; but they were no leaders. And that holds true up to the 
CEOs.” Instead, she suggests, a position of leadership should be given to a person who 
can fill that leadership role, someone who can lead the company the best. The study 
participants had an explicit expectation and understanding of what kind of competencies 
leadership in the media industry has to entail: leading by example, leading with a clear 
vision and strategy, having the ability to build bridges and dissolve silo thinking, 
ensuring an overall positive atmosphere among employees, living a participative 
leadership style and marking physical presence, being specifically skilled in 
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communication, performing the role of a change agent and leading transformation 
processes, having the gift of motivating staff, having the knowledge of resource 
management, and understanding the measurability of media output in a multimedia 
environment and hence understanding convergent working processes and people involved 
in convergence. Additionally, the importance of superiors facilitating and supplying 
training and learning opportunities was put on the list of leadership and managerial skills. 
I did not expect that the media managers interviewed would have such a clear picture on 
missing leadership and management skills. I observed this lack of leadership skills during 
my time as the Head of Human Resources for one of the major Swiss German private 
media corporations. I found support for my personal impression of desperately needed 
leadership skills in Robert Boyatzis, who in 2011 published a research about the 
importance of emotional, social and cognitive intelligence for leaders and managers: 
“Outstanding leaders, managers, advanced professionals and people in key jobs, from 
sales to bank tellers, appear to require three clusters of behavioral habits as threshold 
abilities and three clusters of competencies as distinguishing outstanding performance.” 
He names the three threshold clusters as: 1) expertise and experience; 2) knowledge (i.e., 
declarative, procedural, functional and meta-cognitive); and 3) an assortment of basic 
cognitive competencies, such as memory and deductive reasoning. Boyatzis continues: 
”There are three clusters of competencies that differentiate outstanding from average 
performers in many countries of the world” and enumerates them as: “1) Cognitive 
competencies, such as systems thinking and pattern recognition; 2) Emotional 
intelligence competencies, including self-awareness and self-management competencies, 
such as emotional self-awareness and emotional self-control; 3) Social intelligence 
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competencies, including social awareness and relationship management competencies, 
such as empathy and teamwork” (p. 92f). This statement is consistent with my 
observations; it was the basis for a leadership curriculum I had developed and 
implemented for the entire management staff at AZ Medien. Participant 12 describes the 
current leadership challenges in the media industry well: 
I find this matter a difficult one. I see that in our company. The way I manage and the 
way others are managing teams—in some cases it is diametrical. In our company, 
though, in this rather creative environment, something is expected which differs from 
what is expected, for instance, in Controlling. In our case different personalities are 
required, personalities with different styles of leadership. I find it rather difficult to 
learn leadership. You either got it or you don’t. Perhaps there still is a little bit in 
between—of course. But in the first place, it is made up of competency. And if 
someone is not a good leader, he or she still has competency. That is okay, too. One 
doesn’t, after all, want to be the boss’s new friend. That doesn’t have to be the case. 
But I believe in today’s world an extremely high level of leadership is required. 
Meaning, we need a lot more leaders than managers. That I am convinced of. 
 
Conclusions 
In view of the research purposes of this study, the following conclusions can be 
derived: 
1. In Switzerland, the professional title ‘journalist’ is not a protected professional 
title. Therefore, there are various ways for obtaining a journalism education. The two 
most renowned professional journalism-training centers in the German-speaking part of 
Switzerland are the MAZ - Die Schweizer Journalistenschule and the Ringier 
Journalistenschule. 
2. Each participant of the study had his/her own peculiar way as to how they got 
involved in convergence, which ranges from an involuntarily slipping-in to a trying-out 
by curiosity. Media convergence is perceived as providing new opportunities for 
journalism that requires intensive rethinking. 
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3. The emergence of media convergence in the German-speaking part of 
Switzerland appeared in phases, starting at the end of the 20th century. Phase 1 is 
described when online media was comparing themselves with print products; Phase 2 
when online media rubbed themselves with print counterparts, and Phase 3 when mobile 
and social media (with the emergence of Facebook) were introduced and when the 
discussion about ‘Digital First’ and channel spanning work arose (between 2009 and 
2011). 
4. Media convergence already is playing an important role in all Swiss German 
media corporations. However, all of them see slight differences between the four major 
media players in the German-speaking part of Switzerland concerning the status of media 
convergence. 
5. The biggest changes in the way how editors and journalists work in this more 
convergent environment were perceived in the area of the ‘way of working,’ ‘speed of 
news,’ the requirement of ‘news distribution on different channels,’ ‘openness for new 
media’ and ‘interaction with readers.’  
6. Media convergence is closely linked to the physical place of a newsroom and 
the term newsroom itself with the place where news is being produced. However, some 
interview partners emphasized that media convergence starts in the minds of individuals 
and includes a change of mind-set. In this context, the concept of a newsroom can be 
perceived as the personalized convergence while media convergence is not limited to the 
newsroom and hence can take place everywhere and is disconnected from space and time. 
7. Competencies needed by journalists in a convergent environment encompass a 
broad framework which includes basic skills editors and journalists must have at any 
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time. All skills and competencies mentioned were grouped in seven competency themes: 
(a) technical skills, (b) social and emotional skills, (c) cognitive skills, (d) writing and 
linguistic skills, (e) publishing and production skills, (f) innovation and creativity, and (g) 
leadership and management. 
8. As the most effective development strategies for the development of 
convergent competencies were named, ‘learning by doing,’ ‘curiosity,’ ‘self-teaching,’ 
‘giving room for experimenting,’ ‘external training courses,’ ‘headhunting for individuals 
with the desired skills,’ and ‘mixing people with different competencies/ensuring 
diversity.’ 
9. Competency clusters needed for convergent media production currently are 
being developed by ‘internal experts/specialists,’ ‘rotation and mutual learning,’ ‘hiring 
people with respective skills,’ ‘external training/courses,’ ‘learning on the job’ and 
‘learning by example.’ 
10. An essential prerequisite for the content of convergent training is teaching 
how to ‘write a good story,’ ‘video producing’ and ‘multimedia skills.’ 
11. Main players for convergent competency development in the German-
speaking part of Switzerland are schools of journalism, superiors, chief editorial/editorial 
offices, academic institutions, experts and human resources. 
12. The presented competency development model is composed of seven 
competency clusters. A competency specific mixture of learning methods, according to 
the blended learning approach, is suggested to lead to the best results in gaining 
excellence in media convergence. 
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13. The development of leadership and management competencies is given high 
importance and should contain a huge bandwidth of cognitive skills as well as social and 
emotional intelligence competencies. 
Recommendations 
As a result of the findings that emerged from this research, which explored 
competencies needed by media professionals (journalists and editors) in the convergent 
media environment in the German-speaking part of Switzerland now and in the future, 
the following recommendations are given. 
For Media Professionals 
If the results of this study are taken into consideration, they might have 
implications for practitioners. Therefore, the following recommendations can be given: 
1. Consider new ways of working, new media presentation and production in 
connection with media convergence as personal professional enrichment. 
2. Test new technologies and try out new systems on an ongoing basis. 
3. Put yourself in the driver’s seat of your personal professional development, be 
curious and alert for new trends and practice learning-by-doing and self-teaching. 
4. Contribute to team-learning activities and share knowledge with your 
colleagues. 




For Media Managers 
These recommendations, derived from interviews with media managers in the 
study and my personal experience as Human Resources responsible in the media 
industry, are directed to media executives and media managers:  
1. Practice convergence yourself and gain experience with existing and new 
digital tools, apps and systems coming up (e.g. Android, iOS or Windows 10 Mobile 
devices, social media, Twitter, Instagram.) 
2. Implement a system of change agents and become a change master. 
3. Provide room and a safe place for experimenting (honeymoon period), 
encourage free-thinking, initiate or encourage experiential projects with respective “play 
money” and allow failures of pilots. 
4. Practice the full range of blended learning when planning and running any 
learning activities. 
5. Plan and provide a sizeable annual budget for the full range of training and 
learning activities according to blended learning by putting an emphasis on the 
development of technical, social and emotional, cognitive, and leadership and 
management skills. 
6. Invite and involve young people in your company’s management (the average 
age of media managers interviewed was 46.75 years). 
7. Provide retreat opportunities and individual work islands etc. for employees 
working in a newsroom setting. 
8. Equip media professionals for convergent work with the right electronic tools, 
systems and services. A 16 GB device is not enough for recording videos and a desktop 
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PC is not mobile enough. Today, company phone contracts with flat rates for voice and 
data are available for small fees. 
9. Assess emotional intelligence and social and emotional competencies of a 
potential candidate before nominating a new manager. 
10. Communicate the company’s vision and strategy in a way that is available for 
all your employees and which is understood by everybody. 
11. Organize innovation labs with Design Thinking and Human Centered Design 
approaches and implement a creativity prone culture. 
12. Implement a culture where failure is perceived as a chance and where failures 
are reviewed diligently, and taken as basis for solution development. 
13. Run cross-department, interdisciplinary and intercompany projects. 
14. Allow and get yourself involved in a temporary professional switching of 
sides. 
15. Provide healthy food and beverage offers and make them accessible 24 hours 
a day. 
For Policy Makers 
For those making policies and considering the underlying question of convergent 
ways of working, it might be worthwhile to consider the following suggestions: 
1. Implement a leadership development aims at developing leadership and 
management competencies by supporting learning communities and personal coaches, 
mentors, or advisors, a program which is based on continued individualized feedback. 
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2. Encourage your Human Resources department put an emphasis on people 
development. Implement and maintain a company-wide Talent Management system that 
focusses on convergent development of internal talents. 
3. Develop and implement a “Mobile Working Policy” with clear guidelines 
regarding telework and data security. 
4. Develop and implement a Policy for “Flexible Working” with models for 
annual and life-span working hours or adjusted to Swiss Labor Law. 
5. Develop and implement a salary system with equal pay for digital and print 
journalism work. 
6. Assess skills of your entire workforce and implement and maintain a skills 
management system that focusses on convergent competencies and internal mobility. 
7. Ensure that a remarkable part of the budget is spent for off-the-classroom 
learning opportunities (networking and social events, conferences and congresses, 
visitation of other media corporations, and similar industry sectors). 
8. Develop a bonus and/or reward system that acknowledges successfully 
developed and applied leadership skills and business success (not only for sales 
representatives). 
9. Develop and implement team incentives in connection with convergent efforts. 
10. Implement and maintain an incentive system for creativity and innovation 
(e.g. continuous improvement process (CIP), Kaizen etc.). 
11. Implement a Corporate Health Management program. 
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Recommendations for Future Research 
This study provides several topics and questions warranting more study. Thus, the 
following recommendations have emerged for further research: 
1. A study on competencies needed by media professionals (journalists and 
editors) in the convergent media environment in the German-speaking part of 
Switzerland now and in the future covering all types of media (Print, Radio, TV/Video, 
Online, Social media). 
2. A study on competencies needed by media professionals (journalists and 
editors) in the convergent media environment in the German-speaking part of 
Switzerland now and in the future from the point of view of media professionals. 
3. A study of the convergent job reality and needs for development/training and 
respective most effective development strategies from the point of view of media 
professionals. 
4. A study exploring Swiss German news users’ consumer behavior (different age 
groups with a focus on young media users; panel of focus group based). 
5. A study on competencies needed by media professionals (journalists and 
editors) in the convergent media environment in all of Switzerland (including the French 
and Italian speaking parts) now and in the future. 
6. A study on competencies needed by media professionals (journalists and 
editors) in the convergent media environment in Germany and Austria now and in the 
future. 




8. A study to elaborate convergent competencies per job profile (editor, print 
journalist, digital journalist, online journalist, manager, intern etc.). 
9. A study measuring the impact of leadership and management skills on effective 
changes in the media industry. 
10. A study of perceptions of media professionals in the German-speaking part of 
Switzerland about challenges and implications of media convergence. 
11. A study on the impact of “Mobile Working Policies,” “Flexible Working 
Policies,” equipment with digital power tools, retreat opportunities, leadership style of 
superiors, on job satisfaction of editors and journalists working in convergent media 
environments. 
Quo Vadis Convergence Competency Development? 
Although the 70-20-10 rule, which describes learning achievement by challenging 
assignments (70%), learning achievement by developmental relationships (20%) and 
learning achievement by coursework and training (10%), is widely disputed and certainly 
has its flaws, it does contain some truth when it comes to the fact that much of the 
learning is not taking place in a classroom setting. However, employees who are in the 
coffee corner too often and for too long and who at that location have lively discussions 
with their colleagues or a journalist who, instead of sitting in front of the screen, on the 
search for ideas jogs around the block or someone who via a mobile device is 
permanently connected with the outside world, are frowned at. Multitudes of educational 
and psychological learning researchers have demonstrated that learning happens 
informally, incidentally, embedded in a social framework, through social constructivism 
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or connectedness, or is experiential. Nevertheless, almost all prospective journalists are 
sent to schools of journalism or academic journalism training institutions. 
The fact that it is not necessarily given to everyone to learn how to deal with the 
latest and most hip digital tools and systems also concerns the German-speaking media 
industry. Hence, all hope is resting on a single generation, namely on the ‘Digital 
Natives.’ And if this strategy does not work, one searches for the established convergent 
experts from competitors by headhunting. 
How much longer will it be the case that companies do not see a need for 
practicing life-long-learning and for opening their mind for a blended learning approach, 
where the variety of learning strategies is linked to respective competencies to acquire?  
Our present society needs transformational managers and fore thinking leaders. It 
is not too late yet, but the future should start now where media corporations in the 
German-speaking part of Switzerland draw from the full range of development 
opportunities for convergent competences for media professionals. 
With the overview of expected convergent skills and the linkage with possible 
development and learning strategies, the present study aims at providing suggestions in 
this direction. Siemens (2005) states: “The pipe is more important than the content within 
the pipe. Our ability to learn what we need for tomorrow is more important than what we 
know today” (p. 8).  
The future of the Swiss German media industry depends on leaders who, like 
mountain guides, will take their crew over an unknown territory to a still uncertain 
summit. Such leaders must be experienced on one hand, and visionary and creative on the 
other hand. They need to have the ability to adapt quickly to strategy changes, function as 
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change agents and communicate in a way that can keep their crew on the track. They 
must closely accompany the weakest team members, they need to have the ability to 
motivate people and provide enough room for development and to send out forerunners 
as scouts to explore the site, trends and new developments and opportunities. Ultimately, 
they themselves must be able and willing to keep up with social changes and technology 
developments, they must be ready for innovation, open for new learning experiences and 
be themselves learning practitioners and experts in acquiring new competencies. 
The Swiss media industry will only be able to keep up with the imminent change 
in the media world if it succeeds in quickly developing new competencies required by 
journalists and editors. And they will only be able to do this by using a variety of learning 
strategies and by being in close connection with new business models as well as with new 
technology. Hence the competency to build and develop competencies in the future will 














Media Convergence The coexistence and merging process of different types of 
mass media  
Competency Competency in this study consists of 'knowledge,’ 'skills' 
and 'abilities' and also as a set of 'knowledge,’ 'skills' and 
'abilities' 
Convergent competency Competencies that are necessary to compete in an 
increasingly convergent media environment 
Media manager Print, TV, radio and digital editors-in-chief, heads of media 
profit centers, media executives, presidents of media 
associations, and human resources managers or talent 
development managers media companies employ to lead 
media industry firms 
Media professionals Editorial staff who work on the production of the actual 
news items to be dispersed in online, TV and the newspaper 
media 
Story A story in journalism is a function of news distribution. 
Stories are created in order to pass on a piece of information 
to readers, viewers, or listeners. 
Storytelling Also referred as narrative journalism is the art of captivating 
readers, viewers, or listeners by drawing them into a story 
with greater detail than is found in traditional news stories. 
Storytelling is often linked to digital storytelling which uses 
images, video, infographics or/and other visual elements in 
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